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2. Research Program

Research Objectives

The continental margin off Northwest Africa is largely shaped by a complex interplay of

sediment transport processes directed both down slope and along slope. Specifically

south of 26°N the considerably enhanced accumulation of sedimentary deposits

originates from an intense marine productivity in the coastal upwelling regime. This

results in widespread sediment movements and mass vasting events varying in style

and velocity from slow motion slumps, where the original internal structures of the

sediment column are mostly preserved, to debris flows, which typically display poor

sorting, to turbidites transporting sediment material from the continental slopes far into

the abyssal plains. Strong erosional boUom currents along the continental margin sub

stantially contribute the material transport and also to the development of large

sediment drift bodies.

Main aim of the first leg of Cruise M 58/1 is a quantitative account of sediment transport

processes from local scales to dimensions of 10 to 100 km2 extent. Individual episodes

of massive sediment movements will be outlined in their temporal and spatial

distribution and mass balances determined for the important constituents (organic and

terrigenous components, carbonate). The integral representation and exact

chronostratigraphic c1assification of the sedimentary sequences is an indispensable

prerequisite to resolve the relation between mass vasting events and c1imate cycles, in

particular sea level changes and glacial sea level low stands, as weil as to identify and

reconstruct the steering mechanisms of sedimentation in the vicinity of high productivity

regions. How much material was imported and exported, what effects had glacial

interglacial c1imate cycles, sea level changes and the variable influx of wind blown

terrigenous material from the continent are major questions to be addressed in this

context.

Scientific Program

Hydroacoustics

An expanded area characterized by numerous sedimentary mass movements will be

surveyed with different hydroacoustic techniques during Leg M 58/1 combining high

resolution seismic, Parasound and Hydrosweep profiling for an exemplary investigation

of sediment transport processes in a high productivity marine environment. Primary

goal of the acoustic measurement are dependable estimates of the regional extent and

volume of sediment movements.
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Individual mass vasting events are mapped in great detail and, as a basis for

appropriate coring strategies, disturbed (displaced) units discriminated from

undisturbed strata both at the surface and at depth. Extended seismic profiles and lines

crossing former ODP drill sites are intended to establish the regional characteristics of

transport processes and the relationship of individual sedimentary units to particular

source regions.

In addition, aseries of seismic reflection profiles will be recorded south and east of the

Canary Islands to provide basic information for an optimum positioning of PROD drill

sites during the subsequent leg.
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Fig.2.1 METEOR Cruise M 58/1, working areas and cruise tracks.
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Geochemistry

The main geochemical goals of this leg are pore water analyses for an age assessment

of sediment slide events and XRF measurements of the sedimentary solid phase as

lithostratigraphic proxies of the Late Quaternary continental margin sediments.

Stratigraphically undisturbed sedimentary deposits comprise important information

about temporal variabilities of the c1imate, current and wind systems or weathering

regimes on the continents reflected in the concentration of various major elements of

the solid phase. For several of these proxy parameters reliable standard profiles have

been established in various ocean regions that were dated by correlation to oxygen

isotope data. This allows a rapid and fairly dependable dating of undisturbed sediment

sequences.

As the specific characteristics of weil understood early diagenetic processes can now

be recognized in concentration profiles of the pore waters, it is possible to identify their

disturbance by mass movements of material in slides, debris flows, turbidites, and likely

also contourites. In non-displaced sediments, the pore water concentration profiles are

determined by stationary conditions, by 'equilibria' that result from concurrent early

diagenetic reactions and diffusive transport processes. For example, sulfate profiles in

pore waters of high productivity areas, typically show that sulfate and methane react at

a depth of several meters below the sediment surface, whereby sulfate is completely

consumed. The depleted sulfate is resupplied from the bottom water by diffusion and

the resultant linear concentration gradient to the reaction horizon can be used as a

measure for the release of methane from the deeper sub-bottom strata. A displacement

of material by mass vasting events such as slides, debris flows or turbidites completely

modifies this concentration profile. After redeposition, different stationary conditions will

develop according to the geochemical environment persisting at the new location. The

readjustment gradually evolves and typically requires approximately 1,000 to 2,000

years to sufficiently equilibrate. Therefore, the intermediary stages of this process offer

excellent possibilities to determine the age of sediment displacements.

Sedimentology

Prime topic of the sedimentological investigations will be quantitative an outline of mass

vasting events in their temporal and spatial distribution and reliable balances of the

sediment accumulation. The studies specifically concentrate on inner structures of the

deposits to discern particular lateral and downslope transport mechanisms. Moreover,

detailed analyses of the sediment composition will allow to identify their regions of

provenance as weil as mixing processes.
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Marine Geophysics

Measurements of various physieal parameters like porosity and density will provide

useful basie information already on board allowing a eomplete overview of the

reeovered sediment sequenees and also to diseriminate different sedimentary regimes.

In addition, they are of fundamental importanee for numerous subsequent studies. High

resolution eore logs of magnetie suseeptibility and eontinuous digital photographie

reeords of all sediment series predominantly aim at establishing a preliminary

stratigraphie c1assifieation whieh not the least is an indispensable prerequisite to design

an appropriate sampling strategy for futher shore based analyses. In this eontext,

environmental magnetism topies are of prime interest, in partieular, how the temporal

and regional variability of upwelling and high produetivity ean be quantified with these

methods in diagentie sediment phenomena.
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3. Summarized Cruise Report

At the end of cruise M57-3 METEOR arrived according to schedule early in the morning

of April 13, 2003 in Dakar. The plan was to arrange packing of equipment and sampies

of the completed cruise section into containers and to send these back home as soon

as possible. However if there are no empty containers available nothing can be packed,

thus participants of cruise M57-3 had to come back on board on April 14 just before

their home flight and pack their material. On the other hand the containers for our

cruise section did not arrive on April 14 and all we could do was waiting. Finally, in the

evening of April 15, a "first rate" of containers came on board and were unloaded

immediately. The next day, April 16, the vessel was shifted to the bunker station to fill

up fuel supplies.
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Fig.2.2 METEOR Cruise M 58/1, cruise tracks and core locations.
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We then returned to our former anchorage awaiting a "second rate" of containers. This

was first of all the container with liners and core barrels for the next two cruise sections.

We were getting more and more nervous when the container was declared as missing

on Wednesday evening. As a precaution we ordered by phone more liners to be

dispatched by airmail via Paris - while we estimated the quantity of core barrels on

board as more or less sufficient. Fortunately just before the replacement shipment left

Germany, the missingcontainer could be traced in Dakar, thanks to assistance from

Bremen. On Thursday before Easter the container finally arrived on board in the early

afternoon.

However these circumstances gave us plenty of time to install and equip our

laboratories - none of the participants of former cruises could remember such time

luxury. The "next rate" of equipment - an airfreight box - arrived on Friday, 18.04.2003.

But in the end our "final rate", i.e., the container with the seismic compressor, created

the main problem, since it turned out to be impossible to arrange for its punctual

transportation from Kapstadt via Abidjan to Dakar. First the arrival was announced for

April 16, which was then extended to April 17, April 18, April 19 etc. On Easter Sunday,

April 20, at 8.00 hrs a.m. we saw container vessel "NICOLAS DELMAS" arriving in the

port of Dakar and we could even see our hot-Ionged container on board, but again it

turned out to be impossible to transfer the container on board of RV METEOR the very

same day.

A scientistfrom Morocco was our guest on board, whereas an officer from Senegal,

who was supposed to accompany us as weil, declined shortly before we left Dakar. His

superior did no longer insist on his participation, since we only made use of the port of

Dakar and did not have any intentions to do research within the territorial waters of

Senegal. The observers also created some problems, since none of them had a valid

visa for Spain. It was Easter and there was no chance to receive a visa or at least a

transfer-visa at short term via the Spanish embassy in Dakar, and finally the ship

agency in Las Palmas promised to arrange for a transfer-visa from ship to airport before

the arrival of METEOR in Las Palmas.

On Easter Monday finally the compressor container arrived on board and we left Dakar

around 14.00 hours with more than 5 days delay. About 24 hours we moved north

parallel to the foot of the continental slope until we arrived in our first working area

along the continental slope between 18°N and 22°N. At the southern edge of this area

we first passed - according to the recordings of hydrosweep and parasound - a big

area with many slides, avalanches and debris flows and later at the latitude of Cap

Timiris a very big and deep canyon, which was not registered on any map so far. We

found a new name for it which is "Cap Timiris Canyon". Along the foot of this continental

slope at a water depth of 3000 meters the canyon has a depth of 300 m and a total
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width of more than 2 km. On half depth we clearly recognized mainly in the transverse

profile a terrace. Especially the narrow deep cut shows distinctively meanders, which

are partly even more concise slope upwards. All these details in the shape of the

canyon resemble very much the picture of a river on the land, and we had always to

remind ourselves, that these are pictures from thousands of meters under the water

surface.

Next step was the measurement of the big areas between 19°N and 22°N, registered in

the map of the working group from Southampton as areas with vast "debris flows" and

"slides". Our measurements with hydrosweep, parasound and multichannel seismic

however showed us, that this area of the continental slope shows a rather regular

sedimentation with only sporadic and small slides and debris flows. In one of the

sediment cores we discovered such a small debris flow showing very characteristic

sediment structures. We arranged for a more or less "online production of an age

model" with measurements of susceptibility and fluorescent X-ray analysis, which

continued to work reliably and we therefore know for sure, that this debris flow event

took place approximately 180.000 years ago.

In consideration of our expectations regarding registration of transportation along this

continental slope between 19°N and 22°N, the slope turned out to be somewhat

"boring". For detailed exploration we therefore decided to concentrate on the area

around Cap Timiris Canyon as weil as on the big slide complex in the south, rfnentioned
I

above, which we already had crossed on our way.

Cap Timiris Canyon kept us busy until Thursday, May 1st with seismic- and

hydrosweep/parasound profiles as weil as taking cores with multicorer, gravity carer

and on the shelf even with the giant box corer. Seismology permitted deep views into

the sediments at multiple profiles, crossing the course of the canyon. From such

profiles it could be derived that this canyon and its inflows had been more or less

stationary in their position since long (-tertiary) time, and along with the results of other

working groups it became evident, that they are still active and represent a

characteristic for the mass transportation in this section of the continental slope.

This part of the canyon provided us with a range of interesting sediment cores, and at

two places we managed to compare a core from up the Levee (beach barrier) and from

the deepest parts of the canyon. First we planned to use a 3 m long (short) core barrel

at the canyon, but some interesting layers in the parasound encouraged us to use a 6

m long gravity corer. While the ships position was kept precisely, we managed to get

the core from the deepest part of the canyon - and it turned out to be shot through up

to the top of the weight. Finally the repetition with a 12 m long gravity corer provided us

another core of 9 m length, where the sedimentologists counted a sequence of totally

33 turbidity events. The analysis of the pore water showed, that the uppermost layers
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were still young, perhaps same decades old. Whereas cores from the Levee (beach

barrier) showed a more or less undisturbed sedimentation at high sedimentation rates,

rarely interrupted by small turbidity layers.

On Friday, May 2, we started with seismic-profiles in various directions in the area of

the great debris flow between 1rand 18°N (we now call it "Mauritania Debris Flow").

And on Sunday 04.05.03 we started the core program at positions following the results

of seismology and sediment acoustics. At three border areas, where the debris flow

already showed minor thickness, we managed to get cores which penetrated the debris

flow and found pelagic sediments above und below which will allow a precise dating. In

all three cases we dated the age of the debris flow (preliminarily) at around 10.000

years. However we had to learn that getting sediment cores from rather

inhomogeneaus depositions can be problematical. The price we had to pay for our

good cores was a relatively high number of twisted core barrels (bananas).

Our fourth week started with core stations at the "Mauritania Slide Complex" and the

"Mauritania Debris Flow", that follows down the continental slope at a latitude between

1rN and 18°N. Beforehand we took parasound/hydrosweep- and seismic-profiles in

various directions along this area and we could elearly recognize the internal structure

of these sediment slides and debris flows. We also observed that this debris flow,

dominating the shape of the continental slope, is not the first one, but there were

distinct signs of more than one predecessor, and this seems to be the dominating form

of sediment transportation along this part of the continental slope.

Along the edges of the debris flow mainly the parasound-profiles documented those

parts, where it lays thinly over weil bedded sediments. At these places we were hopeful

to pervade the sedimentation of the debris flow with the gravity corer. And thanks to the

good parasound-quality and the following interpretation we managed to da so at three

places. An extremely good example is gravity core GeoB 8523-1. The lower parts of

this core until 2,80 m under sediment surface contains pelagic sediments, easy to date,

followed by the last depositions of the Mauritania Debris Flow between 2,80 and 1,15 m

depth with flow structures and big elasts. Then between 1,15 m and - 0,55 m a turbidite

followed, carrying coarse sediments at its base from the shelf. Probably this turbidite

was triggered by the debris flow. Between 0,55 m and the sediment surface we again

found normal pelagic sedimentation, representing again the last 10.000 years,

according to preliminary dating. Thus we can now date this debris flow event into the

early holacene. Thanks to seismic and sediment-acoustic preparatory work we found

two more cores at other places of the debris flow, which confirmed this estimation of

age.

Following our coring activities we took further profiles with seismic and sediment

acoustics, in order to improve our knowledge about the extension and the interior
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structure of the Mauritania Slide Complex and the Mauritania Debris Flow. We finished

our activities in this area with using the box corer at several stations along the shelf

margin. The sedimentologists wanted to explore the origin of the material, which we

found further down the slope in the turbidites and in the debris flow. This presented us

another little highlight, i.e., structures in the seismic-prafiles, found in a water depth of

around 500 m along the continental slope, turned out to be what was already

suspected, i.e., reefs of coldwater corals. The box corer is not quite the right tool for

sampling such structures, but we managed to scratch some pieces fram the reefs.

On Thursday, 08.05., and Friday 09.05., we made headway towards the north to the

Sahara Debris Flow at 24° to 25°N. During the night of Friday to Saturday, 10.05., we

started working on seismic- and parasound/hydrasweep profiles. This resulted in

choosing three core stations on Saturday along the area at the upper headwall of the

slide. We again managed at two places to penetrate the depositions of the debris flow

with the gravity corer down to the sliding plane respectively to undisturbed sediments.

The young pelagic sedimentation on top of these two debris flow positions is only 10 to

20 cm, and we therefore expect the age to be holocene, perhaps even late-holocene.

As it was envisaged to enter Las Palmas on Monday, May 12 - time and place of our

debarkation - there was only time to label and open these cores, sampling and

treatment had to be postponed until we are back in Bremen. The working group of

Russel Wynn will be also engaged in this sampling and investigating these cores.

Russel Wynn and his PhD-student Aggeliki Georgiopoulou, being experts in slides and

debris flows, were a big support during this METEOR expedition, and we are very much

looking forward to our joint treatment of core material fram Sahara Debris Flow in

Bremen.

From our scientific point of view the cruise turned out to be an exciting one and we

almost forgot about the long time of waiting and the delayed beginning of our journey.

We learnt a lot about the mass transportation along this high productive continental

slope, and our knowledge about canyons, debris flows and sediment slides has

become far more intense. The function of all apparatus braught along by the different

groups of scientists and their individually used methods turned out to work without any

problems, and as a result we come home with loads of sampies and data.

Last but not least Kapitän Henning Papenhagen and his crew contributed a great deal

to the success of this cruise and we - the group of scientists - take this opportunity to

express our gratitude for the excellent support throughout the journey. All of us are

looking forward to the next cruise.
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4. Preliminary Results
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4.1 PARASOUND, HVDROSWEEP and Navigation

(Antobreh, A A, Gerriets, A, Knefelkamp, B., Krastel, S., Richter, F., Zühlsdorff, L.,
and Shipboard Scientific Party)

4.1.1 Technical Description and Data Processing

The PARASOUND system works both as a low-frequency sediment echosounder and as

a high-frequency narrow beam sounder to determine the water depth. It uses the

parametric effect, which produces additional frequencies through nonlinear acoustic

interaction of finite amplitude waves. If two sound waves of similar frequencies (here 18

kHz and e.g. 22 kHz) are emitted simultaneously, a signal of the difference frequency

(e.g. 4 kHz) is generated for sufficiently high primary amplitudes. The new component is

traveling within the emission cone of the original high frequency waves, which are

limited to an angle of only 4° for the equipment used. The resulting footprint size of 7%

of the water depth is much smaller than for conventional systems, and both vertical and

lateral resolution is significantly improved.

The PARASOUND system is permanently installed on the ship. The hull-mounted trans

ducer array has 128 elements on an area of -1 m2
. It requires up to 70 kW of electric

power due to the low degree of efficiency of the parametric effect. In 2 electronic

cabinets, beam forming, signal generation and the separation of primary (18, 22 kHz)

and secondary frequencies (4 kHz) are carried out. The system is operated on a 24

hour schedule with the third electronic cabinet in the echosounder control room.

The PARASOUND System sends out a burst of pulses at 400 ms intervals until the first

echo returns, since the two-way travel time in the deep sea is long compared to the

length of the reception window of up to 266 ms. The coverage of this discontinuous

mode depends on the water depth, and produces non-equidistant shot distances bet

ween bursts. On average, one seismogram is recorded about every second providing a

spatial resolution on the order of a few meters on seismic profiles at 6.0 knots.

The main tasks of the operators are system and quality control and the adjustment of

the start of the reception window. Only a short window dose to the sea floor is recorded

because of the limited penetration of the echosounder signal into the sediment «100

m).

The PARASOUND System is equipped with the digital data acquisition system

PARADIGMA, which was developed at the University of Bremen (Spieß, 1993). The data

were stored on two exchangeable disc drives of 4 gigabyte capacity, allowing

continuous recording between 5 and 10 days dependent on water depth and shot rate.

The Pentium-processor based pe allows the buffering, transfer and storage of the
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digital seismograms at very high repetition rates. From the emitted series of pulses

usually every seeond pulse is digitized and stored, resulting in reeording intervals of 800

ms within a pulse sequenee. The seismograms were sampled at a frequeney of 40 kHz,

with a typieal registration length of 266 ms for a depth window of -200 m. The souree

signal was a band limited, 2-6 kHz sinusoidal wavelet of 4 kHz dominant frequeney with

a duration of 2 periods (-500 IJs totallength).

During the aequisition of the data, an online processing was earried out. PARASOUND

seetions were plotted with a vertieal seale of several hundred meters for all profiles

henee eliminating most of the ehanges in window depth. These plots give a first

impression of variations in seafloor morphology, sediment eoverage and sedimentation

patterns along the ship's traek. The eehogram seetions were filtered with a wide band

pass filter to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the data were normalized to a

eonstant value mueh smaller than the average maximum amplitude, thus amplifying

deeper and weaker refleetions.

The PARASOUND systems worked very weil for most of the eruise. Problems with the

heave eompensation oeeurred at the beginning of the eruise. The problems were solved

by eleetricians of the vessel in a very professional manner.

The swath bathymetrie system HYDROSWEEP of Krupp Atlas Elektronik is used for

mapping the water depth. The seafloor is sampled by 59 beams of weil known pre

defined angles. The total swath width is 90°, giving eoverage of 2 times the oeean

depth. The system operates at a frequency of 15.5 kHz. The system uses a

ealibration mode to compare depth values of the eentral and outer beams in order

to ealeulate a mean sound velocity by producing the best fit between both values.

Refraetion effeets on the outer beams are suppresses by this method and

minimizes residual errors to values smaller than 0.5% of water depth.

Proeessing of the bathymetrie data was earried out with the publie domain software

MultiBeam system (Caress and Chayes, 1996). Guter beams were zapped, artifaets

were identified and flagged using automatie tools as weil as an interaetive editor,

and the depth values were reealeulated by fu" raytraeing with a water veloeity

profile from the Levitus database. The data were imaged as eontour plots with the

GMT software paekage (Wessei and Smith, 1998) after gridding.

The HYDROSWEEP system was used routinely during RN METEOR Cruise M58-1 and

was servieed by the PARASOUND operator on a 24-hour sehedule. Sinee wind and

waves, espeeially from the port side, cause problems with the system, the data

proeessing of the multibeam eehosounder sometimes resulted in gaps.

During the entire eruise, GPS and DGPS were available and provided high quality

navigation data.
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Figure 4.1.1a: Bathymetric map of Cap Timiris Canyon (part 1). The locations of

stations in the vicinity of the Canyon are shown as black circles. Seismic profiles are

shown as black lines.

4.1.2 HVDROSWEEP Preliminary Results

The HVDROSWEEP system was used during the entire cruise on all seismic profiles and

transits between stations. This generally results in isolated stripes of bathymetric data

along the tracks. More detailed bathymetric mapping was done of a large canyon

system. This canyon was discovered during METEOR Cruise M58/1 and provisionally

named 'Cap Timiris Canyon'. In a first step, we followed the canyon upslope. The
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Figure 4.1.1 b: Bathymetric map of Cap Timiris Canyon (part 2). The locations of

stations in the vicinity of the Canyon are shown as black circles. Seismic profiles are

shown as black lines.

track was chosen based on the online image of the HYDROMAP terminal. This allowed us

to get a good picture of the course of the Canyon up to a water depth of -1500m.

During a seismic survey the canyon was crossed numerous times, giving a better

coverage of bathymetric data in the vicinity of Cap Timiris Canyon. Several additional

HYDROSWEEP lines were collected parallel to the slope between the shelf break and

-1500 m water depth. Though these lines do not give a complete bathymetric coverage

of the canyon in water depth shallower than 1500 m, the data allow tracing
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Figure 4.1.1c: Bathymetric map of Cap Timiris Canyon (part 3). The locations of

stations in the vicinity of the Canyon are shown as black circles. Seismic profiles are

shown as black lines.

of the canyon to the shelf break. Images of the canyon are shown in Fig. 4.1.1 a-4.1.1 e

together with the coring locations. The canyon shows many similarities to a river, such

as meanders, cut-off loops, terraces, and confluences.

The most distal part of the canyon (Fig. 4.1.1 a), which was mapped with HYDROSWEEP,

is located about 200 km off the shelf break. Stations 8eoB 8502 and also 8503 are

located in this upper part of the canyon. The canyon is about 3 km wide and up to
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Figure 4.1.1d: Bathymetric map of Cap Timiris Canyon (part 4). The locations of

stations in the vicinity of the Canyon are shown as black circles. Seismic profiles are

shown as black Iines.

330 m deep. A terrace was identified at a depth of -120 m; the deepest part of the

canyon is cut in this terrace and is < 1 km wide. Particularly, the deepest part of the

canyon shows many meanders. A confluence with a smaller canyon was observed at

the western end of the mapped area. This smaller canyon is -200 m deep and -1 km

wide. The last part of this smaller canyon is relatively straight while numerous

meanders are visible further upslope. We speculate that the main canyon continues for

hundreds of kilometers downslope.
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Following the main canyon further upslope (Fig. 4.1.1 b), the course of the canyon

becomes straight for about 10 km, but thereafter very strong meandering starts again. A

cut-off loop was mapped at about 18°33'W. This cut-off loop is still c1early visible in the

bathymetric map, but its depth of only 170 m compared to 275 m of the main canyon

indicates that the cut-off loop is partly filled with sediments and therefore inactive. About

5 km east of this cut-off loop the very extensive meanders will most likely develop to

cut-off loops in the near future. After some more meanders, the canyon widens up to 5
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km (Fig. 4.1.1 c) for about 15 km. This basin is boarded to the east by a bottleneck and

a second smaller basin was mapped east of the bottleneck. This basin is about 4 km

wide and 160 m deep. The stations 8eoB 8507 - 8eoB 8509 are located in and

adjacent to this basin. A PARASOUND Profile crossing the canyon elose to the stations

shows that an only 200 -300 m wide gully is carved into the basin, which is about 50 m

deeper and marks the most active part of the canyon (see Fig. 4.1.4).

Further upslope the canyon starts to meander again and several confluences were

identified (Fig. 4.1.1 d). Beneath 1500 m water depth the slope angle increases and

several tributaries of the canyons were identified (Fig. 4.1.1 e). Due to incomplete

coverage with bathymetric data, it is difficult to trace single branches of the canyon and

no main canyon seems to exist. The branches cover a more than 50 km wide area on

the upper slope and most of the branches reach the shelf break. Several branches

were identified on the shelf itself. It seems that the canyon system collects sediments

from a wide area of the shelf and therefare mainly controls the sediment transport from

the shelf into the deep sea.

4.1.3 PARASOUND Preliminary Results

PARASOUND data were collected along all seismic profiles and transits between stations.

The quality of the data is best along the seismic profiles, because the ship speed of -6

knots during seismic profiling results in a better lateral resolution and a reduced noise

level. The examples shown below were collected in the two main working areas of

METEOR Cruise M58/1, the Cap Timiris Canyon and the Mauritania slide complex.

The PARASOUND Profile 8eoB 03-032 (Fig. 4.1.2) crosses the main canyon and a

smaller canyon in the most distal part of the surveyed area. The main canyon is almost

300 m deep at this location. The canyon floar is imaged as a strong reflector without

any subbottom penetration, which might indicate the presence of coarse sands on the

canyon floar. A large terrace, about 150 m above the deepest point of the canyon, is

visible at the northeastern side of the canyon. The PARASOUND image of this terrace is

characterized by strong continuous reflectors, which can be identified up to 25 m

subbottom depth. The levees of the canyon are characterized by low amplitude

reflections indicating different deposits compared to the terrace. The reflectors at the

terrace and the levees probably show individual overspill turbidity deposits, the coarser

deposits were probably deposited on the terrace while finer material made its way up to

the levees. It is difficult to identify the base of the smaller canyon on this PARASOUND

image but the bathymetric map gives a depth of -200m. No major terraces were

identified. Remarkable is the very abrupt change of the reflection amplitudes
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Figure 4.1.2: PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-032 across Cap Timiris Canyon. The location

of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.1.1 a.

southwest of the main canyon. This change is also associated with a change of slope

angle, hence it might mark the change to normal background sedimentation, but it

might be part of the levee as weil. A small fault is c1early imaged by the PARASOUND

data at the southwestern end of the profile.
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Figure 4.1.3: PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-024 across Cap Timiris Canyon. The location

of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.1.1 b.

PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-024 (Fig. 4.1.3) crosses the active canyon and a cut-off

loop. The active canyon has a depth of almost 300 m, the canyon floor is imaged as a

strong single reflector. The cut-off loop is almost 150 m shallower than the active

canyon. It is partially filled by sediments, which are imaged as strong subparallel
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reflectors on the PARASOUND record. The base of the cut-off loop is not flat, but slightly

inclined. The levees show a similar structure as on PARASOUND Profile 8eoB 03-032.

The levees are characterized by distinct reflectors with a relatively low amplitude. The

southern levee, which is located next to the active canyon, is slightly higher than the

northern levee located next to the cut-off loop. A disturbed zone is visible on the

southern levee. This disturbed zone might be an aborted slide. The sediments might

have started to disintegrate, but they have not moved far.

PARASOUND Profile 8eoB 03-040(Fig. 4.1.4) crosses a small basin of the Cap Timiris

Canyon. The canyon is about 5 km wide and about 200 m deep at this location. This

profile crosses the canyon close to stations 8eoB 8507 - 8509, which are projected to

this profile. Station 8eoB 8507 was taken on the highest point of the levee, which is

characterized by low amplitude reflectors. Station 8eoB 8508 is located on a small

terrace of the canyon about 40 m deeper than the first station. The reflection patterns

are relatively similar for these two stations. The base of the canyon is characterized by

very strang distinct reflectors. This area is about 2 km wide, but a narrow gully, about

30 m deep is carved into the canyon floor. This gully probably marks the most active

part of the canyon. It is not totally clear whether station 8eoB 8509 is located in the

gully or on the broader canyon floor, but the rope length supports a location in the

deepest part of the canyon.

Figs. 4.1.5 - 4.1.8 show PARASOUND images of the Mauritania slide complex. Profile

8eoB 03-046 (Fig. 4.1.5) crosses the debris flow in a southwest-northeast direction.

The southern edge of the debris flow is located at a small channel-Ievee system (Fig.

4.1.5a). The top of the debris flow is characterized bya prolonged seafloor return and a

blocky structure. The base of the debris flow on the southwestern part of Profile 8eoB

03-046 is only visible in the direct vicinity of the channel-Ievee system. From there on

the thickness of the debris flow seems to exceed 20 m. In the central part of the debris

flow (Fig. 4.1.5b) the thickness seems to decrease and a glide plain is visible on same

parts of the profile. The thickness of the debris flow is still -20 m at this part of the

profile. The thickness suddenly decreases at -4:30 h on Profile 8eoB 03-046. This

decrease in thickness is associated with an increase of the slope angle. An about 50 m

high step in morphology is located further to the northeast. This step is interpreted as a

headwall of the debris flow. Nevertheless, upslope of the headwall, debris flow deposits

are clearly imaged by the PARASOUND data. The morphology is getting very complex

from this point on. Several canyons and large blocks were identified on the PARASOUND

Profile. The blocks show same internal structure and are probably the results of

extension in the headwall area. Another step in morphology was identified at the

northeastern end of Profile 8eoB 03-046. Undisturbed sediments were found upslope

of this headwall. The complex headwall area suggests that more then one slope failure

occurred during deposition of the debris flow.
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Figure 4.1.4: PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-040 across Cap Timiris Canyon. This profile
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Figure 4.1.5e: PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-046 (part 3) aeross the Mauritania slide

eomplex. The loeation of this profile is shown in Fig. 4.2.12.

PARASOUND Profile Geob03-056 (Fig. 4.1.6) crosses the headwall area and the upper

part of the Mauritania debris flow. The western part of this profile is eharaeterized by

bloeky deposits. The base of the debris flow is hardly visible in this part. This pattern

ehanges at -5:05h on Profile GeoB 03-056. From there on a relatively smooth seafloor

refleetor was reeorded on top of a transparent unit. Several steps in morphology up to a

height of 75 m were found in the headwall area. Bloeky deposits are usually found

direetly beneath these steps in morphology. Undisturbed sediments, not affeeted byany

kind of mass wasting, were found in water depth < 800 m.

A major objeetive of the survey of the Mauritania slide eomplex was to penetrate the

debris flow deposits with a gravity eore in order to sampie undisturbed sediments below

and on top of the debris flow. Coring loeations were chosen based on the PARASOUND

reeords at the southern edge of the debris flow. Fig. 4.1.7 shows a PARASOUND Profile

and the eoring loeations GeoB 8519-8521. At these loeations the debris flow is

bordered by a small ehannel-Ievee system. The ehannel-Ievee system developed

earlier than the debris flow, and the debris flow did not pass beyond the northern
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Figure 4.1.6a: Part of PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-056 (part 1) erossing the Headwall

area of the Mauritania slide eomplex. The loeation of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.2.12.
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Figure 4.1.6b: Part of PARASOUND Profile GeoB 03-056 (part 2) crossing the Headwall

area of the Mauritania slide complex. The location of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.2.12.

levee. Station 8519 was located on the levee, Station GeoB 8521 at the canyon floor.

Station 8520 was located at the southern edge of the debris flow, where the

PARASOUND Profile suggests a thickness of -5 m of the debris flow. Recovery of gravity

core GeoB 8520-1 was 11.27 m and first analysis of this core showed that undisturbed

sediments were sampled below the debris flow deposits.

A different situation was found -60 km further downslope. In Fig. 4.1.8 the debris flow

onlaps normal stratified sediments. While gravity core GeoB 8522-1 with a recovery of

5.61 m did not hit the base of the debris flow, gravity core GeoB 8523-1 with 6.12 m

recovery penetrated the base of the debris flow.
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GeoB 8519 5

Figure 4.1.7: PARASOUND Profile showing the location of stations GeoB 8519 -8521 at

the edge of the Mauritania debris flow. The location of this profile is shown in Fig.

4.2.12.
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4.2 High-Resolution Multichannel Reflection Seismies

(Antobreh, A. A., Gerriets, A., Knefelkamp, B., Krastel, S., Richter, F., Zühlsdorff, L.)

4.2.1 Introduction

The Bremen multichannel seismic system is specifically designed to acquire high

resolution seismic data through optimizing all system components and procedural

parameters. Figure 4.2.1 gives an outline of the system setup as it was used during RN

METEOR Cruise M58/1.

Seismic data were collected in 4 different areas: off Cap Blanc, off Cap Timiris, in the

Mauritania slide complex, and in the Saharan debris flow (Fig. 4.2.2). Altogether about

140.000 shots were fired along -2000 km of seismic profiles.

The first part of the following chapter gives an outline of the single components of the

seismic systems. Thereafter first results of each working area will be presented.
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Figure 4.2.1: Outline of the Bremen high resolution reflection seismic system,
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Figure 4.2.2: Overview map of all seismic profiles.

4.2.2 Seismic Sources and Compressor

During seismic surveying, two different seismic sourees, a 1.7 I GI-Gun and a watergun,

were triggered in a quasi-simultaneous mode at a time interval between 9 and 10 s (see

also trigger unit). Seismic data were collected with an average ship speed of 6 knots

resulting in a shot distance of 28 m to 31 m.
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Only minor problems occurred with the guns and the pressure lines, wh ich could be

fixed very quickly resulting in minor data gaps. Complete data gaps could be avoided,

since only one of the sources had to be turned off at a time.

The geometry of source and receiver systems during the measurements is shown in

Fig. 4.2.3. Ship velocity during deployment and retrieval was between 2.0 and 3.0

knots, respectively, depending on weather conditions and surface currents.
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Figure 4.2.3: Plan of working deck.
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The GI-Gun (Generator-Injector gun; Sodera) with achamber volume of 2 x 1.7 L (2 x

105 in3
) was towed on the port side of RV METEOR. The gun was towed appraximately

25 m behind the ship's stern. The towing wire was connected to a bow with the GI-Guns

hanging on two chains 40 cm beneath (Fig. 4.2.4). The Injector was triggered with a

delay of 50 ms with respect to the Generator signal, which basically eliminated the

bubble signal. The other source was a S15 watergun (Sodera) with a volume of 0.16 L

(10 in3
). The watergun was towed on the starboard side appraximately 20 m behind the

ship's stern. The umbilicals were secured by strang rapes to avoid damage of pressure

Iines and electric cables due to rubbing or bending. A steel frame held the watergun in

a tight position parallel to the elongated buoy in a depth of appraximately 0.5 m (Fig.

4.2.4).

High-pressure air of 150 bar (2150 PSI) for gun operation was pravided by a Caterpillar

compressor container, which was located on the working deck of RV METEOR.

Altogether, each gun was shot about 70.000 times during METEOR Cruise M58/1.

NOT TO SCALE

25m

Buoy

(A)

20m

Umbilical

E
ü
o
l.()

(8)

Figure 4.2.4: Towing gear and arrangement for the GI Gun (A) and the watergun (8).
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4.2.3 Streamer

RV METEOR Cruise 58, Leg 1, Dakar- Las Pa/mas

The multichannel seismic streamer (SYNTRON) includes a tow-Iead, one stretch

section of 50 m and nine active sections of 50 m length each (Fig 4.2.5). A 70 m long

METEOR rope with a buoy at the end was connected to the tail swivel. A 30 m long deck

cable connected the streamer to the recording system. The winch location on the

working deck is shown in Fig. 4.2.3. During operations, the streamer (tow lead) was

fixed with two METEOR ropes. The tow lead was laid out -45 m.

Active sections are subdivided into 8 hydrophone groups (Fig. 4.2.6). Each of the

6.25m long hydrophone groups is again subdivided into 5 subgroups of different

lengths. One of the subgroups is a high-resolution hydrophone with a pre-amplifier. A

programming module distributes the subgroups of 4 hydrophone groups, i.e. a total of

20 groups, to 5 channels. As illustrated in Figure 4.2.6, every second 6.25 m

hydrophone subgroup was completely used with all 13 hydrophones, whereas the two

additional channels were reduced in length to 2.2 m and 3.3 m, respectively. Locations

of individual hydrophone groups are given in Tab. 4.2.1.

M58fJ - Stl'camcr Conliguratioll 1 Information:

1 strctch 50111,9 activc seelions 50111, Lcadi1l45 m
1 GI-Gun, [ watorgun, seo also protooo[

45 m ):< SO 111 --~~- 50 l1l --~E----:::1"'':;'''-

HO more 100 m - sectiolls!

/,Oom of 50 m - sootion

Strcamcr target depth 3 111

Position of largo ,.,.,
hydophollC groups (GI) :
Position or small
hydrophonc groups (WA):

Depth GI [. 7L

Depth Wa 0.16L

LS111

0.8 m

Figure 4.2.5: Configuration of streamer as used during Cruise M58/1

A switch box connects the streamer via a deck cable with the seismograph and allows

the assignment and optional stacking of streamer hydrophone subgroups to individual

recording channels. The incoming 72 channels were distributed to the output channels

of the recording systems as shown in Table 1.2 with the same pattern during the whole

cruise.
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Channel 1: HG1 (HSG A/B/C/E)
Channel 2: HG3 (HSG A/B/C/E)
Channel3: HG2 (HSG C/E)
Channel 4: HG4 (HSG B/C/E)
Auxiliary : HG1 (HSG 0 = High-Res.)

6.25 m length
6.25 m length
2.45 m length
3.35 m length
0.25 m length

Auxiliary A ---------r--------------

~~~~~~~~i§~~i==~~~~~~~~~~~·channe14channel 3 channel 2
channeli

4 hydrophone groups \vitbA~:25 111 length each and 2S 111 fot~llength

to stacking
module --:::-"-----------------,

High~Res

Hydrophon
(HSGD)

, ,
,

,

Figure 4.2.6: Plan of an active streamer section.

Output channels 1 to 36 were connected to the Jupiter recording system (GI-Gun),

channels 49 to 84 to the Spectra recording system (watergun) (Table 4.2.2). Single

hydrophones (streamer channels 97 to 120) were not recorded.

Deployment and retrieval lasted approximately 45 minutes including installation of the

five Remote Bird Units (RUs; see below).

Midpoint
Distance

Channel No.
In Section

Table 4.2.1: Channel assignment and midpoint distances of hydrophone groups fram

begin of each active section.

Segment Hydrophone
of 25 m len th Group No.

A (0-25 m) 1
A 2
A 3
A 4

B (25-50 m) 1
B 2
B 3
B 4

1
3
2
4
5
7
6
8

3.1 m
11.3 m
15.6 m
23.3 m
28.1 m
36.3 m
40.6 m
48.3 m
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Table 4.2.2: Streamer Channel Assignments for Output Recording Channels

Input Output Hydrophone Number of Hydrophone Hydrophone
Channel Channel Group Hydrophones Group Group

per Group Length [m] distance [m]
1 1 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
2 2 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
5 3 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
6 4 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
9 5 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
10 6 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
13 7 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
14 8 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
17 9 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
18 10 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
21 11 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
22 12 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
25 13 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
26 14 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
29 15 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
30 16 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
33 17 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
34 18 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
37 19 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
38 20 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
41 21 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
42 22 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
45 23 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
46 24 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
49 25 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
50 26 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
53 27 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
54 28 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
57 29 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
58 30 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
61 31 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
62 32 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
65 33 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
66 34 HG3 13 6.25 12.5
69 35 HG1 13 6.25 12.5
70 36 HG3 13 6.25 12.5

Tab. 4.2.2a: Streamer channel 1 to 36 assignment to output channel for Jupiter

recording system (GI Gun).
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Table. 4.2.2 (continued)

41

Input Output Hydrophone Numberof Hydrophone Hydrophone
Channel Channel Group Hydrophones Group Group

per Group Len~th [mJ distance [mJ
3 49 HG2 6 2.2 13
4 50 HG4 9 3.3 12
7 51 HG2 6 2.2 13
8 52 HG4 9 3.3 12
11 53 HG2 6 2.2 13
12 54 HG4 9 3.3 12
15 55 HG2 6 2.2 13
16 56 HG4 9 3.3 12
19 57 HG2 6 2.2 13
20 58 HG4 9 3.3 12
23 59 HG2 6 2.2 13
24 60 HG4 9 3.3 12
27 61 HG2 6 2.2 13
28 62 HG4 9 3.3 12
31 63 HG2 6 2.2 13
32 64 HG4 9 3.3 12
35 65 HG2 6 2.2 13
36 66 HG4 9 3.3 12
39 67 HG2 6 2.2 13
40 68 HG4 9 3.3 12
43 69 HG2 6 2.2 13
44 70 HG4 9 3.3 12
47 71 HG2 6 2.2 13
48 72 HG4 9 3.3 12
51 73 HG2 6 2.2 13
52 74 HG4 9 3.3 12
55 75 HG2 6 2.2 13
56 76 HG4 9 3.3 12
59 77 HG2 6 2.2 13
60 78 HG4 9 3.3 12
63 79 HG2 6 2.2 13
64 80 HG4 9 3.3 12
67 81 HG2 6 2.2 13
68 82 HG4 9 3.3 12
71 83 HG2 6 2.2 13
72 84 HG4 9 3.3 12

Table 4.2.2b: Streamer channel 49 to 84 assignment to output channel for Spectra

recording system (watergun).

4.2.4 Birds

Altogether 5 DigiCOURSE birds (DigiBirds) were attached to the streamer. The

positions of the birds for all profiles are listed in Table 4.2.3. Each Bird includes a depth

and a heading sensor as weil as adjustable wings. The birds are controlled by a

controller unit in the seismic lab. Controller and birds communicate via communication

coils nested within the streamer. A twisted pair wire within the deck cable connects

controller and coils.
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Table 4.2.3a: Bird positions along the seismic streamer for Profiles GeoB 03-015 

GeoB 03-051

Bird No.

1
2
3
4
5

Position

End of Stretch Section
End of Active section No. 2
End of Active Section No. 4
End of Active Section No. 6
End of Active Section No. 9

Distance to Streamer
Winch
88.5 m
188.5 m
288.5 m
388.5m
538.5 m

Tale. 4.2.3b: Bird positions along the seismic streamer for Profiles GeoB 03-052 

GeoB 03-060

Bird No.

1
2
3
4

Position

End of Stretch Section
End of Active section No. 2
End of Active Section No. 5
End of Active Section No. 9

Distance to Streamer
Winch
88.5 m
188.5 m
338.5 m
538.5m

Each shot trigger started a bird scan of bird depth, wing angle and heading data. The

current depth of the birds was displayed as a depth profile on a monitor. All parameters

are digitally stored on the controller PC, together with shot number, date and time via a

HyperTerminal connection.

The most common way for controlling the streamer depth is to send an operating depth

range to the Birds (3 meters during Cruise M58/1). The birds try to force the streamer to

the chosen depth by adjusting the wing angles accordingly. Due to problems with the

depth sensor of bird No. 5, it was temporally operated with a constant wing angle.

4.2.5 Data Acquisition System

A 48 channel Jupiter/ITI/Bison seismograph, which allows a maximum sampling

frequency of 4 kHz at 24 bit resolution, is based on a Pentium PC (200 MHz; 64 MB

RAM) with a Windows NT 4.0 operating system. As it was not possible to record only 36

channels, channels 37-48 had to be written on tape as weil though not containing any

data. The seismograph allows online data display (shot gather), online demultiplexing

and storing in SEG-Y format on DLT4000 cartridge tape with 20 GByte uncompressed

capacity. Data were recorded at a sampling frequency of 4 kHz over an interval of 3

seconds, resulting in 48 x 12000 sampies of 4 bit per shot. Pre-amplifiers were set to 48

dB, low cut filter to 4 Hz. The instrument worked very reliably and data were routinely

collected from the beginning of the seismic survey.
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The second system, a 48 channel seismograph (BISON Spectra) was specially

designed for the University of Bremen, which allows a continuous operation mode to

acquire very high-resolution seismic data (sampling with up to 20 kHz). The

seismograph (Pentium PC; 133 MHz; 64 MB RAM) is a predator of the above

mentioned Jupiter system, runs under Windows NT 3.51 and reveals basically the

same features. It allows online data display (shot gather), online demultiplexing and

storing in SEG-Y format. Pre-amplifiers were set to 60 dB, analog filters to 16 Hz (Iow

cut) and 2000 Hz (high-cut). The sampling frequency was 8 kHz for watergun recording

over a length of 1500 ms. All channels were pre-amplified by a factor of 1000 (60 dB) to

keep the incoming signal within the optimum voltage range for digitizing. The data were

stored on a DLT4000 cartridge tape. On the Bison Spectra only the incoming 36

channels were written to tape.

On both systems, the recording delay had to be adjusted according to the current water

depth and was controlled by the trigger unit.

4.2.6 Trigger Unit

The custom trigger unit controls seismic sourees, seismographs, the bird controller, and

an online-plotter with separate filter (Fig. 4.2.2). The unit is set up on an IBM compatible

PC with a Windows 2000 operating system and includes a real-time controller interface

card (SORCUS) with 16 1/0 channels, synchronized by an internal clock. The unit is

connected to an amplifier unit and a gun amplifier unit. The PC runs a custom software,

which allows defining arbitrary combinations of trigger signals, which was used to

optimize the available recording time for the three seismic sources and to minimize shot

distance.

Trigger times can be changed at any time during the survey. Through this feature, the

recording delay can be adjusted to water depth without interruption of data acquisition.

The amplifier unit converts the controller output to positive or negative TTL levels. The

gun amplifier unit, which generates a 60V/8 Amp. trigger level, controls the magnetic

valves of the individual seismic sourees. It was placed in the pulser station close to the

gun pressure controls for immediate shutdown of gun operation.

Tab. 4.2.4 shows the quasi-simultaneous trigger scheme, which was used during the

survey for two recording systems and two different source types. Usually the watergun

was shot first. For delays >= 3000 ms the GI-Gun was shot 1.5 s after the watergun,

and recording was started after both guns were fired. For delays > 3000 ms the GI-Gun

was fired after recording of the watergun was completed. The trigger scheme considers

multiples and the selected parameters assure that no multiple energy of the other gun

was recorded. Most trigger intervals have a length of 9 s. Each source type was

recorded on a separate tape, one at the Bison Spectra for the watergun source and one
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on the Bison Jupiter for the GI-Gun sources. Recording and data storage occurred

parallel on both systems.

At the beginning of the survey, occasional false triggers were sent to all instruments.

This caused some misfired shots, which were recorded on tape and had to be deleted

during data processing. The misfired shots caused frequent memory overflows of the

Bison Jupiter and therefore the trigger interval was extended to 10 s for Profiles GeoB

03-015 - GeoB 03-019. This problem was solved after the first deployment and no

misfired shots occurred for the rest of the survey.

Tab. 4.2.4: Trigger scheme during Cruise M58/1

Shot Shot Time Recording Recording EPC DigiBird Trigger
Depth Delay Time GI Gun Time Time GI Online Controller Period

[m] [ms] Watergu [ms] Watergun Gun Recording [ms] [ms]
n [ms] [ms] [ms]

[ms]
0 0 0 1500 0 .1500 0 5000 9000

375 500 0 2000 500 2500 2500 6000 9000

750 1000 0 2500 1000 3500 3000 7000 9000

1125 1500 0 3000 1500 4500 4500 3300 9000

1500 2000 0 3500 2000 5500 5000 0 9000

1875 2500 0 4000 2500 6500 6500 0 9500

2250 3000 0 1500 3000 4500 4000 0 9000

2625 3500 0 1500 3500 5000 5000 0 9000

3000 4000 0 1500 4000 5500 5000 0 9000

3375 4500 0 1500 4500 6000 6000 0 9000

4.2.7 Onboard Seismic Data Processing

For an immediate evaluation of data quality, brute stacks of the GI-Gun data were

produced for each multichannel seismic line. Processing was done with the Vista

software (Seismic Image Software Ud) on a PC with two 1 Giga-Hertz processors and

1024 MB ram. The field traces 21-25 were chosen for the brute stacks due to the best

signal to noise ratio of these traces. Changes in delay were corrected, the offset of the

traces was written into the header and a NMO-correction was carried out. The data

were filtered with a wide bandpass (55/110 - 600/800 Hz) and thereafter simply

summed up. These images were used for preliminary analyses of the seismic data.

4.2.8 The Continental Margin off Cap Blanc

Lines GeoB03-016 and GeoB03-017 are generally characterized by a very good S/N

ratio, depth penetration of about 600 m, and sharp reflectors, which can be traced over

long distances. At some locations, truncation of such reflectors indicates erosion and
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subsequent re-sedimentation. The bulky, wavy or lens-like shape of some refleetor

paekages in the vieinity of the steeper part of the slope may further indieate different

types of gravitationally eontrolled mass movement, likely assoeiated with faulting,

erosion and the formation of gliding planes. Transparent zones and lenses without

eoherent refleetion energy may be explained by a eomplete loss of internal sediment

strueture due to re-mobilization and mixing.

The lowest part of Line GeoB03-016 at >3000 m water depth (Fig. 4.2.8a) is

eharaeterized by parallel and sub-parallel refleetors and arefleetion band of higher

refleetion amplitudes at about 5.5 s two-way time (TWT), whieh ean be traeed further

upslope. However, three transparent zones, whieh are separated by thin paekages of

sharp refleetions, are present within the uppermost 150-200 m of the sediment eolumn.

The lowermost of these transparent zones ends between traee numbers 450 and 500,

the uppermost at about traee number 700. This latter termination is further assoeiated

with a topographie expression at the seafloor.

The upslope eontinuation of Une GeoB03-016, whieh runs smoothly into the beginning

of Une GeoB03-017 (Fig. 4.2.8b), reveals more eomplex refleetion patterns. A

topographie depression at the steepest part of the slope appears to be assoeiated with

a smoothly eurved feature, whieh is not a eontinuous refleetor but marked either by a

loeal deerease of reflection amplitudes or the truneation of otherwise layered refleetors

(e.g., at 4.0 TWT, traee number 1900). Some of the more stratified refleetor paekages

show indieations for mass movement or erosion, whieh are often assoeiated with growth

faults. However, as for the rest of the seismie line, even at the steepest part of the

slope, near seafloor sediments « 30 m sub-bottom depth) appear to be undisturbed on

a seismie seale, showing no indieation for very reeent slope failure or debris flows.

At water depths >1500 m (Fig. 4.2.8e and 4.2.8d), refleetion patterns are mainly

eharaeterized by onlapping or downlapping features. Small basin-like features at traee

numbers 3350 and 3400 suggest erosion of sediment paekages and subsequent refill.

In addition, a transparent zone between shot numbers 3150 and 3350 as weil as some

smaller lense-like features, e.g. at shot numbers 3450 or 3530, are observed.

Furthermore, brute-staeked data still show a strong multiple refleetion and even a

seeond and a third multiple up on the shelf, where the water is shallow.
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4.2.9 Cap Timiris Canyon

An extensive seismic survey was carried out of a large canyon system off Cap Timiris.

The canyon was discovered during METEOR Cruise M58/1 and mapped with the

Hydrosweep system (see 4.1.1). The location of the seismic lines were chosen based

on the Hydrosweep results, and seismic data were collected of numerous features of

Cap Timiris Canyon. The locations of the profiles are shown in Fig. 4.1.1 together with

the recorded bathymetry. The aim of the seismic survey was to study the development

of the canyon as weil as the internal structure of individual features such as the active

canyon itself, its levees, terraces, and cut-off loops.

Profile GeoB 03-032 was recorded at the distal part of the canyon (Fig. 4.2.9). It

crosses the main canyon as weil as the smaller canyon to the north, which is c1early

visible in the bathymetric map (Fig. 4.1.1 a). The shape of the canyons is not c1early

visible without migration but it generally shows the same features identified on the

PARASOUND record. The main canyon is about 300 m deep and a terrace is c1early

visible on the northern side. The canyon fill is imaged as parallel strong reflectors

beneath the deepest part of the canyon. The canyon fill can be traced for more than

400 ms TWT, indicating that the canyon has existed at this location for a relatively long

time span. The canyon is bordered by levees on both sides. The levees can be divided

in two parts. The upper part being about 100 ms TWT thick consists of continuous

parallel reflectors of medium amplitude. The lower parts of the levees show much

stronger reflectors, which are less continuous. This may indicate coarser sediments in

the lower parts of the levees, which could not be transported into the upper levee. The

smaller canyon shows similar features as the large canyon described above. It is about

200 m deep, and the channel fill is also imaged as strong parallel reflectars beneath the

present canyon floar. The smaller canyon cuts the levee of the large canyon indicating

a younger age for the smaller canyon. This interpretation is supported by onlap of levee

sediments of the smaller canyon on the lower levee sediments of the main canyon. The

levees of the smaller canyon, however, are less weil developed.

Profile GeoB 03-024 crosses the active canyon and a cut-off loop (Fig. 4.2.10). The

location of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.1.1 c. The floar of the active canyon is difficult to

see on the profile because the data are not migrated yet but it is about 275 m deep.

The channel fill is imaged as narrow parallel reflectors beneath the canyon floor but it

cannot be traced deep on this profile. The cut-off loop is about 100 m shallower than

the active canyon and significantly wider. The channel fill is c1early visible on the

seismic image as strong subparallel reflectors beneath the present floor of the cut-off

loop. The levees show a similar structure as on Profile GeoB 03-032. The upper levee

is characterized by lower reflection amplitudes than the lower levee. A disturbed zone
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Figure 4.2.9: Brutestack of Profile GeoB 03-032 across Cap Timiris Canyon and a

smaller canyon. The location of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.1.1 a.

of -100 ms TWT thickness is visible on the northern levee. This zone was also imaged

on the PARASOUND record but its lower boundary is only visible in the seismic data. We

can only speculate about the origin of the disturbed zone but it might represent an

aborted slide, wh ich did not move far but caused same disturbances in the sediments.
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Figure 4.2.10: Brutestaek of Profile GeoB 03-024 aeross Cap Timiris Canyon. The

loec:ltion of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.1.1 b.

Profile GeoB 03-044 was reeorded aeross the upper eontinental slope (Fig. 4.2.11). It

erosses the slope and several eanyons in an oblique direetion (Fig. 4.1.1e). The upper

slope is mainly eharaeterized by parallel to subparallel refleetors, whieh show some

internal struetures and several terminations. No major indieations for large seale slides
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Figure 4.2.11: Brutestack of Profile GeoB 03-044 across Cap Timiris Canyon. The

location of the profile is shown in Fig. 4.1.1 e.

were found on this profile. Three major canyons are deeply carved into the sediments.

The largest canyon is -400 m deep. The most eastern canyon clearly shows that the

canyon reaches the shelf break where it is still about 250 m deep. From the seismic

data alone it is difficult to see if all of these canyons are active. Nevertheless, we
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assume that all canyons are active, hence collecting sediments from a more than 50 km

wide area of the shelf, and largely controlling the sediment transport in this area of the

continental margin.

4.2.10 Mauritania Slide Complex

Several seismic profiles were recorded in the area of the Mauritania slide complex (Fig.

4.2.12). Two profiles (GeoB 03-045 and 03-046) cross the entire width of the debris

flow, while most of the other profiles cross the headwall area and the upper part of the

slide deposits.

Seismic Profile GeoB 03-046 is shown in Fig. 4.2.13. The debris flow is bordered on its

southwestern side by a small channel-Ievee system. From there on the thickness of the

debris flow quickly increases to -50 ms TWT. The surface of the debris flow is

characterized by an irregular but still coherent sea floor reflector. The base of the debris

flow is marked by a band of strong reflectors with a low continuity. The deeper surface

is characterized by relatively thick transparent units, which are interrupted by bands of

reflectors with higher amplitude. We interpret the transparent units as older mass

wasting events indicating that this part of the continental margin has been unstable for

a long time. The central part of the profile shows a similar pattern of transparent units

and bands of reflectors with strong amplitudes. While no c1ear sea floor reflector was

recorded in some areas of the central part of the profile, some of the deeper reflectors

show a better continuity. Northeast of trace number 4000 the thickness of the most

recent debris flow decreases significantly. This point marks the beginning of the source

area of the debris flow, while the area downslope of trace 4000 was mainly

characterized by deposition. A major headwall is imaged at trace number 4600. This

headwall clearly cuts continuous reflectors. Debris flow deposits are also found upslope

of this headwall indicating that the debris flow consists of more than one event. The

headwall area is characterized by a complex pattern with major canyons and single

partly undisturbed blocks. The thickness and the number of the transparent units

decrease to the northeast in the lower part of the seismic section. Several bands of high

amplitude reflectors with a good continuity were found at this part of the profile. The

main depositional areas of older slides seemed to be located further downslope as weil.

Nevertheless, single large events were found in the upper part as weil, as illustrated by

the thick transparent unit between trace numbers 4700 and 5200 in -3.5 s TWT depth.

Seismic Profile GeoB 03-056 (Fig 4.2.14) runs in a west-east direction and crosses the

upper part of the Mauritania slide complex, its headwall area and undisturbed upper

margin sediments. The western part of the profile is characterized by alternating
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Figure 4.2.13a: Brutestack of Profile GeoB 03-046 (part 1) across the Mauritania debris

flow.
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Figure 4.2.13b: Brutestack of Profile GeoB 03-046 (Part 2) across the Mauritania debris

flow.
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Figure 4.2.13c: Brutestack of Profile GeoB 03-046 (Part 3) across the Mauritania debris

flow.
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Figure 4.2.14a: Brutestack of Profile GeoB 03-056 (part 1) crossing the headwall of the

Mauritania slide complex.
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Figure 4.2.14b: Brutestack of Profile 8eoB 03-056 (part 2) crossing the headwall of the

Mauritania slide complex.

transparent units and bands of high amplitude reflectors. As on Profile 8eoB 03-046

the transparent units are interpreted as mass wasting events, which seem to have been

of major importance for this part of the continental margin for a long time. The most

recent debris flow has an average thickness of 80 ms TWT west of trace number 1400.

From there on the thickness decreases. This is also valid for all older buried mass
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wasting events, The thickness of the transparent units decreases and the percentage of

sequences with weil stratified sediments increases. The main headwall area of the most

recent event is located between traces 2600 and 2900. Upslope of the headwall area

no major mass wasting events were identified on the seismic profile. A -50-m-high

peak was imaged at trace number 3150. Hydrosweep data showed that this feature is

not an isolated peak but a belt located in -500 m water depth. This feature was

sampled with a box corer and single pieces of cold water corals were recovered. This

cold water coral reef might be of importance for stabilizing the slope as no major mass

wasting events were found upslope this feature.

4.2.11 Saharan Debris Flow

Four seismic profiles of the headwall area of the Saharan debris flow were collected at

the very end of the cruise, The locations of the profiles are shown in Fig. 4.2.15

together with the coring location, but there was no time to process the final Iines

onboard. An inspection of the online-plot indicates that the headwall area was crossed

several times, The main headwall is associated with a -1 OO-m-high step in morphology,

A more careful analysis will be done onshore.
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Attachment: List of seismic profiles

N
<: N N <:

<: <: 0 <: <: 0
0 0 Vl 0 0 Vl
Vl Vl i:ii Vl Vl i:ii
i:ii i:ii Vl i:ii i:ii

~Ö Ö Ö Ö Ö.s:: .s:: .s:: .s:: .s:: .s::
cn cn cn cn cn cn

Start Lat. Start - J§ - - J§
~ Vl ~ Vl

Profile (N) Long.(W) Date UTC End Lat. End Lang. Date UTC ü:
cu 0

ü:
cu 0

..J I- ..J I-

GeoB03-015 20376 19100 23.04.03 22:35 204970 191001 24.04.03 140 967 828 57 866 810
GeoB03-016 205016 19918 24.04.03 00:47 20°49.9 18°47.60 24.04.03 04:17 1034 1572 539 1 1373 1373
GeoB03-017 20°49.90 18°47.60 24.04.03 04:20 20°20.34 17"30.85 24.04.03 17:50 1574 5624 4051 1373 6314 4942

GeoB03-018 20°20.85 17"30.01 24.04.03 18:02 20°34.32 17"29.99 24.04.03 20:17 106 903 798 15 809 795

GeoB03-019 20°35.36 17"30.81 24.04.03 20:32 21°11.75 18°43.52 25.04.03 09:28 990 5703 4714 895 5562 4668

GeoB03-020 19°16.88 18°04.30 28.04.03 02:22 19° 33.06' 18° 9.23' 28.04.03 05:20 122 1298 1177 25 1202 1178

GeoB03-021 19° 32.99' 18° 10.07' 28.04.03 05:28 19° 29.60' 18° 14.08' 28.04.03 06:18 1354 1589 236 1257 1687 431
GeoB03-022 19° 28.80' 18° 14.14' 28.04.03 06:26 19° 16.31' 18° 08.23' 28.04.03 08:42 1644 2653 1010 1740 2557 818

GeoB03-023 19° 15.58' 18° 08.76' 28.04.03 08:54 19° 19.8' 18"31.3' 28.04.03 12:30 2728 4164 1437 2632 4069 1438
GeoB03-024 19° 19,47 18° 32,7' 28.04.03 12:40 19° 08,70 18° 34,74' 28.04.03 14:30 4232 4966 735 4135 4869 735

GeoB03-025 19° 08,60 18° 35,98' 28.04.03 14:47 19° 22.80 18° 49.14 28.04.03 17:52 5051 6312 1262 4985 6215 1231

GeoB03-026 19° 22.33 18° 54.93 28.04.03 18:08 19°12.23' 19°02.97' 28.04.03 20:41 154 1174 1021 1 1029 1029
GeoB03-027 19°12.08' 19°03.76' 28.04.03 20:50 19°14.28' 19°07.86' 28.04.03 21:35 1233 1536 304 1088 1391 304

GeoB03-028 19°15.03' 19°08.42' 28.04.03 21:45 19°28.98' 19° 07.91' 29.04.03 00:06 1607 2537 931 1462 2391 930
GeoB03-029 19°29,48 19° 8,73' 29.04.03 00:16 19°29,51 19°10,76' 29.04.03 00:35 2603 2730 128 2457 2584 128

GeoB03-030 19°28,08 19° 11,39 29.04.03 00:45 19°17,66 19° 11,34 29.04.03 02:35 2799 3537 739 2653 3390 738

GeoB03-031 19°16,93' 19°10,68' 29.04.03 02:48 19° 15.20' 19° 4.95' 29.04.03 03:44 3610 3989 380 3463 3844 382

GeoB03-032 19° 15.47' 19° 3.99' 29.04.03 03:55 19° 26.0' 18° 57.06' 29.04.03 05:58 4063 4888 825 3918 4742 824
GeoB03-033 19° 26.40' 18° 56.23' 29.04.03 06:07 19° 26.40' 18° 54.70' 29.04.03 06:22 4945 5044 99 4799 4898 99

GeoB03-034 19° 25.95' 18° 54.12' 29.04.03 06:29 19°09.01' 18°50.18' 29.04.03 09:21 :00 5092 6244 1152 4947 6232 1285

GeoB03-035 19°09.06' 18°48.76' 29.04.03 09:41 19° 22,40' 18° 44,89' 29.04.03 12:00 6375 7295 920 6232 7149 917
GeoB03-036 19° 22,60' 18° 43,8' 29.04.03 12:11 19°18,66' 18° 34,82' 29.04.03 13:46 109 740 631 1 620 619

GeoB03-037 19°18,66' 18° 34,83' 29.04.03 13:46 19° 9.91' 18° 24.29' 29.04.03 16:00 741 1626 885 621 1507 886

GeoB03-038 19° 10.73' 18° 23.16' 29.04.03 16:18 19° 24.98' 18° 23.47' 29.04.03 18:41 101 1039 938 1621 2558 937
GeoB03-039 19° 25.38' 18° 22.49' 29.04.03 18:53 19°20.62' 18°03.95' 29.04.03 21:59 1122 2336 1214 2641 3851 1210

GeoB03-040 19°21.51' 18°03.08' 29.04.03 22:15 19° 33,76' 18°06,90' 30.04.03 00:22 2438 3264 826 3953 4778 825

GeoB03-041 19°34,36' 18°06,19' 30.04.03 00:25 19° 32.25' 17" 44.26' 30.04.03 04:02 3328 4647 1319 4842 6161 1319
GeoB03-042 30.04.03 04:12 19°45.88' 17"42.48' 30.04.03 06:19 4714 5565 851 6228 7078 850
GeoB03-043 19°46.21' 17"41.35' 30.04.03 06:33 19°39.98' 17"29.94' 30.04.03 08:36 5651 6488 837 1 838 837
GeoB03-044 190 40.34' 17"29.08' 30.04.03 08:49 190 8,12' 17" 21,36' 30.04.03 11:59 6561 7818 1257 912 2167 1255

GeoB03-045 18° 0.89' 18° 20.38' 02.05.03 05:34 16°54.63' 17"47.31' 02.05.03 17:46 126 5008 4882 45 4922 4877

GeoB03-046 16"54.66' 17"45.47' 02.05.03 18:10 18°19.66' 16°59.21' 03.05.03 10:15 217 6498 6281 116 6377 6261
GeoB03-047 18"19.36' 16°57.67' 03.05.03 10:36 18° 01.04 16° 55.64 03.05.03 13:40 196 1418 1222 93 1315 1222

GeoB03-048 18° 00.29' 16° 54.92' 03.05.03 13:52 17" 47.38' 160 26.67' 03.05.03 18:51 1445 3491 2046 1392 3384 1992
GeoB03-049 17" 46.79' 16° 26.34' 03.05.03 18:58 17"40.18' 16°27.62' 03.05.03 20:05 3535 3978 443 3435 3867 432

GeoB03-050 17"39.69' 160 28.28' 03.05.03 20:14 17"39.19' 160 50.58' 04.05.03 00:00 4040 5150 1110 2 1485 1483

GeoB03-051 17"36.52' 16°51.54' 04.05.03 OO:?? 16°55.01' 17"23.08' 04.05.03 08:48 5220 8594 3374 1554 4930 3376
GeoB03-052 17"50.99' 17"20.28' 06.05.03 02:09 17"45.05' 16°35.74' 06.05.03 09:13 294 3083 2789 263 3044 2781
GeoB03-053 17"44.35' 16°35.17' 06.05.03 09:25 17"30.47' 16°35.00' 06.05.03 11:40 3143 4066 923 3102 4026 924

GeoB03-054 17"29.51' 16°36.03' 06.05.03 11:55 17°29.98' 17"34.32' 06.05.03 21:16 4162 7837 3675 4124 7735 3611

GeoB03-055 17"29.35' 17"35.12' 06.05.03 21:26 17"20.78' 17"37.77' 06.05.03 22:56 7905 8500 595 7803 8398 595
GeoB03-056 A 17"19.99' 17"37.30' 06.05.03 23:07 07.05.03 125 1720 1595 17 1610 1593

GeoB03-056 B 17"09.98' 16°39.93' 07.05.03 08:38 101 2234 2133 1611 3769 2158
GeoB03-057 24°03.27' 17"43.46' 09.05.03 17:39 24°18.54' 17"30.37' 09.05.03 20:54 185 1412 1227 87 1315 1228
GeoB03-058 24°19.78' 17"30.88' 09.05.03 21:08 24 0 23.59' 17"40.07' 09.05.03 22:39 1505 2080 575 1409 1983 574

GeoB03-059 24°24.90' 17"40.36' 09.05.03 22:56 24°38.50' 17"30.37' 10.05.03 01:38 2184 3264 1080 2086 3166 1080

GeoB03-060 24°38.59' 17"39.50' 10.05.03 01:47 24°21.54' 17"06.10' 10.05.03 06:14 3326 5069 1743 3229 4971 1742
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4.3 Sediment Sampling
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(Rüdiger Henrich, Till Hanebuth, Mustapha Ait Chattau, Aggeliki Georgiopoulou,

Christine Holz, Mia-Maria Kastanja, Ralph Klöcker, Regina Krammer, Raphael Schäfer,

Sebastian Spilker, Russell Wynn)

4.3.1 Sediment Sampling and Methods

4.3.1.1 Sampling with Multi Corer and Box Corer

Station list of multicorer deployment

GeoB Date Time Coordinates Water Temp
Sea depth RecoveryNo. 2003
floor Latitude Longitude (m)

(0C)

8501-1 22.04. 16:27 18°30,26' N 18°45,51' W 2995 8xL,4xS, 5,5
03 32cm

8502-4 23.04. 9:11 19°13,21' N 18°56,05' W 2952 8xL,4xS, 5,5
03 30cm

8503-1 23.04. 12:00 19°14,93' N 18°58,60' W 3194 8xL,4xS, 7,4
03 35cm

8504-1 25.04. 16:56 20°35,09 N 19°10,03 W 3246 8xL,4xS, 5,0
03 25cm

8505-1 26.04. 20°31,10' N 19°09,31' W 3207 8xL,4xS, 6,0
03 24cm

8506-1 27.04. 6:19 19°42,56' N 1r42,94' W 1828 8xL,4xS, 6,7
03 34cm

8507-1 27.04. 12:24 19°28,49' N 18°05,97' W 2414 8xL,4xS, 8,4
03 34cm

8508-1 27.04. 15:59 19°27,95' N 18°05,82' W 2453 8xL,4xS, 4,4
03 34cm

8509-3 27.04. 23:11 19°27,01' N 18°05,34' W 2584 8xL, 4xS, -

03 27cm
8516-1 01.05. 7:18 19°42,38' N 1r24,10' W 1253 8xL,4xS, 6,4

03 22cm
8517-1 01.05. 9:53 19°43,06' N 1r25,39' W 1474 8xL, 4xS, 7,0

03 34cm
8518-1 01.05. 14:40 20°01,66' N 1r31,54' W 81 8xL,4xS, 17,4

03 22cm
8519-1 04.05. 13:39 16°58,03' N 1r49,51' W 2672 8xL, 4xS, 5,4

03 33cm
8520-3 04.05. 23:55 16°58,58' N 1r49,58' W 2689 8xL, 4xS, -

03 29cm
8521-3 04.05. 21 :51 16°57,40' N 1r49,35' W 2684 8xL,4xS, 4,7

03 40cm
8522-3 05.05. 10:06 1r15,09' N 18°22,14' W 3097 8xL,4xS, 6,0

03 29cm
8524-3 05.05. 23:02 1r50,18' N 1r15,35' W 2178 8xL,4xS, 4,7

03 40cm

During the M58-1 cruise we used the multicorer to get undisturbed surface sediment

sections together with the overlying bottom water in 4 small and 8 large (6 and 10 cm

diameter, respectively), 60 cm lang plastic tubes. This multicorer was used at 17
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stations. Once the core was retrieved on the deck, the overlying water was removed

and the surface sediment temperature was measured.

The following standard sampling scheme (Fig. 4.3.1) was applied:

• 1 large tubes was cut into 1 cm slices for RFA measurement

• 2 large tubes were cut into 1 cm slices for dinoflagellate analyses

• 1 large tube was cut into 1 cm slices for sedimentological investigations

• 1 large tube was cut into 1 cm slices for organic carbon analyses

• 1 large tube was cut along-core in two half pieces for detail description

• 2 large tubes were frazen for archive purposes.

• 1 small tube was cut into 1 cm slices for geophysical investigations

• 1 small tube was frazen for geophysical investigation

• The surface sediments were taken fram each tube.

00o ()
o ()
o ()
°OO()

Fig. 4.3.1 Scheme of the multicorer sampling:

1. RFA measurement
2. Dinoflagellate analyses
3. Sedimentology
4. Organic carbon analyses
5. Geophysics
6. Description
7. Surface sampies
8. Archive
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Multicarer care descriptian:

67

GeoB 8501-1 Date: 22.04.03 Pos: 18°30,26' N 18°45,51' W
Water depth: 2995 m Care length: 32 cm

o

10

20

30

LithoL Strucl. Colour Comments

0·4 cm: surface: light olive brown foraminiferal ooze, fluffy structures, large pteropods

4·8/10 cm: light olive grey transitional, bioturbated. mottled

8/10-27 cm: light olive grey, homogeneous bioturbated mud

27-32 cm: olive grey foraminiferalmud

GeoB 8502-4 Date: 23.04.03 Pos: 19°13,21' N 18°56,05' W
Water depth: 2952 m Core length: 30 cm

o

20

30

Lithol. Struel. Golour Comments

0-4 cm: surface: light yellowish brown foraminiferal ooze. open burrows, (diameter: 5 mm) fiuffy structures
(inclusive warm tubes), large pteropods

4-12 cm: olive grey transitional, mottled

12·30 cm: olive grey. homogeneous foraminiferal mud (single recent burrow)
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GeoB 8503-1 Date: 23.04.03 Pos: 19°14,93' N 18°58,60' W
Water depth: 3194 m Gore length: 35 Gm

Comments

0-2,5 em: oxidized rusty brown muddy silt

2,5-7em: greyish-green muddy silt/fine sand

7-11 em: Laminated (bioturbated) dark greenish-grey, shell-rieh elastie eoarse sand (odd elasts to 15 mm)

11-20 em: Oxidized pale greenish-green silty mud, Struetureless,

Organie rieh dark green bioturbated muddy silt with some original stratifieation preserved

GeoB 8504-1 Date: 25.04.03 Pos: 20°35,09 N 19°10,03 W
Water depth: 3246 m Gore length: 29 Gm

Date: 26.04.03 Pos: 20°31,10' N 19°09,31' W
Water depth: 3207 m Gore length: 30 Gm

0-5/12 em: surfaee: ftufty to very soft struetures, abundant large pteropods, bryozoans, foram, mud,
oxidized foram, mud, large reeent burrow tubes

CommentsColour

ss

GeoB 8505-1

20

30

E 10
~
.r::
Ö.
{!5 5/12-29 em: greyish foraminiferal mud, rnoderately bioturbated

SS

o

10

20

30

Lithol. Struet. Colour Comments

0-6 em: soft yeliowish-brown foram, mud with oxidation front between 4 and 7 em (irregular boundary),
Some faint lamination, Open burrows observed

6-25 em: greyish-brown foram-bearing silty mud with some open burrows near top and weak bioturbated
lowerdown,

25-30 em: grey mud with forams and mod, bioturb" quite stift.

Note: Strong smeli of H2S when Split. Sponges ete, noted on surfaee
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GeoB 8506-1 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°42,56' N 1r42,94' W
Water depth: 1828 m Core length: 34 cm

Lithol. Struct. Colour Comments

0-26/27 cm: olive foraminiferal mud. oxidized, very soft

erosional surfece

26/27-34 cm: lighter olive organic rich foraminiferal mud, weakly bioturbated. 1 large burrow filled by forams and
plenty cm-sized sponge needles

GeoB 8507-1 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°28,49' N 18°05,97' W
Water depth: 2414 m Gore length: 34 cm

10

20

30

Lithol. Struct. Colour Comments

0-3 cm: light olive brown oxidized foraminiferal mud. with faint laminae.

3-34 cm: olive grey faram. siity mud, weakly bioturbated near base
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GeoB 8508-1 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°27,95' N 18°05,82' W
Water depth: 2453 m Core length: 31 cm

o

10

E
-2-
.c
15. 20<l)
u

30

LithoL StrucL Colour Comrnents

0-2 cm: light olive brown foraminiferal mud with faint laminae.

2-31 cm: olive foram. silty mud, weakly bioturbated (inci. one open burrow)

GeoB 8509-3 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°27,01' N 1S005,34' W
Water depth: 2584 m Core length: 29 cm

o

10

20

30

LithoL StrucL Colour Cornmen1s

0-29 cm: olive foram-bearing clayey mud, common monosulfidic spots between 10-16 cm, upper surface
fluidly soft and oxidized

Note: orange thin·branched bryozoan on surface
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GeoB 8516-1 Date: 01.05.03 Pos: 19°42,38' N 17"24,10' W
Water depth: 1253 m Gare length: 22 cm

Lithol StrucL Colouro .~~~, .

10

20

Comments

0-22 cm: olive grey foraminiral mud, uppermost 3 cm oxidized and fluidly soft with blackish monosulfidic
laminae/stripes

GeoB 8517-1 Date: 01.05.03 Pos: 19°43,06' N 17"25,39' W
Water depth: 1474 m Gare length: 36 cm

o

E 10
.s
.!::
15.
<J)
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20

30

Comments

0-36 cm: olive c1ayey mud, rare forams, upper 9 cm very fluid/soft. several recent worm tubes
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GeoB 8518-1 Date: 01.05.03 Pos: 20°01,66' N 1r31,54' W
Water depth: 81 m Core length: 19 cm

Lithol. StrucL Colour

0
:..

"

E
.2- .
~ 10

,
<l)
"0

....................._-_..._---.]

20

Comments

0-19 cm: olive shelly middle-sandy coarse sand. very loose homogeneous shelf drape with large shells and
fragments

GeoB 8519-1 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°58,03' N 1r49,51' W
Water depth: 2672 m Core length: 42 cm

o

E 10
.2-

~
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20

30

40

Lithol. StrucL Colour Comments

0-9 cm: olive brown foram.- bearing mud. very soft

9-42 cm: olive grey foram.-bearing mud. some shell fragments in cm-size burrows
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GeoB 8520-3 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°58,58' N 1T49,58' W
Water depth: 2689 m Care length: 43 cm

Lithol. Struet Colour Comments

0-4 em: dark yellowish brown foram. mud (oxidized), very soupy

4-43 em: grey foram.-bearing silty mud with weak bioturbation, incl. some open burrows. Searce shell
fragments

GeoB 8521-2 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°57,40' N 1T49,35' W
Water depth: 2684 m Care length: 36 cm

o

10

E
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Colour Comments

0-36 em: dark grey foram bearing (rarely) soft mud, upper 8 em olive brown liquid and oxidized
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GeoB 8522-3 Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1r15,09' N 18°22,14' W
Water depth: 3097 m Core length: 31 cm

Lithol. Struct. Golour Gomments

10

E s
-s
eS
Q.

'" 20co

0-6 cm: dark yellowish brown soft oxidized mud

6-21 cm: olive grey foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturbated, some recent worm tubes, some shell fragments

21-31 cm light olive grey tel. stift foraminiferal mud

GeoB 8524-3

Lithol. Struct. Golour Gomments

Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1r50,18' N 1r15,35' W
Water depth: 2178 m Core length: 31 cm

2-31 cm: olive grey organic rich foram-bearing mud

o ,.. :._ :: .

10

E.s
eS
Q.

'" 20co

30

The giant box corer was used at 12 stations (Tab. 4.3.1). After removal the overlying

water, the sediment surface was photographed and sampled as follows (Fig. 4.3.2):

• 1 surface sampie was taken for dinoflagellate analyses

• 1 surface sampie was taken for sedimentological investigations

• 1 sub-cores were taken and cut along core in two half pieces for detail description

• 2 sub-cores were frozen for archive purposes

• 1 box sampie was taken for archive purposes

• The sampies were taken at 5 cm interval and sieved to separate the coarse fraction

(> 1mm)
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Tab. 4.3.1 Station list of giant box corer deployment

GeoB Date Time Coordinates Water

No. 2003 Sea depth Recovery Remarks
floor Latitude Longitude (m)

8510-2 30.04. 13:35 20°00,35' N 1r23,58' W 44 2xL, 2xSurfaee, 2 em below
03 1 box surfaee anoxie

H2S
8511-2 30.04. 15:14 20°04,60' N 1r30,92' W 66 2xL, 2xSurfaee, 2 em below

03 1 box surfaee anoxie
H2S

8512-2 30.04. 17:04 20°00,00' N 1r30,04' W 69 2xL, 3xSurfaee, weil ventilated,
03 1 box agglutinated

worm tubes
8513-2 30.04. 18:47 19°53,67' N 1r19,83' W 60 2xL, 2xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8514-2 30.04. 19:57 19°52,76' N 1r18,21' W 180 2xL, 3xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8515-2 30.04. 22:20 19°51,14' N 1r15,81' W 372 2xL, 3xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8525-2 07.05. 10:59 1r18,94' N 16°33,65' W 124 2xL, 2xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8526-2 07.05. 12:27 1r24,98' N 16°30,02' W 119 3xL, 2xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8527-2 07.05. 15:14 1r44,05' N 16°28,54' W 143 3xL, 2xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8528-2 07.05. 17:24 1r57,47' N 16°24,27' W 102 3xL, 2xSurfaee,

03 1 box
8529-3 07.05. 21:08 1r39,50' N 16°40,04' W 445 empty

03
8530-1 07.05. 22:04 1r39,33' N 16°40,08' W 449 fragments of

03 eorals

0 0

0 1. Sub-core (3x)

(0 0
2. Archive box sampie

2 3. Surface sampie (2x)

Fig. 4.3.2 Scheme of the giant box core sampling :

75
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Giant bax carer care descriptian:

GeoB 8510-2 Date: 30.04.03 Pos: 20°00,35' N 1r23,58' W
Water depth: 44 m Care length: 30 cm

10

30

LithoL StrueL Colour

' ..
: .
~.. ... .. ... .. .. .. ... ..
' .........

., .
j••••••••••••
.. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ..
i·.·.·.·.·.·.

Comments

0-4 em: olive muddy sand with forams and shell fragments

4-17 em: dark olive grey lamination, fining upward

21-30 em: bivalves (between 21.5-22.5, 1-2 em diameter), without distinet direetion, olive sand with shell
fragments larger than above

Note: H,S smell

Description of the surfaee:
- soft olive (5Y4/4) shelly sand, extensively pored, many tubes with Iiving worms, one erustacean, agglutinated worm tubes, abundant
shell material
-whoie profile very good ventilated
-surfaee very uneven to one side

GeoB 8511-2 Date: 30.04.03 Pos: 20°04,60' N 1r30,92' W
Water depth: 66 m Care length: 29 cm

LithoL StrueL Colouro :;..··,....;··r;·;..·..

, ! •.
;+ !.•

.. .. oi· •
'..... i'
; ".""j.

30

Comments

0-15 em: olive sandy silt with forams, quartz, rare shell fragments and dark olive grey lamination

15-30 em: olive sandy sill. eommon seatterd shell fragments

Description of the surfaee:
- olive (5Y4/4) soft fine sand, numberless gastropods, Einsiedlerkrebse, eommonly worms in tubes
- surfaee flat
- 2 em below surfaee: anoxie, H,S, no obviois organisms
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GeoB 8512-2 Date: 30.04.03 Pos: 20°00,00' N 1r30,04' W
Water depth: 69 m Core length: 23 cm

Colour Comments

0-20 cm: olive quartz sand, structureless

20-23 cm: sandy shell debris

Description of the surface:
- fine-sandy coarse sand, olive (5Y413), abundant epifauna. Einsiedlerkrebse, worms with agglutinated tubes (-10 cm in length)
- weil ventilated
- lots of worms

GeoB 8513-2 Date: 30.04.03 Pos: 19°53,67' N 1r19,83' W
Water depth: 60 m Core length: 27 cm

o

10

E
~
.<::
ä.
'" 20u

Lithol. Struct. Colour Comments

Description of the surface:
- soft, olive (5Y413), shelly middle to coarse sand,shell fragments abundant,
- agglutinated worm tubes up to slightly above the surface
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GeoB 8514-2 Date: 30.04.03 Pos: 19°52,76' N 1r18,21' W
Water depth: 180 m Care length: 44 cm

Uthol. Struct. Colour

10

E
a.

~ 20

30

Comments

0-12 cm: olive silty mud with brownish tinge common scattered, shell fragments

12-20 cm: olive grey silt-bearing mud, moderate to strong bioturbation, few shell fragments

20-44 cm: olive silty mud, common scattered shell fragment throughout, weak bioturbation

Note: H,S smell

Description of the surface:
- very soft, olive (5Y4/3) muddy c1ay, small worm
- tubes abundant
- thick fluffy layer
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GeoB 8515-2 Date:30.04.03 Pos: 19°51,14'N 1T15,81'W
Water depth: 372 m Core length: 60 cm

Comments

0-1 em: olive with brownish tinge mud
1-5 em: blaek organie rieh mud

5-40 cm: olive grey to very dark grey silt bearing mud with rare seatlered shell freagments and pronouneed
eolour banding (very dark grey! olive grey)

40-53 em: very dark grey to dark grey, silt-bearing mud

53-60 em: olive grey

Deseription of the surfaee:
- olive (5Y4!4) organie rieh mud, very soft

GeoB 8525-2 Date: 07.05.03 Pos: 1T18,94' N 16°33,65' W
Water depth: 124 m Core length: 31cm

10

E
.2.
.r:
n.
(D

20-0

Comments

0-28 em: dark olive grey c1ayey, fine sandy medium sand, abundant eoarse shell fragments, one bivalve at
27-28 em, some open reeent burrows. surfaee ems brownish oxidized and f1uffy, loeally with darker palehes,
very wet and loose

28-31 em: same as above but more eonsolidated and greyer

Deseription of the surfaee:
- olive (5Y4!3) sandy mud, abundant shell fragments. many open burrows, epi-wormtubes agglutinated
- several erustaeeans
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GeoB 8526-2 Date: 07.05.03 Pos: 1T24,98' N 16°30,02' W
Water depth: 119 m Core length: 32 cm

.... i?-...- ........ . . .- ~'"- -'-

30 r:::::::::::

Comments

0-32 em: dark olive grey muddy medium sand, with shell fragments, single beds of fine sand with elay (beds
darker) surfaee coarser than deeper
coarse shell material at the lowest 5 em. darker patehes

LithoL Struel. Colour

.... '* -t- _'- •
.. • + ...... ~ ....

.. . ~- .,.. .,.. ... .. .. ~.- ~- ~-
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........... 0'".. .. .. .... -~ ...,.
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Deseription of the surfaee:
- olive (5Y4/4) sandy mud, abundant shell fragments,
- single agglutinating feeder worms, open burrows only rarely,
- smooth surface, black grains

GeoB 8527-2 Date: 07.05.03 Pos: 1T44,05' N 16°28,54' W
Water depth: 143 m Core length: 30 cm

r

o+__L~it_h~o_L_St~rure..l."Co"rl.,o."u."r.""".Con1111e.,n.,.,t.s ,..", , ", , ,.." , , ,.." , " ,.., ' ,........................... ",,1
no deseription made
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Description of the surface:
- dark olive grey (5Y3i2) muddyfine sand, abundant shell fragments (shell debris), gastropods, agglutinated worm tubes
- 10 cm high tubes of feeder worms, solitary coral, 'instant noodle' like wO!Tlltube, fiuffy layer

common open burrows, 20 x 10 cm: 6 - 10 worms
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GeoB 8528-2 Date: 07.05.03 Pos: 1r57,47' N 16°24,27' W
Water depth: 102 m Core length: 32 cm

Lithol. Struct. Colouro.,., ;.. ,r-'_.,-"" .

10

30

Comments

0-32 cm:greenish black silty finesandy, medillmsandy coarse sand, lIpper part finer, fining upcore, abundant
shells and shell fragments

21-26 cm: loose accumulation of solitary corals

Description of the surface:
- dark olive grey (5Y3/2) muddy medium sand, very shelly, fiuffy surface
- only stabilized worm tubes (one colony), Iiltle epifauna

4.3.1.2 Sediment Sampling with the Gravity Corer

During the M58-1 cruise 25 sediment cores fram 20 stations were recovered using the

gravity corer SL-18, SL-12, SL-9 and SL-6 (Tab. 4.3.3). Once the core was retrieved on

the deck, the care liners were cut into 1-m segments, c10sed with caps at both ends and

inscribed according to the scheme applied in the GeoB.

All cores were cut along-core in two half pieces: one archive and one work-half. The

sediments were described and photos were taken. For color scanning, a Minolta CM

2002 hand-held spectrophotometer was used to measure percent reflectance values of

sediment color over the visible light range between 400 nm and 700 nm. The digital

reflectance data of the spectraphotometer readings were routinely obtained from the

surfaces of split archive halfs immediately after the core opening to provide a continous

record of the sediment color variation. Fram the work-half sampies (scheme of

sampling Fig. 4.3.3) were taken at a depth interval of 5 cm. These sampies were taken

for sedimentological analysis such as grain size analysis, biological investigations like

foraminiferal assemblages and geochemical measurements.
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Tab. 4.3.3 Station list of gravity corer deployment

Equipmen Time Coordinates
Water RecoveGeoB Date t Sea

Longitud Depth Remarks
No. 2003 Gravity floor Latitude

ry

(UTC) e (m) (m)
core

8501- 22.04. SL-12 18:22 18°30,2T 18°45,52' 2994 3,95 care bended
2 03 N W
8501- 22.04. SL-6 20:44 18°30,2T 1S045,52' 2992 3,81 see care
4 03 N W descriptian
8502- 23.04. SL-12 4:18 19°13,25' 18°56,03' 2956 9,96 averpenetrated
1 03 N W
8502- 23.04. SL-18 6:21 19°13,22' 18°56,04' 2956 14,78 see care
2 03 N W descriptian
8504- 25.04. SL-12 18:56 20°35,12' 19°10,02' 3209 9,84 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8505- 26.04. SL-12 8:24 20°31,08' 19°9,32' 3205 10,95 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8506- 27.04. SL-12 7:38 19°42,5T 1r42,95' 1827 10,08 see care
2 03 N W descriptian
8507- 27.04. SL-12 14:05 19°28,50' 18°05,9T 2411 10,00 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8508- 27.04. SL-12 17:40 19°27,96' 18°05,82' 2453 10,60 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8509- 27.04. SL-6 19:35 19°27,04' 18°05,35' 2583 averpenetrated
1 03 N W
8509- 27.04. SL-12 21: 11 19°27,03' 18°05,34' 2585 9,04 see care
2 03 N W descriptian
8516- 01.05. SL-12 8:31 19°42,40' 1r24,OT 1254 9,30 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8517- 01.05. SL-12 11: 11 19°43,10' 1r25,40' 1480 4,39 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8518- 01.05. SL-6 15:10 20°01,72' 1r31,58' 80 0 care bended
3 03 N W
8519- 04.05. SL-12 15:24 16°58,OT 1r49,54' 2676 7,10 see care
3 03 N W descriptian
8520- 04.05. SL-12 17: 11 16°58,58' 1r49,5T 2687 11,27 see care
1 03 N W descriptian
8521- 04.05. SL-12 20:00 16°57,34' 1r49,36' 2688 2,54 see care
1 03 N W descriptian
8522- 05.05. SL-12 7:54 1r15,11' 18°22,15' 3098 5,61 see care
1 03 N W descriptian
8523- 05.05. SL-12 12:12 1r14,74' 18°22,12' 3092 6,12 see care
1 03 N W descriptian
8524- 05.05. SL-12 21 :01 1r50,19' 1r15,35' 2179 3,96 see care
1 03 N W descriptian
8531- 10.05. SL-6 9:24 24°23,50' 1r08,90' 1896 5,43
3 03 N W
8532- 10.05. SL-6 12:37 24°25,50' 1r11,51' 2125 5,17
3 03 N W
8532- 10.05. SL-9 14:19 24°25,51' 1r11,50' 2123 5,27
4 03 N W
8533- 10.05. SL-6 19:03 24°16,71' 1r32,00' 2184 5,04
3 03 N W
8533- 10.05. SL-9 20:41 24°16,69' 1r32,00' 2182 9,50 Overpenetrated
4 03 N W uppermast 90 cm

last
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2
3

1. Porewater-Sample (AG Schulz)
2. Radiography (AGHenrich)
3. RFA (AG Schulz)
4. Paleomagnetic Sampie (AG Bleil)
5. Sedimentology Sampie (AG Henrich

Fig.4.3.3 Seheme of gravity core sampling
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4.3.1.3 Visual Core Description and Physical Properties

The preliminary lithologie summary of the sediments retrieved with gravity corer is

mainly based on a visual description and color scanner reading. Core description of

selected cores are shown as graphs, representing main lithologies, the color according

to the MUNSELL soil color chart, and the sedimentary structure. The color scanner

readings of 400nm, 550nm and 700nm and also the ratio 700nm/400nm are also

presented.

The following visual descriptions include representative lithologies and special or

unique layers for instance of mass transport, the color according to the MUNSELL soil

color chart as weil as sedimentary structures. Lithologies are primarily based on smear

slide analyses taken fram distinct horizons.

Each visual core description is complemented by the results of the physical praperties

measurements (reflectance, red/blue ratio, porasity, magnetic susceptibility). The

physical background and experimental techniques are described in section 4.5.1.
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GeoB 8501-4 Date: 22.04.03 Pos: 18°30.26'N 18°45.51'W
Water depth: 2995 m Core length: 381 cm

196-217 em: olive brown silty mud. mod, bioturb, (undistinet Planulites, Zoophycos), burrows with
monosulph,

217-222 em: olive c1ay, weakly bioturb, (Zoophycos, P/anu/ites). 5Y5/4
222-228 em: olive brown foram sand, fining-upwards into silty forarn mud, 2,5Y413 - this and the

next: Turbidite
228-281 em: light olive brown silty foram mud, transiting upwards into foram-bearing silty mud,

mod, bioturb" (Planu/ites), faint burrows with monosulph,
281-292 em: olive c1ay, strongly bioturb. (Zoophyeos, Planulites) - Mud turbidite

96-119 cm: foram-nanno ooze, mod, bioturb. (Planu/ites. Zoophycos, Chondrites), burrows with
monosulph,

119-1271129 cm: green clay fi.Y..1!2.
127/129-1271130 cm: silty c1ay, brownish 10Y8413
127/130-139 cm: foram, mud, mod, bioturb. 2.5Y6/3
139-159 cm: brownish silty c1ay 10YR413, fining-upwards into greenish clay, weakly bioturb.,

burrows with monosulph, 5Y5/3. - Mud turbidite
159-196 em: foram mud, mod, bioturb., upper part greenishlbrownish and disturbed

0-13 em: silty, slightly sandy foram, mud, quartz and glaueonite abundant, mod, bioturb,
13-39 em: foram, mud, mod. bioturb .. some large burrows, 5Y512; 24-30 cm: high carbonate

eontent (2.'9Y7.!2)
39-43 em: pure c1ay, mottled by mod. bioturbation (Planulites, Chondrites)
43-73 em: foram. mud, fining upward, foram, sand layers (greenish), partly glaueonized, 5Y412;

alternating with darker silty sandy layers, 5Y5/4; top: 2.5Y4/3
73-81 cm: foram, ooze, mod, bioturb, 2.5Y6/3
81-96 cm: foram-nanno ooze ....,.. ".,,-

292-302 cm: yellowish brown silty mud, weakly bioturbated (P/anulites), 10Y5/3
302-325 em: light olive brown silty foram-bearing mud. mod. bioturb, (P/anu/ites & faint burrows

with monosulph.
325-327 em: olive clay, strongly bioturbated (P/anu/ites). 2,51'514 - Mud turbidite
327-329 em: light olive brown silty foram-bearing mud, 2 5Y5/3
329-337 cm: dark greyish brown to olive brown foram sand, fining upwards into silty foram mud,

25'{§/4 to 2"'91'4/3 - Turbidite
337-354 em: light olive brown foram.-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb" with monosulph,
354-365 em: pale olive silty mud, mod. bioturb, (undistinet Zoophycos, faint burrows). §YG!3
365-381 cm: olive silty mud with some forams

ss

ss

ss

...
, , ,

Struct. Calaur Camments
O~~~;~~··
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GeoB 8501-04 Date: 22.04.03 Position: 18° 30.27' N 18° 45.52' W
Water Depth: 2994 m Core Length: 3.81 m

85

Reflectance [0-255]
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Red / Blue Ratio
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Porosity [%]
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Susceptibility [10-6 SI]
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4

5

Physical properties af gravity care GeaB 8501-4. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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GeoB 8502-2 Date: 23.04.03 Pos: 19°13.2TN 18°56.04'W
Water depth: 2956 m Core length: 1478 cm

SS

SS

Comments

96-116 cm: pale olive foram. mud, 2 Planulites burrows with monosulph., weakly bioturb.
116-140 cm: olive grey (siliceous )foram-nanno mud, mod. bioturb. faint-tiny burrows
140-147 cm: olive mud, laminated?, mod. bioturb. faint-tiny burrows with monosulph. 5Y414
147-148 cm: greyish brown foram. sill. .(:1Y4/2 to 5.Y514 - this & the above tagether: Turbidite
148-155 cm: olive grey quartz-bearing foram-nanno mud, weakly bioturb., faint-tiny burrows
155-196 cm: light olive grey foram. mud to ooze, weakly to mod. bioturb., faint tiny burrows with

monosulph.

0-11/15 cm: light yellowish brown foram-nanno ooze
11115-27cm: light olive gray foram-nanno ooze, weakly bioturb., undistinct burrows
27-32 cm: olive grey sandy sill. 5Y5/2 - Turbidite
32-39 cm: olive to olive gray c1ay. mod. bioturb. (Planu/ites). 5Y4n,5Y5./2 - Turbidite
39-46 cm: foram-rich quartz sand, mainly planktonic, fining-upwards, mod. bioturb. 2.5Y413 to

2,(:1'((:1!3
46-63 cm: slight yellowish brown to light olive brown foram. mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites?)
63-65 cm: olive silty clay. 5Y5.L4
65-96 cm: pale olive foram-bearing siliceous nanno mud, mod. bioturb., faint/few larger burrows,

monosulph.

196-249 cm: light olive grey to olive grey, quartz-bearing foram-nanno mud transiting (220-230)
into quartz-bearing foram. mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites), faint-tiny
burrows with monosulph.

249-282 cm: olive grey quartz-bearing foram-nanno mud, mod. bioturb., lower part weakly bioturb.
(Planulites, Zoophycos)

282-296 cm: olive to olive grey foram-nanno ooze, weakly bioturb. 5Y4/3 to 5Y5/2

296-379 cm: greenish grey to Iigth olive to olive nanno-foram ooze, mod. bioturb. (Planulites, faint
tiny burrows)

379-384 cm: olive c1ay, heavy bioturb. 5Y4/3
384-396 cm: greenish grey nanno-foram ooze. mod. bioturb. (Planulites, raint-tiny burrows).

10Yi3Jl

396-414 cm olive grey nanno-foram ooze, mod. bioturb. (Planulites), with monosuphf.
414-437 cm light oive grey nannofossil-bearing foram. mud (Planulites) with monosulph.
437-441 cm olive c1ay, mod. bioturb. (Planulites) ..5.1::5./4
441-445 cm grey foram. and quartz-rich sand, poss. disrupted by coring.(:1Y5.11." Turbidite
445-464 cm olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioiurb., with monosulf.
464-475 cm olive grey foram. mud, weakly bioturb., wiih monosulph., silt-sized (eolian) quariz
475-496 cm olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly to mod. bioturb., with monosulph.

S

SS

SS

5S

55

55
SSi

SS

5S

SS

S

SS

SS
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SSS
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GeoB 8502-2 Date: 23.04.03 Pos: 19°13.2TN 18°56.04'W
Water depth: 2956 m Care length: 1478 cm

Comments

596-616 cm: light olive brown (brownish tinge) foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., with
monosulph.

616-630 cm: olive grey foram. silty mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulph.
630-658 cm: pale olive nanno ooze with forams, weakly to mod. bioturb. (one 10 cm long burrow)
658-670 cm: olive foram-nanno ooze, mod. bioturb. (PlanuJites), with monosulph.
670-696 cm: olive grey foram. silty mud, weakly bioturb.. with monosulph.

696-717 cm: olive grey foram. silty mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulph 5Y5/2.
717-723 cm: olive c1ay, strang Planulites bioturb.!:iY!3!4
723-728 cm: grey foram-bearing quartz sand, fining-upwards, erosive base, weakly bioturb. 5Y5/1

• Turbidite
728-741 cm: olive grey faram. silty mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulph.
741-796 cm: light olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulph, slightly

darker green interval 770-779 cm

496-506 cm: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. (one Zoophycos), with
monosulph. §Yf;J?c.

506-528 cm: pale olive grey foram. mud, foram. decreasing upwards, weakly bioturb.,with
monosulph.

528-561 cm: olive grey (with brownish tinge) foram-bearing silty mud, mod. to weakly bioturb., with
monosulph.

561-588 cm: light olive grey foram-nanno mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites), with
monosulph.

588-596 cm: olive grey (brownish tinge) foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), with
monosuph.

796-814 cm: olive grey silty mud, some forams, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), with monosulph.
814-840 cm: greenish grey foram-nanno ooze, weakly bioturb., with monosulph. Lighter interval at

823-831 cm
840-865 cm: light olive brown silty c1ay, few forams, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos)
865-876 cm: light yellowish brown silty faram. mud, weakly bioturb.. with monosulph.
876-892 cm: light olive grey to pale olive silty foram. mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites), with

monosulph.
892-869 cm: olive grey clay, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Chondrites).5Y6/2 to 5Y6/3
896-898 cm: olive grey clay, weakly bioturb. 5Y4/2

898-922 cm: olive silty foram. (siliceous?) mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulph.
922-945 cm: olive silty (siliceous?) foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), with

monosulph.
945-966 cm: olive grey silty mud, some forams, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planu/ites), with

monosulph.
966-984 cm: olive grey to olive silty foram. mud. weakly bioturb. (upper part: Planu/ites), faint

burraws, with monosulph.!3YS/?c.Jo!3Y5/3
984-996 cm: greenish grey silty c1ay (nannofossil?), weakly bioturb., faint burrows, with

monosulph.

S

5
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5
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S
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GeoB 8502-2 Date: 23.04.03 Pos: 19°13.2TN 18°56.04'W
Water depth: 2956 m Core length: 1478 cm

Comlllents

996-1002 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. (Planu/ites), 5Y5/2
1002-1004 cm: light olive grey silty mud, weakly bioturb., nannofossiis?,$Y6/2
1004-1009 cm: olive fine sand to silt (quartz) fining-upwards to clay (Sill Turbidite),5Y4/2-5Y4i3
1009-1013 cm: light greenish grey silty mud with some forams, weakly bioturb., 5Y7/1
1013-1034 cm: light olive grey foram (nanno) mud, weakly bioturb. (faint tiny monosulph.

burrows), 5Y6/2
1034-1048 cm: grey very fine sand to silt (quartz), weakly bioturb. fining-upwards into olive siity

c1ay, mod. bioturb., 5_YS.L4:liYQl1
1048-1060 cm: light grey nanno ooze , weakly bioturb. (tiny monosulph. impregnated burrow

tubes), 5Y7/2
1060-1070 cm: olive grey silty mud (nannos?), weakly bioturb.,5.Y5i2
1070-1095 cm: grey silty foram. mud, weakly bioturb. with faint tiny monosulf. impregnated

burrows, 5Y5/1

1096-1102 cm: dark grey fine quartz sand, few forams grading to olive silty mud and clay, top mod.
bioturb.

1102-1116 cm: grey foram bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb.. tiny monosuiph. impreg. tubes
1116-1178 cm: silty foram bearing mud (nannos?). weakly bioturb., tiny impreg. monosulph.

burrows (P/anu/ites), colour changing between pale olive and olive grey
1178-1186 cm: dark grey fine quartz foram bearing sand grading to olive silty foram bearing mud,

mod. bioturb., P/anulites, tiny impreg. monosulph. burrows
1186-1196 cm: light olive foram bearing c1ay, mod. bioturb. Zoophycos, tiny impreg. monosulph.

burrows

1196-1213 cm: olive grey, silty clay, weakly bioturb., weil developed Zoophycos
1213-1236 cm: greenish grey foram-bearing to foram (nanno?) mud, weakly bioturb .. P/anu/ites,

tiny monosulph. impreg. tiny
1236-1254 cm: dark grey fine sand, fining-upwards into silt, olive clay. top strongly bioturb..

Zoophycos, tiny monosulph burrow tubes.
1254-1260 cm: light grey nanno ooze
1260-1270 cm: dark grey laminated and cross-bedded coarse silt, fining-upwards to olive clay, top

weakly bioturb.
1270-1279 cm light olive grey foram-bearing nanno? mud, weakly bioturb. (tiny tubes Planulites)
1279-1282 cm light grey nanno ooze, mod. bioturb.
1282-1288 cm deformed by coring, dark grey silt, fining upward into olive c1ay, slrongly bioturb.
1288-1293 cm olive grey, mod. bioturb.
1293-1296 cm light grey nanno ooze

1296-1344 cm: olive grey to olive foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., tiny monosulph. impr.
burrows

1344-1396 cm: pale olive to olive mud, few forams, weakly (bollom) to mod. (top) bioturb., tiny
monosulph. impr. burrows. Planulites

1396-1417 cm: olive grey to light olive grey mud, few forams, weakly bioturb., tiny monosulph.
impregnated burrows

1417-1428 cm: light grey nanno-ooze.mod. bioturb .. Planulites, tiny monosulph. impreg. burrows
1428-1442 cm: light olive grey foram nanno-ooze, weakly bioturb., Planulites and tiny monosulph.

impreg. tubes
1442-1461 cm: olive grey foram bearing (boltom) to foram. (top) mud, mod. bioturb., Zoophycos,

tiny monosulph. impreg. burrows
1461-1478 cm: light olive grey foram nanno ooze, mod. bioturb., Planulites and tiny monosuph.

impreg. burrows

Lithology Slruc!. Colour
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GeoB 8502-02 Date: 23.04.03 Position: 19° 13.22' N 18° 56.04' W
Water Depth: 2956 m Core Length: 14.78 m
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Physical properties af gravity care GeaB 8502-2. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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GeoB 8504-3 Date: 25.04.03 Pos: 20 0 35.12'N 19°10.02'W
Water depth: 3209 m Care length: 984 cm

light olive grey foram-nanno ooze. abundant quartz. mod. bioturb., monosulphidic burrows
olive grey foram-nanno ooze, abundant quartz, mod. bioturb., monosulphidic burrows. 5Y5/2

light olive grey foram mud to ooze. increasing nanno content, fine quartz, mod. to weakly bioturb.,
monosulfidic burrows
light grey, foram- nanno ooze
nanno foram ooze, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Pfanulites. Zoophycos), monosulphidic burrows
light grey fine foram- nanno ooze
nanno-foram ooze. weakly to mod. bioturb. (Pfanulites. Zoophycos), monosulphidic burrows

199-228 cm: light olive grey nanno-foram ooze. mod. bioturb. (Pfanufites), monosulphidic burrows. SY?/2.
228-233 cm: slightly lighter than light olive grey nanno-foram ooze, mod. bioturb. (Planulites), monosulphidic

burrows.
233-246 cm: light olive grey to pale olive foram mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites, Zoophycos). 5Y6/3
246-268 cm: light olive grey foram mud. mod. bioturb., monosulfidic burrows
268-299 cm: olive grey nanno-foram ooze. weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites, 1 Zoophycos)

399-405 cm: light olive grey foram ooze, mod. bioturb. (Planu/ites), monosulphidic burrows. 5Y6/2
405-409 cm: olive grey organic-rich foram ooze. 5Y5/2
409-416 cm: light grey foram-nanno ooze. 5Y7/2
416-439 cm: light olive grey foram ooze, mod. bioturb., 1 Zoophycos. monosulphidic burrows
439-462 cm: olive grey foram mud, mod. to weakly bioturb .• Planulites abundant. monosulpl1idic burrows
462-469 cm: light olive grey foram ooze, mod. bioturb., monosulphidic burrows. 5Y6/2
469-474 cm: pale olive foram silty mud. SY?/4
474.499 cm: light olive grey. slightly brownish. nanno-foram ooze. mod. bioturb., several Zoophycos

ss
s
ss
ss
s

ss
s
ss
ss
ss

5 .... t'dd'::±::'ti

1
99-190 cm:

SS 190-199 cm:

SS
ss

1.5 ss
ss

Lithology Struct. Colour Comments
0 SS

SS
0-12 cm: light yellowish brown oxidized fomm mud, mod. bioturb.

2.5Y7/1 12-23 cm: light grey foram- nanno ooze, mod. bioturb.
SS 23-44 cm: grey foram mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites)

44-54 cm: light olive brown foram-nanno ooze, mod. bioturb. (Planulites), 2 Zoophycos burrows
SS 54-99 cm: light olive grey foram-nanno ooze, fine quartz abundant. lower part with monosulphidic burrows

0.5
ss

4

3
299-310 cm:

SS
5Y7/2 310-329 cm:SS 329-363 cm:

S 363-379 cm:
379-399 cm:
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GeoB 8504-3 Date: 25.04.03 Pos: 20 0 35.12'N 19°10,02'W
Water depth: 3209 m Gare length: 984 cm
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Lithology StrucL COlDur Comments

499-531 em: olive grey foram mud, glassy partieIes, weakly bioturb., monosulfidie burrows
531-569 em: greenish grey foram-nanno ooze, lower half nanno-foram ooze, mod. bioturb.,

monosulfidie burrows
569-599 em: olive grey, slightly brownish, foram ooze, mod. to weakly bioturb., monosulfidic burrows

599-613 em: olive grey foram ooze, mod. bioturb., monosulfidie burrows. 5Y6/2 to 5Y5/2
513-632 em: olive grey foram-bearing mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites) , monosulfidic

burrows
632-656 em: light olive grey nanno-foram ooze, weakly bioturb., monosulfidie burrows
656-669 em: olive grey foram-bearing mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites) , monosulfidie

burrows
669-677 em: light olive brown foram silty mud, mod. to strongly bioturb. (Planulites, Zoophycos ).

2.5Y5/3
677-684 em: light olive brown foram mud. weakly bioturb., monosulfidie burrows. 2."f>.YQf.'1
684-699 em: pale olive foram-nanno ooze, mod. to weakly bioturb., monosulfidie burrows

699-713 em: olive grey foram mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), with monosulf. burrows
713-764 em: light olive to light oiive grey nanno-foram ooze, weakly bioturb., with monosulf burrows
764-799 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulf. burrows

799-807 em: pale olive grey foram silty mud, weakly bioturb., with monosulf.f!Y6.i2
807-817 em: olive grey foram-bearing mud, with brownish tinge, weakly bioturb.,with monosulf.

5Y5/2
817-847 em: multi-eoloured (grey, olive brown) polymietdebrite, rounded semi-eonsolidated elasts

«1-10 em), elast supported, no obvious matrix, not bioturb., thin (0.5 em) grey fine
sand layer at top.

847-858 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), sheared irregular upper
boundary.f!Yf>.i2

858-865 em: light olive grey mud, few forams, weakly bioturb., sheared irregular lower boundary.
5Y6/2

865-899 em: same as 817-847 em, but elasts up to 12 em, more evidenee of internal plastie
deformation of elasts

899-910 em: olive foram silty mud with major steering, some rounded sed.-e1asts (up to 6 em), not
bioturb.

910-911 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, upper and lower boundary irregular and sheared. 5Y,\i3
911-926 em: dark grey mud with forams, extensive shear bending and folding. Bioturb. prob.

destroyed, some monosulf.
926-932 em: light olive grey foram nanno ooze, weakly to mod. bioturb.,heavily distorted due to

internal shear.f!Y612
932-933 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, lower boundary irregular (sheared), thin (2 mm) grey

mud layer. 5v4t?
933-938 em: olive foram silty mud with major shearing, some rounded sed.-elasts (up to 6 em), not

bioturb.f!Y6.12
938-948 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites, laterally distorted).

5Y4/3
948-955 em: olive mud with few forams, little internal strueture. 5Y4/3
955-966 em: olive grey foram silty mud, Iittle Internal strueture, some lateral shear bending near top.

tiY4/2
966-978 em: olive grey mud with forams, mod. to weakly bioturb., distorted by lateral shearing
978-984 em: olive mud with forams, weakly bioturb. (distorted by lateral shear). 5Y5/3
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G oB 8504-03 Date: 25.04.03 Position: 20° 35.12' N 19° 10.02' W
e Water Depth: 3209 m Core Length: 9.84 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8504-3. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the core.
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GeoB 8505-3 Date: 26.04.03 Pos: 20 0 31.0S'N 19°09,32W
Water depth: 3205 m Core length: 1095 cm
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Uthology Struct. Colour
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Comments

9-21 em: light brownish-grey foram-nanno ooze, weak bioturb., ine!. one open burrow, 10YR6/2
21-35 em: grey nanno-foram mud, mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos. Chondriles) sY6L1.
35-38 em: olive grey quartz foram fine sand, mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos), 5Y5/2
38-51 em: grey nanno-foram mud, mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos, Chondriles), slightly less forams,

5Y6/1
51-71 em: light olive brown foram silty mud, strong to mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos, Chondrites,

Planulites) , 2.5Y5/3
71-109 em: olive grey to olive nanno-foram ooze, weak bioturb. (Planulites) and monosulph.

alteration in miero-burrows, 5Y5i2-5Y5/3

109-136 em: olive grey silty foram-nanno ooze, weak bioturb. (Zoophycos)SYSf2
136-140 em: olive silty ciay with forams, mod. bioturb., (Turbidite mud?), BYSf'.l
140-173 em: olive grey silty foram-nanno ooze, weak bioturb., 5Y5/2
173-180 em: olive silty ciay with forams, weak to mod. bioturb., 5Y5/3
180-209 em: olive grey silty foram- nanno ooze, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration in miero

burrows. 5Y5/2

209-230 em: olive grey silty foram-bearing ooze, weak bioturb., monosulph. alteration, 5Y5/2
230-260 em: olive grey to light olive grey foram-nanno ooze, weak bioturb. and monosulph.

alteration, 5y",/2,5Y6/2
260-276 em: olive silty ciay with forams, mod. bioturb. (Planu/ites), monosuph. alteration, "'Y"'f3
276-281 em: olive grey nanno-foram silty mud, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration,5Y5f'.l
281-289 em: light olive brown silty elay with forams and mod. bioturb., 2.5Y5/3
289-309 em: olive grey nanno·foram silty mud, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, .5Y5[3

at 276-281 em beeoming slightly pab towards base

309-319 em: olive grey foram-nanno mud, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration in
mieroburrows, 5Y5f2

319-349 em: olive nanno-foram ooze, mod. bioturb. (Planulites) and monosulph., BYBf3
349-377 em: olive grey foram-nanno mud, weak bioturb. (Planulites) and monosulph. alteration,

BYBJ2
377-389 em: olive nanno-foram ooze, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, .5.'1'.5[3
389-409 em: olive grey foram-nanno mud, weak bioturb. (Planuliles, Zoophyeos), monosulph.

alteration, 5Y512

409-460 em: olive grey to olive silty nanno-foram ooze , weak bioturb. throughout (predom. tiny ,
monosulph. impreg. tubes5Y5f2JQ.5Y5!3

460-466 em: olive silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites, tiny monosulph. impreg.
tubes), 5Y4/;.\.

466-481 em: light olive grey foram-bearing silty nanno mud, weak bioturb. (tiny monosulph. impreg.
tubes), 5Y4!.il..1Q._5Yß12

481-501 em: light olive grey to olive grey silty nanno-foram ooze, weak bioturb. (tiny monosulph.
impreg. undist. Planulites tubes), 5Y6/2 to 5Y5/2

501-509 em: olive silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites, tiny monosulph. tubes), 5Y4/3
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GeoB 8505-3 Date: 26.04.03 Pos: 200 31.08'N 19°09,32'W
Water depth: 3205 m Core length: 1095 cm
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Lithotogy Strucl. Cotour Comments

509-514 Gm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb., sY4l:?
514-529 Gm: greenish grey silty foram-nanno mud, mod. bioturb. (undisl. Planulites, tiny monosulph.

burrows),lQY§!1
529-547 Gm: olive silty nanno-foram mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites, tiny monosulph. burrows),

'9.Y'9.!;?.Jo..§Y'9.14
547-563 Gm: olive silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb., tiny monosulph. impreg. burrow

tubes, 5Y512
563-570 Gm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites, tiny monosulph. burrows),

§Y6tl..tQt1Y§10
570-590 Gm: olive grey to olive silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. (Zoophycos, undisl.

Planulites. tiny monosulph burrow tubes),5Y§IZJo_'9.Y5!;?
590-609 Gm: grey to dark grey silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb., 10Y511 to 10Y4/1

609-625 Gm: grey silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. tiny monosulph. impreg. burrow
tubes 10Y5/1

625-647 Gm: olive grey silty nanno-foram ooze, weak bioturb. (tiny sulph. impreg. burrow tubes),
5Y4/2

647-653 Gm: light olive grey foram-bearing silty nanno mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites, tiny
monosulph. burrows), 5Y6/2 to 5Y5/3

653-667 Gm: light olive grey silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. (tiny monosulph. burrow
tubes), 5Y6/2

667-673 Gm: olive grey to olive silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. (see above), 5Y512 to
5Y5/3

673-709 Gm: light olive grey to olive silty nanno mud, weak bioturb. (see above), .5.Y.B!2J_QQYB/0

709-720 Gm: light olive grey foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. (tiny sulph. impreg. burrow
tubes) 5Y6lZ

720-732 Gm: light greenish grey to greenish grey foram-bearing nanno ooze, weak bioturb. (see
above.), 10GY7/1 to 5GY6/1

732-743 Gm: light olive grey foram-nanno mud, weak bioturb. (see above), 5Y6/2
743-747 Gm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb. (see above),5Y5IZ
747-754 Gm: light olive grey foram-nanno mud, mod. bioturb. (Planuiites. tiny silph. burrow tubes),

§Y6t2
754-771 Gm: olive fine sand (1 Gm) fining upward into silt, mod. bioturb. top most parts (761-754)

Zoophycos, tiny sulph. burrow tubes, .5Y4/4
771-778 Gm: olive silty mud, mod. bioturb. (Pianulites, tiny tubes), 5Y5/4
778-782 Gm: pale olive silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. (see above),5Y610
782-804 cm: olive grey to olive silty nanno-foram mud, weak bioturb., highest Gontent of forams at

base, SY5!2JQE)Y$/0
804-809 Gm: pale olive silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weak bioturb. (see above), 5Y6/3
809-864 cm: grey to olive grey silty foram nanno mud, weak bioturb. (faint tiny monosulph. impreg.

burrows - more frequent between 838-854 Gm), 854-864 diagenetic overprinting,
strong H,S-outgassing, 5Y5/1 to 5Y5/2

864-892 cm: pale olive slightly silty (nanno?) mud, weak bioturb. to homogenous, 5Y5/3
892-899 cm: olive foram-bearing mud (nannos?)

Diagenetic boundary, pore water horizons, below continuously olive brown hue

899-938 cm: olive foraminiferal (nanno?) mud, very weak bioturb.,5't'4n
938-980 cm: olive foram-bearing mud. weak bioturb., 5Y5/3 to 5Y5/4
980-999 cm: pale yellow to pale olive foram-nanno ooze, weak bioturb. (Zoophycos, Planuliles),

burrows sheared!, 5Y7/3 to 5Y6/3
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GeoB 8505-3 Date: 26.04.03 Pos: 20 0 31.0S'N 19°09,32'W
Water depth: 3205 m Care length: 1095 cm
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Lithology Struct. Colour Comments

1009·1072 cm: olive grey silty foram (nanno?) mud. mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos) down to 1018 cm below, weak
bioturb., 5Y513
darker colour banding between 1044·1048 cm and 1060·1070 cm

1072-1095 cm: pale olive foram-bearing nenno ooze, weak bioturb. (slightly deformed Planulites, tiny
monosulph. impreg. burrow tubes) 5Y613
pale yellow nanno ooze between 1077 and 1079 cm, 5Y7..!?!
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GeoB 8505-03 Date: 26.04.03 Position: 20° 31,08 N 19° 9.32' W
Water Depth: 3205 m Core Length: 10.95 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8505-3. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the
core.
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GeoB 8506-2 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°42.STN 1r42.9S·W
Water depth: 1827 m Core length: 1008 cm
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Lithology Struct. Colour Comments

23-26 em: light olive brown (oxidized) foram muddy sand, irreg boundary - prob. eore
disturbance? 5Y5/3

26-32 cm: olive grey mud with forams, weakly bioturb., scarce monosulphidic burrows. 5Y4/2
32-65 em: olive grey foram silty mud,weakly to mod. bioturb., with quartzlforam/shell fragment

sand in burrows (reworked turbidite?)
65-86 em: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb.. monosulphidie burrows , searce

shelly debris scattered throughout

123-143 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., scaree shell fragments, monosulphidic
burrows

143-172 cm: olive to olive grey foram silty mud, weakly bioturb., seattered shell fragments,
monosulphidie burrows

172-179/182 em: olive (brownish tinge) silty foram-bearing mud, olive grey fine sandisheIl debris at
base destroyed by mod. bioturb. (Planul/tos) (prob. turbidite unit). 5Y5/3

211-216/218 em: olive grey muddy quartzlforam sand, searee shell fragments, irreg. base due to
mod. bioturb. (reworked turbidite). fiY.5f2

216/218-223 em: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidic burrows. 5Y5/3
223-257 em: olive grey silty foram silty mud, weakly bioturb. down to 250 cm, mod. bioturb.

(Chondrites) below 250 em, some monosulphidic burrows
257-273 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
273-279 cm: olive foram-bearing mud, weakly to mod. bioturb., monosulphidic burrows (poss.

turbidite mud?). 5Y4/3
279-323 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., monosulfidic burrows , scaree shell

fragments

323-334 cm: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites), monosulphidie
burrows

334-350 cm: olive grey foram silty mud, mod. to weakly bioturb. (Planulites), monosulphidic
burrows. 5Y5/3 to 5Y5/2

350-357 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., grey med. quartz/foram sand & shell
fragments (reworked turbidite?). 5Y5/3

357-389 cm: olive to olive grey silty foram mud, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), monosulphidie
burrows. faintly darker layer around 364 em - reworked turbidite?

389-395/399 cm: grey to olive grey laminated and cross-Iaminated fine to med. quartzlforam sand
(mature with nearly 100 % rounded grains), irreg. base prob. due to eore disturbance.
fiY5Ll t05YJ5J2

395/399-423 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows

423-507 em: olive silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb. (undistinet Planulites), abundant
monosulphidic burrows throughout (2 mm in diameter)

480-490 cm: same as above but less silty
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GeoB 8506-2 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°42.STN 1r42.9S'W
Water depth: 1827 m Core length: 1008 cm

Comments

723-750 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb .. searee shell fragments, weakly
mottled by monosulphide

750-767 em:olive foram-bearing silty (more than above) mud, mod. bioturb. (Chondrites), seare
shell fragments, monosulphidie burrows, at 764 em reworked shell debris
eoncentration (reworked turbidite?)

767-823 em: olive foram-bearing sitly mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows. shell
fragments in burrow at 812 em (reworked silty shell debris turbidite?)

507-523 em: olive grey to olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. (tiny faint monosuphfidie
burrows)

523-623 em: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakyl to mod. bioturb. (undistinet Zoophycos,
Planulites), monosulphidie burrows (more abundant 523-588 em)

549-551 em: eoncentration of coarse shell hash in larger burrows
570 (670?)cm: 1em large gastropod for dating

623-678 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakyl bioturb. (faint tiny monosulphidie burrows)
678-640 em: Planulites burrow filled with eoarse shell debris
640-723 cm: olive grey to olive foram-bearing silty mud (Iess silt than in unit above). weakly

bioturb. (undistinet mottling type of burrows)

823-827 cm: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. 5Y4/2
827-838 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly to mod. bioturb .• shell frags, scare monosulfidie

burrows
383-850 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. , seaphopod at 843 em. 5Y4/2
850-866 em: olive foram-bearing sllty mud, weakly to mod. bioturb., shell frags, seare monosulfidie

burrows
866-917 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb., seattered shell fragments throughout,

only weak monosulphidie alteration of burrows

917-923 em: olive foram-bearing silly (Iess than above) mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie
burrows. 5V5/3

918-919 em: dark olive silt layer (maybe bioturbated turbidite?)
923-947 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly to mod. bioturb., rare shell fragments,

monosulphidic burrows
947-1008 em: olive foram-bearing silty mud (silt eontent higher than above), weakly bioturb.,

eommon monosulfidie burrows, seare shell fragments

Lithology Struct. Colour
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GeoB 8506-02 Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19°42.57' N 1r 42.95' W
Water Depth: 1827 m Core Length: 10.08 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8506-2. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the core.
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GeoB 8507-3 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°28.50'N 18°05.97'W
Water depth: 2411 m Care length: 1000 cm

Lithology Struct. Colour Comments

217-247 cm: olive muddy sill. with some forams - sill. turbidite
247-298 cm: olive grey silty mud with some forams, weakly bioturb. (Planulites), rare

monosulphidic burrows
298-317 Cm: olive grey silty mud with sOme forams (Planulites), monosulphidic burrows common

117-124 cm: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weakly bioturb. (Chondrites)
124-133 cm: olive (brownish linge) foram-bearing silty (more than above) mud, shell fragments

common, mod. bioturb. (Planulites), monosulfphidic burrows
133-151 cm: olive muddy silt, scarce forams, weakly bioturb. (some Planu/ites, Zoophycos) - silt

turbidite
151-170 cm: olive (brownish linge) silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. (Chondrites)
170-191 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb" monosulphidic burrows
191-217 cm: olive slightly silty mud, scarce forams. weakly bioturb. (undistinct burrows)

317-417 cm: olive silty mud with some forams, more silty at 317-340 cm, rarely scattered fine shell
debris, weakly bioturb. throughout (Planulites), monosulphidic burrows common
(more concentrated at 387-390 cm)

417-425 cm: olive silly foram-bearing mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites), monosulphidic
burrows

425-426 cm: dark grey fine sand (well-rounded quartz, some heavy min .. matureleolian).5Y4/J
426-482 Cm: olive grey silty mud with rarely forams & shell fragments, weakly bioturb.

(Chondrites), monosulphidic burrows: silty bed at 454-460 Cm
482-517 cm: olive 1.0 olive grey silty mud with some forams, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites),

monosulphidic burrows

s

ss

s

s
s

17-40 cm: olive silty foram mud
40-83 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb, (undistinct burrows), rare scattered

fine shell debris throughout
83-117 cm: olive grey to olive silty foram-bearing mud. weakly to mod, bioturb. (Planu/ites,

undistinct burrows), scattered shell debris throughout, particularily concentrated at
S 100-109cm
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GeoB 8507-3 Date: 27,04,03 Pos: 19°28.50'N 18°05,9TW
Water depth: 2411 m Care length: 1000 cm
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Cornments

517-539 em: olive silty mud with few forams, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
539-555 em: olive grey silty (Iess than above) mud with few forams, weakly bioturb. (Planulites),

monosulphidie burrows
555-562 em: olive silty mud with few forams, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
562-577 em: olive grey silty (Iess than above) mud with few forams, weakly bioturb. (Planulites),

monosulphidie burrows, shell fragments infilled in burrows at 566-567 em
577-607 em: see 517-539 em, shell fragments at 579-580 em
607-617 em: olive grey silty (rieh) mud, very weakly bioturb.

617-621 em: olive grey silty mud, very weakly bioturb.
621-630 em: dark olive grey silty (more than above) mud, weakly bioturb.
630-639 em: olive grey silty mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
639-659 em: dark olive grey silty (rieh) mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
659-668 em: olive grey to olive silty mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites) , searee shell fragments,

monosulphidie burrows.'0Y'012 to '0Y413
668-682 em: dark olive grey silty (rieh) mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
682-704 em: olive grey silt-bearing (nanno?) mud, weakly bioturb. (undistinet burrows),

monosulphidie burrows

704-728 em: dark olive grey silty (rieh) mud, weakly to mod. bioturb., searee shell fragments
728-746 em: olive grey to olive silt-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows
746-766 em: olive silty (rieh) mud, weaky bioturb. at the top
766-782 em: olive grey silt-bearing (Iess than above) mud, weakly bioturb. (see 728-736 em).

fJY'0i2 to '0Y4!2
782-810 em: olive silty (rieh) mud, weakly bioturb.

810-817 em: olive grey to olive silt-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows. 5Y5/2 tQ
5Y5/3

817-819 em: olive grey to olive silt-bearing mud. 5Y5/2 to 5Y'0i3
819-839 em: olive grey to olive silty (rieh) mud, very weakly bioturb.
839-852 em: olive grey sitl-bearing (nanno?) mud, weakly bioturb., monosulphidie burrows. 5Y5/2

to 5Y4/2
852-884 em: olive grey to dark grey silt (rieh) mud, some plank. forams, weakly to mod bioturb. at

the top (Zoophycos, Planufites) , monosulphidie burrows
884-913 em: light olive grey to olive grey (nanno?) silt-bearing mud, weakly bioturb.,

monosulphidie burrows

917-944 em: dark olive grey silty (rieh) mud, weakly bioturb., searee shell fragments, few plank.
forams, eommon monosulphidie burrows

944-981 em: olive grey silt-bearing mud (nanno?), rare scattered shell fragments, weakly to mod.
bioturb. (undistinet burrow), monosulphidie burrows

981-993 em: olive grey silty (rieh) mud, weakly bioturb.,few plank. forams
993-1000 em: olive grey silt-bearing mud (nanno?), rare seattered shell fragments, weakly to mod.

bioturb. (undistinet burrow), monosulphidie burrows

NOTE: Charaeterislie silt eyeles, sift-rich units marked by black bark!
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G 08 8507-03 Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19° 28.50' N 18° 5.97' W
e Water Depth: 2411 m Core Length: 10.00 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8507-3. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the core.
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GeoB 8508-3 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°27.96'N 18°05,82'W
Water depth: 2453 m Core length: 1060 cm

Comments

0-5 cm: dark olive silty mud with forams, weakly bioturb., 5Y4/2
5-21 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., 5Y5/3

21-56 cm: olive to olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. (Zoophycos?), scarce sheli
fragments and monosulph. alteration ,fjY5/3-5Y5/2

56-73 cm: olive grey foram silty mud, weakly bioturb., 5Y5/2,
60 cm: bioturb. sand layer (reworked turbidite) made up of quartz and forams, greenish, scarce

sheli fragments and monosulph. alteration

273-302 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, very weak bioturb. and one intact bivalve at 90 cm, very
homogenous, 5Y4/3

302-373 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud (Iess silty than above), weak bioturb. and monosulph.
alteration, overall very homogenous, 5Y5/3

173-192 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud weak bioturb., monosulph alteration in
microburrows, scarce sheli fragments, 5Y5/2

192-217 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud with silty concentrations (at 93 cm, 100-101 cm), weak
bioturb. alteration and scarce shell fragments, 5Y5/3

2JJ.::2.7J...cm: homogenous olive silty mud with forams, very weak bioturb., scarce monosulph.
alteration, 5Y4/3

73-96 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb., scarce shell fragments and
monosulph. alteration, 5Y5/2

96-107 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weak to mod. bioturb., (Planulites, Chondrites), scarce
shell fragments and monosulph. alteration, 5Y5/3

107-114 cm: olive silty mud, scarce forams, shell fragments, mod. to strang bioturb. (Planulites,
Chondrites)

114-118: strang bioturb., 118-131: weak to mod. bioturb., 5Y4/3
114-131 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, variable bioturb. (Planu/ites, Chondrites) and scarce

shell fragments, SY5/4
131-146 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud (more silty than above), mod. to weak bioturb., Planu/ites,

5Y4/4
146-165 cm: olive silty mud with scarce forams and very weak bioturb., 5Y4/3 to 5Y4/2
165-173 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb., scarce monosulph. alteration, 5Y5/2

373-473 cm: olive to olive grey, very homogenous silty mud with scarce forams, weak bioturb. and
monosulph. alteration, some Planulites burrow filis with silt and shell fragments, 5Y5/2
tp5Y5L3

473-573 cm: olive silty mud with scarce forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, very
homogenous!,5Y5/3

Lithology Struct. Colour
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GeoB 8508-3 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°27.96'N 18"05,82'W
Water depth: 2453 m Gore length: 1060 cm
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Lithology Strucl. Colour Comments

473·573 em: olive silty mud with searee forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, very
homogenous !, 5Y5/3

573·673 em: olive silty mud with searee forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, very
homogenous, 5Y()[3

580 em: bioturb. grey fine sand layer (Turbidite), rare shell fragments

673·735 em: olive silty mud with searee forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration and searee
shell fragments, 5Y5/3

735·710 em: olive grey silty mud beeoming mudely sill/fine sand between 138·140 em, weak
bioturb. and searee monosulph. fragments, 5Y4/2

740·741 em: dark grey fine to medium sand with sharp irregular base grading up into eoarse silt,
almost all raunded quarzt eomponent (Turbidite). 5Y4L1

741-773 em: olive mud/silty mud with searee forams and weak bioturb., 5Y511
743 em: silty layer may be bioturb. material fram overlying turbidite or bioturb. turbidite in situ ?,

searee monosulph. alteration

773-873 em: very homogenous olive silty mud with searee forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph.
alteration, sligthly inereased silt eontent at 800 em, 820 em and 838 em, rare shell
fragments. 5y()/3

873-973 em: very homogenous olive silty mud with searee forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph.
alteration, inereased silt eontent at 894 em, 916 em, 943 em, 955 em and below 968
em, rare shell fragments, QY5/3

973-1005 em: olive silty mud with searee forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, slightly
higher silt eontent at 996 em, 5Y5/3
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GeoB 8508-3 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°27.96'N 18°05.82'W
Water depth: 2453 m Core length: 1060 cm
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Lithology StrucL Colour
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Comments

1005-1022 cm: olive silty mud with higher silt content than above interval, weak bioturb. and
monosulph. alteration, rare forams, 5Y513

1022-1060 cm: olive silty mud with scarce forams, weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration, 5Y5/3
1034-1044 cm: slightly higher silt concentration
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G oB 8508-03 Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19° 27.96' N 18° 5.82' W
e Water Depth: 2453 m Core Length: 10.60 m
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GeoB 8509-2 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19G 27.03'N 18Q 05.34·W
Water depth: 2585 m Core length: 904 cm

219-241 em: olive grey silty mud with scarce forams and shell fragments. monosulphidfc burrows
241-257 em: olive sllty foram-bearing nHJd with searee sheil fra9fT1ents. weakly to fTlod. bioturb., silt

sli9htly inereasing 252-257 cm
257-272 cm: see 219·241 cm
272-290 em: olive mud. mod. 10 strongly bioturb. (Planuliles), poss. silty, searee sllell fragments 

bloturb mud turbidite?
290-308 em: see 219-241 em, but with some large sand-filled burrows

308-312 cm: olive silty mud, mod, to strongly bioturb. (Planulites). - bioturb. mud turbidlte
312-319 em: olive silty mud with searce forams and sheil fragents, to weakly bioturb.
319-325 em: olive grey silt·bearing mud, weakly bioturb. (planulites filled wlth sand)
325-344 em: olive silty mud. mod. bioturb. (faint tubes, Planuliles); Plarwlites fflled wlth fine sand

at 332 cm
344-350 em: olive grey to olive silt-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. 5Y5!2 to 5Y4/3
350-360 em: olive clay, mod. bioturb. (Planuliles , Chol1drites). p'{51~ to ;D:'5l4 . Mud turbidile
360-366 cm: olive grey silty mud, weakly bioturb., searee foram and shell fragments
366-370 em: olive silt-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. (Chondrites. Plal1ulites)
370-405 em: alternating layers of olive and dark grey medium sand, mod. bloturb. (Planuliles).

with SOme lamination, fining upward to fine sand, weakly bioturb., weil developed
lamination; overlain by pale olive muddy silt translting into mud at the top. weakly
bioturb.

405-409 cm: light olive grey to olive clay, 5-mm thiek foram sand at the base. 5Y6i2 to(i'(liL;J 
Siope faHme turbidite

409-419 em: olive silty mud, weilkly bioturb., rarely plank. forams and shell fragments
419-444 em: olive smy mud with scarce forams and shell fragments, weakly bioturb. 

Hemipelagite
444-465 em: sequenee of mm·thick foram sand overlain by mud: 444-450, 450-453. 452-456, 456

459. 5Y6lJ and 5Y6/2 - Stope fallure turbidite
olive mud at the base. poss. diagenetically overprinted wlth a more pale linge. 5.Y_$!:~

to $Y$/4 - Mud turbidite
465·481 cm: olive silty mud with commen forams and scarce sheil fragments. weakly bioturb. 

Hemipelagite
481-514 em: grey te olive grey silty mud wiHl commen forems end shell fragments. weakly 10 mod.

bioturb. (Planulites)- Hemipelagite

to 9.15/2 - turbidite
bioturb., rarely

Cornments

119-150 cm: olive sllty mud wlth some forams, only very weakly bioturb.
150-152 cm: olive grey to olive fine quaftz fomm sand, weakly bioturb.
152-219 em: olive grey to olive (top) silt-bearing mud (clay), only very

seatlered fine sheH debris and forams throughout

19-33 cm: olive grey foratn quarl" fine sand. 9Y5ß IO:LHLZ -lurbidlte,
lransiting into olive si/ty mud, weakly laminated (30-32 cm) and weakly bioturb. above,
olive quarlz fomm sand (23-24)· lurbidile.
overlaln by weakly laminated olive silty mud

33-52 cm: olive silty (rlch) mud, scarce forams and Silen fragmels, INeakly undislinctly bioturb
52-56 cm: olive grey to olive silly mud, mod. bioturb. (Planuiites). to
56-76 cm: olive sllty mud, weakly bioturb. (undistincl burrows), scarce shell fragments
76-90 cm: olive quart/: fomm medium sand, weakly laminaterj, overiain by a thin (1 Gm) Gross-

laminated fine sand and laminated fine muddy sand, 1-em thlGk olive (darker) silty mud
at the top - turbidite

90-93 em: olive siity mud (homogeneous)
93-98 em: olive medium quarlz foram sand, weakly laminaled. - turbidite

98-119 cm: olive siity mud. weakly bloturb., some forams. searGe shell debrls

s
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ss

l,ithology StrucL Coiouro
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GeoB 8509-2 Date: 27.04.03 Pos: 19°27.03'N 18"05.34'W
Water depth: 2585 m Core length: 904 cm

810..815 Gm: See 783..810 - Turbidite
815-819 em: see 810-815 - Turbidite
819·830 cm: olive si/ly mud, weakly bioturb" rarely fmam and sheli fragmenls,5Y;;13 to ;;Y4I3 •

Hemipelagite
830-845 Cm: grey to olive gfey, weakly laminaled fine sand fining upward into laminated olive

muddy sill and mud al the lop. Lower part: !:lY5!J. to 5Y51.4: .. Turbidite
845·856 em: see 819·830 cm .. Hemipelagite
856·861 cm: see 830..845 Gm, sill-rieh at Ihe boltom, slll-bearing In Ihe upper .. Turbidite
861 ..866 em: see 830-845 em, sill·rieh at Ihe bottom, sill-bearing in the upper " Turbidite
866·870 em: see 830·845 cm, sill·rich al Ihe bottom, siit-bearlng In the uppef - Turbidite
87()·873 cm: see 830-845 em, sill-rieh al Ihe bol10m, sill-bearing in Ihe upper . Turbidite
873-875 cm: see 819·830 em .. Hemipelagite
875-881 em: see 830-845 em. sllt-rlch al Ihe boltom, sill-bearing In Ihe upper .. Turbidite
881-904 em: see 819·830 cm - Hemipelagite

weakly blotufb" rarely forams

Commenls

medium 10 quarlz foram sand, finlng upwards inlo olive muddy sill
and mud (5'(gI3)

10 olive grey medium 10 quarlz fomm sand, finlng upwards into olive muddy sill
'..'L.,..,"" .. ,_n_ ;5X(13) and mud (5Y:!:)1':::,}

695..707 em: grey 10 olive grey fine quartz forarn sand (69'7·705 em;5Y15JJ), flning upward fant
olive, weakly lamlnaled muddy sill and mud

707..719 em: olive silty mud rarely with shell fragments and forams. very weakly bioturb,
7Hj..777 Gm: olive (darker than below) silly mud. very weakly blolurb,. faram and shell

fragmenls al 719-734,741·748,752-777 cm (5Y513 10 olive silt..bearing mud
al 734-741,748-752 em (;;'(512 10 5Y5!3)

777·781 em: oliVe fine quartz sand oVerlaln sill-bearing clay .. Tm' Turbidite
781 ..783 em: see 752-777 em, 5Y513 10
783-810 cm: grey 10 olive gray cross-bedded medium sand (2 units wllh direct conlacl), fining

upwards into fine sand and muddy lamlnaled sill and mud al Ihe lop .. Turbldite

514-524 em: grey to dark grey sill·bearing HUld, rarely forams, weakly biolurb,;LYilLLIQ,5Y4fJ 
Hemlpelagite

524-552 cm: grey 10 oiive grey fine sand, laminated. weakly biolurb, flning upward Inlo olive very
fine sand. muddy sill and mud al Ihe top; lop unil mod, biolurb. (Zoophycos.
Planulites) - Turbidite

552-556 em: grey 10 lighl grey silty mud wilh scat!ered shell fragmenls. fmams eemmen 
Hemipelagite

556·581 em: grey to olive grey medium to fine sand, weakly biolurb,. finlng upward Inlo weakly
laminated olive verj fine sand. muddy sill and mud al Ihe lop; top unll mod, bloturb,
(Zoophycos, Planulites. Chondrites) - Turbidite

581-583 cm: olive sill-bearing mud - Hemipelagite
583-585 em: olive mud. mod, biolurb, - Mud turbidite
585-603 Gm: olive silt..bearing mud, weakiy blolurb.; 70 cm long Planulites burrow filled wilh grey

fine sand
603 em: 5-fnm Ihick grey fine sand· Turbidite
603·606 ern; olive sill·hearing mud· Hemipelagite
606-619 cm: olive slll-bearing mud, weakly biolurb.; 70 on lang Plamliles burrow filiad wlth gmy

fine sand
619-634 cm: olive silly mud with rare scatlered sheJl debris.
634-637 em: grey 10 olive grey fine quarlz foram sand, 5'(5/110
637·649 em: see 619..634 em
649..684 em; grey 10 olive grey medium 10 fine quartz fmam sand wllh 2 eross-bedded unils in

dlmel eonlact, flning upwards inlo olive fine sand, sill and mud, falnlly laminaled,
nY2L1Jo 5Y513

684..692 cm: 10 olive

Ulhology StfUCI. Co]our
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GeoB 8509-02 Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19° 27.03' N 18° 5.34' W
Water Depth: 2585 m Core Length: 9.04 m
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Physical properties af gravity care 8eaB 8509-2. The dashed Iines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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GeoB 8516-3 Date: 01.05.03 Pos: 19°42.40·N 1r24.OTW
Water depth: 1254 m Care length: 930 cm
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Lithology Struct. Colour Comments

0-39 cm: olive silty mud with rare scattered fine shell fragments and forams, weak bioturb.,
monosulph. alteration in burrows (8-10 cm)

39-139 cm: olive silty mud with scattered tiny shell fragments and some forams, weakly mottles by
bioturb. (faint tiny monosulph, impregn. burrow tubes)

(Analysis of coarse fraction: abundant silt pellets, weil preserved planktic forams. shell
fragments)

139-202 cm: olive silty mud, weak bioturb., rarely scattered shell fragments and forams

189-198 cm: olive silty mud, weak bioturb" common shell fragments, two 5 cm-Iong branches of the
deep water coral (Madrepora), rarely forams

198-239 cm: olive silty mud, rare shell fragments, mod. bioturb. (202-214 cm) (Planulites,
Zoophycos) , weak bioturb. below

239-295 cm: olive grey to olive silty mud with common scattered fine sheJl fragments and forams,
weak bioturb. (undistinct burrows)

295-339 cm: olive silty (slightly less than above) mud, weak to mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos, Planufites)
common scattered fine shell fragments and forams

339-439 cm: olive silty mud, weak bioturb., common scattered fine shell fragments and forams

410-439 cm: olive silty mud, weak bioturb" rare scattered fine shell fragments and forams
439-510 cm: olive silty mud with common fine shell fragments and forams, mod. bioturbation

(undistinct burrows)
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GeoB 8516-3 Date: 01.05.03 Pos: 19°42.40'N 1r24.OTW
Water depth: 1254 m Core length: 930 cm
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Litllology StruCl. Colour Comments

510-539 em: olive silty mud (more silt than above) with eommon fine shell fragments and forams,
weak bioturbation (undistinet mottling)

539-639 em: dark olive grey to olive grey silty mud with eommon fine shell fragments and forams,
weak bioturbation

632-633 em: burrows with eoneentration of fine shell fragments
639-688 em: dark olive grey silty to olive grey mud with eommon fine shell fragments and rare planktie

forams, weak bioturbation
688-710 em: olive grey to olive silty mud with fine shell fragments and rare forams, mod. bioturbation

(Planulites)

710-739 em: dark olive grey to olive grey silty mud with eommon fine shell fragments (more than
above) and rarely forams, weak bioturbation

739-770 em: olive silty mud with rare fine shell fragments and forams, weak bioturbation

770-896 em: olive silty (more silt than above) mud with eommon shell fragments and rare forams,
weak bioturbation

816-839 em: olive silty mud with rare fine shell fragments and forams, weak bioturbation
839-849 em: olive silty mud with rare fine shell fragments and forams, weak bioturbation
849-915 em: dark olive to olive silty mud (silt-rieh) with eommon fine shell fragments and rare forams

915-930 em: olive silty mud with rare shell fragments and forams, weak bioturbation
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GeoB 8516-03 Date: 01.05.03 Position: 19°42.40' N 1r 24.0TW
Water Depth: 1254 m Core Length: 9.30 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8516-3. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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GeoB 8517-3 Date: 01.05.03 Pos: 19°43.10'N 1r25.40'W
Water depth: 1480 m Gore length: 439 cm
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Lithology Struct. Colour Comments
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0-13 em: olive silty mud. rarely planktie forams
13-32 em: dark olive silty mud, rarely planktie forams
32-39 em: olive silty mud, weak bioturbation, rarely planktie forams
39-50 em: olive grey silty mud, weak bioturbation and rarely planktie forams

50-139 em: olive grey, weakly silty c1ay with seattered fine shell fragmented and light olive grey
flamestrueture along flow patterns (mud flow), eoneentration of shell fragments between
60-80 em and 95-120 em, large bivalve test at 68 em

139-239 em: olive grey to olive weakly silty c1ay unit rare shell fragments more olive eolour tinge
between 140-170 em

Coneentration of shell fragments at 185-190 em, 200-203 em and 195-220 em layers
inclined indieating lag, pronouneed variably eoloured flame struetures, plastieally
deformed mud flow

239-339 em: olive grey weakly silty c1ay with rare seattered fine shell fragments and light and dark
olive grey flame struetures indieating plastie deformation along flow pattern

Material thoroughly distorted by eoring proeesses - no further deseription
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GeoB 8517-03 Date: 01.05.03 Position: 19° 43.10' N 1r 25.40' W
Water Depth: 1480 m Core Length: 6.39 m
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GeoB 8519-3 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°58.0TN 1r49.54'W
Water depth: 2676 m Core length: 710 cm

Lithology Slruct Colour Comments

107-125 Gm: olive silty foram-bearing mud. weakly bioturbated (undistinGt burrows), faint tiny burrow
tubes with monosulph. alteration

125-137 Gm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturbated (undistinGt burrows)
137-148 cm: dark grey to olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturbated (Planuliles), 5Y4/1 to

5Y4/2
148-160 Gm: olive grey silty foram-bearing nanno mud, weakly bioturbated
160-201 cm: dark grey to olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planuliles)

Gommon tiny burrow tubes with monosulphide alteration

201-205 Gm: olive grey fine quartz foram sand GonGentrated in burrow tubes (disseminated Turbidite
layer)

205-210 cm: dark grey to olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly to mod. bioturb. (Planulites)
Gommon tiny burrow tubes with monosulphide alteration

210-225 cm: olive grey to dark grey silty homogenous clay Mud-Turbidite TM
225-260 Gm: dark grey homogenous silty clay, Mud-Turbidite TM, spill-over sediments?
260-282 Gm: light olive grey foram silty mud, weakly to mod. (top) bioturb. (Zoophycos) rare SGattered

very fine shell debris
282-307 Gm: dark grey to olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weakly bioturb. at the base, mod. at the

top (Zoophycos. Planuliles)

307-312 cm: olive grey silty foram mud, mod. bioturb.

312-316 Gm: pale olive foram silty mud

316-325 cm: olive grey silty foram mud, weakly bioturb.
325-337 Gm: pale olive silty foram mud, base weak bioturb.
337-360/362 Gm: olive silty foram mud, weak bioturb. (Planulites) at the top, weak to mod. at the base
360-426 Gm: dark grey silty clay with some forams, top (360-370 Gm) mod. bioturb. (weil developed

Zoophycos), below 370 Gm weak bioturb. (undistinct burrows, tiny monosulph. impreg.
burrow tubes, rarely sGattered fine tiny shell fragments

426-430 Gm: dark grey silty foram mud, mod. bioturb. (Planufites) rare fine shell fragments
430-458 Gm: olive grey to light olive grey nanno-foram ooze with oCGasionally rarely scattered fine

shell fragments, weak bioturb.
458-476 cm: light olive grey to grey foram mud with rare to Gommon (base) scattered fille shell

fragments, weak bioturb., monosulph. alteration
476-483 cm: olive silty mud - Mud-Turbidite
483-486 Gm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb.
486-492 cm: light brownish grey silty foram mud, weak bioturb. (ZoophyGos), 2.5Y6/3
492-494 cm: olive silty mud, mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos, Chondrites).5Y4fa - Mud-Turbidite
494-499 Gm: light brownish grey silty foram mud, mod. bioturb.

0-25 Gm: grey to olive grey silty foram-nanno mud
25-40 Gm: grey to light olive grey silty foram-nanno mud
40-56 Gm: olive silty foram-nanno mud. weakly bioturbated (Planulites, Zoophycos), !5Y6/2 to 5Y5/1
56-82 cm: olive silty nanno-foram-ooze, very weakly bioturbated (faint tiny burrow tubes with

monosulph. alteration)
82-98 Gm: light yellowish brown silty foram-nanno mud, weakly bioturbated (Planulites) , some

monosulph. alteration
98-107 Gm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb. (Planulites). burrows filed with sediment

from above, 5Y4/2 or 5Y6/3
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GeoB 8519-3 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°58.0TN 1r49.54'W
Water depth: 2676 m Gare length: 710 cm
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Lithology Struct Colour Comments

499-504 cm: olive silty foram mud, mod, bioturb" 5Y5/4
504-517 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb,
526-536 cm: olive silty foram mud, weak bioturb" rarely scattered fine shell fragments
536-543 cm: greenish grey silty nanno-foram ooze, weak bioturb., common fine shell fragments.

5GY6/1
543-549 cm: greyish brown foram-bearing silty mud, weak bioturb, (slight shearing due to coring

disturbance)
549-557 cm: greyish brown silty mud with rare very weak bioturb, (one Zoophycos)
557-/559/563 cm: olive silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb,
563-576 cm: dark grey to olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb.
576-625 cm: dark grey to olive gray silty mud with rare forams

625-640 cm: olive to olive grey, weakly silty c1ay with rare planktic foram and scattered fine shell
fragments, very weak bioturb.

640-695 cm: dark olive grey weakly silty c1ay with rare forams and scattered fine shell fragments,
concentration of shell debris at 680-688 cm

695-697 cm: two fine quartz sand layers separated by 5 mm mud layer
695-700 cm: dark olive grey weakly silty clay with rare forams and scattered fine shell fragments
700-710 cm: black to dark olive grey c1ay, weak bioturb, blueish black colour banding, 5Y2,5/1 to

5Y3/2
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GeoB 8519-03 Date: 04.05.03 Position: 16° 58.01' N 1r 49.54' W
Water Depth: 2676 m Core Length: 7.10 m
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GeoB 8520-1 Date: 04.05,03 Pos: 16°58.58·N 1T49.5TW
Water depth: 2687 m Care length: 1127 cm
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Comments

0-3 em: light olive brown foram-nanno ooze
3-39 em: olive grey silty foram-nanno mud, weakly bioturb.

39-53/55 em: olive grey foram-nanno ooze, rarely shell fragments, weakly bioturbated
50-139 em: dark greyish brown struetureless, weakly sandy and silty mud with forams (=matrix debris

flow), some small mud elasts (100-95 em)

54-62 em: debris flow elast eonsisting of sheared dark greenish grey elay, 5..GY4/1
to 10Y4/1

70-82 em: debris flow elast eonsisting of greenish blaek elaY,RGl:2"p!1
103/105-139 cm: debris flow elast internally deformed and sheard of dark grey to

olive silty mud,RY4!JJo5Yi:i/3

139-239 em: dark greyish brown struetureless silty mud with forams, several rounded elasts up to 5
em aeross larger elasts:

142-157 em: >20 em wide elast of dark grey sediment
166-171 em: 6 em wide elast of pale brown sediment
177-180 em: 6 em wide elast of brown/dark grey sediment
209-239 em: >30 em wide elast of pale blue-grey sediment with monosulph.

- Debris flow

239-339 em: dark greyish brown struetureless silty mud with forams, several rounded elasts up to 5
em aeross larger elasts:

239-245 em: >12 em wide elast of dark grey sed. with eommon monosulph.
247-249 em: 12 em wide elast of dark olive/plae brown sed.
291-294 em: 4 em wide elast of grey/dark olive sed.
296-320 em: >30 em wide elast of layered and deformed sed. of various eolours
331-339 em: >12 em wide elast of brown/grey sed.

339-439 em: dark greyish brown struetureless silty mud with forams, several rounded sed. elasts <30
em aeross larger elasts:

339-344 em: >12 em wide elast of grey/brown sed.
354-357 em: 8 em wide elast of pale brown sed.
357-360 em: 3 em wide elast of brownish sed.
360-372 em: >12 em wide elast of greyish sed.
373-381 em: >12 em wide elast of dark grey/brown sed.
384-400 em: >16 em wide sheared elast of layered and deformed grey/brown sed.
434-438 em: 4 em wide elast of greyish sed.

439-539 em: dark greyish brown struetureless silty mud with forams, eontains eommon rounded sed.
elast, 2.5Y4/2

446-450 em: 4 em wide elast of pale brown sed.
452- 456 em: 5 em wide elast of dark grey silty sed.
456-460 em: >20 em wide elast of layered end heavily deformed dark olive/grey

sed.
486-490 em: 6 em wide elast of brownish sed.
492-497 em: 7 em wide elast of pale brown/grey sed.
497-500 em: 5 em wide elast of pale brownish sed.
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GeoB 8520-1 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°58.58'N 1r49.57'W
Water depth: 2687 m Gare length: 1127 cm

LithoJogy Struct. Colour Comments
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506-509 em: 4 em wide elast of blue-green sed.
511-515 em: 4 em wide elast of pale brown sed.

539-639 em: dark greyish brown struetureless silty mud with forams with rounded elasts
558-588 em: large 30 em thiek elast of deformed dark olive grey sed., abundant monosulph. alteration
598-601 em: 5 em wide elast of greyish sed.

611-613 cm: 4 em wide elast of dark/pale greyish sed.
639-739 cm: dark greyish brown foram silty mud -struetureless with eommon rounded sed. elasts up to

30 mm areoss and some larger elasts:

650-653 em: 8 em wide elast of olive green and brownish sediment.
660-664 em: 10 em wide heavily shearded elast of greylbrown sediment.
665-666 em: 5 em wide elast of dark grey sediment.
696-698 em: 5 em wide elast of greylbrown sediment.
702-709 em: >12 em wide elast of layered and deformed greylbrown sedoment.
728-730 cm: 6 cm wide elast of grey-brown sediment.

739-766 em: dark greyish brown struetureless foram silty mud with searee subrounded elasts of sed.
material up to 30 mm aeross. no bioturb. - Debris flow

766-778 cm: dark greenish grey foram mud with weak bioturb. (Planulites) and searee shell
fragmentslmonosulph. alteration

778-792 em: dark greyish brown to greyish brown foram-rieh silty mud with mod. to weak
bioturb. (Planulites, Zoophycos) and searee shell fragmentslmonosulph. alteration

792-816 em: greyish brown foram-bearing silty mud with weak bioturb. (Zoophycos) and
searee shell fragmentslmonosulph. alteration

816-839 em: dark grey foram-rieh silty mud with weak bioturb. and eommon monosulph.
alteration. searee shell fragments, ,Q.'!::lLl

839-871 em: dark olive grey to olive grey foram-rieh silty mud with very weak bioturb. and searee
monosulph. alteration, silt eontent gradually deereases downwards, !1Y;l12JQQY412

871-884 em: dark greyish brown foram silty mud with weak bioturb. and searee monosulph. alteration,
2.5Y412

884-912 em: dark greenish grey foram-rieh silty mud with mod. to weak bioturb. (Planulite. Zoophycos)
and monosulph. alteration, searee shell fragments, 10Y411

912-929 em: dark greyish brown foram silty mud with olive tinge and weak bioturb. (Planulites) and
searee monosulph. alteration, 2.5Y412

929-939 em: light olive brown foram silty mud with weak bioturb. (Zoophycos) and searee shell
fragmentslmonosulph. alteration, 2.!1Y!1/;l

939-958 em: greyish brown foram silty mud with weaklmod. bioturb., searee shell fragments and
monosulph. alteration. Bioturb. olive green mud layer (951-952 em) poss. Chondrites,
2.5Y512

958-975 cm: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud mod. to strong bioturb. (Planulites), scaree shell
fragments and monosulph. alteration, !5..YQL2

975-1009 em: greyish brown foram silty mud with mod. to weak bioturb., searee shell fragments and
monosulph. alteration, Bioturbated olive grey mud layer (983-987 em), 2.5Y512
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GaoB 8520-1 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°58.58·N 1r49.5TW
Water depth: 2687 m Core length: 1127 cm
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Comments

1009-1024 cm: olive foram-rich silty mud with strong bioturb, in upper part (1009-1019 cm) (P/anu/ites)
and weak bioturb, in lower part (1019-1024), Monosulph. alteration in burrows, poss,
diagenic alteration giving irreg, base, 5Y5/3

1024-1039 cm: greyish brown foram-bearing silty mud with weak bioturb. and monosulph. alteration,
2,5Y512

1039-1044 cm: dark greyish brown foram silty mud with weak bioturb, and monosulph. alteration in
micro-burrows

1044-1056 cm: olive grey foram mud with weak to mod, bioturb. (P/anulites) and scarce monosulph,
alteration

1056-1080 cm: greyish brown to dark greyish brown silty mud with forams and mod, to weak bioturb, ,
scarce monosulph, alteration

1080-1089 cm: dark greenish grey foram mud with mod, bioturb. and monosulph. alteration
(Zoop/1ycos, P/anu/ites)

1089-1120 cm: olive grey to dark grey foram mud with mod. to weak bioturb., scarce sheli fragments
and monosulph. alteration

1120-1124 cm: dark grey mud with forams and weak to mod, bioturb., scarce sheli fragments and
monosulph, alteration
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Ge B 8520-01 Date: 04.05.03 Position: 16° 58.58' N 1r 49.57' W
o Water Depth: 2687 m Core Length: 11.27 m
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the 1 m sectians of the care.
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GeoB 8521-1 Date: 04.05.03 Pos: 16°57.34'N 1r49.36'W
Water depth: 2688 m Gore length: 254 cm

Commentso
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Lithology Struct. Colour
...........................................................................

0-10 cm: light olive brown foram-nanno ooze
10-59 cm: olive grey silty foram-nanno mud, weak bioturb.
59-74 cm: olive silty mud, mod. bioturb., common fine shell fragments, shearing along bedding

planes
74-82/80 cm: dark greenish grey silly mud, mod. bioturb., shearing along bedding planes

DM 1 = Debris Flow Matrix: olive silty mud or muddy silt, 5Y5/3

80-130 cm: elast incorporated into DM:

80/83-100/102 cm: bluish black to dark greenish grey silty e1ay. strang biot. by mm-sized
sited tube burrows which are inpreg. with monosulphides

103/110-130 cm: very dark grey homogenous e1ay with irregular shaped margins
130-155 cm: Dm2, dark olive grey to dark olive silly mud to muddy silt with common

shell fragments

155-254 cm: DM 2, dark olive grey to dark olive silty mud or muddy silt wilh rare to common fine shell
fragments and scatlered small clasts

163-170 cm: bluish black silty clay, mod. bioturb. by mm-sized burrow tubes with
monosulphide impregnation

172-178 cm: pale olive shear foldes and stretched silly mud layers
184-189 cm dark silt with monosulphide alteration layer
203-209 cm: olive silty mud

GeoB 8521-01 Date: 04.05.03 Position: 16° 57.34' N 1r 49.36' W

Water Depth: 2688 m Core Length: 2.54 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8521-1. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the care.
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GeoB 8522-1 Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1J015.11'N 18°22.15'W
Water depth: 3098 m Gare length: 561 cm

Lithology Struct. Colour Commentso
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0-2 em: yellowish brown foram-nanno ooze
2-14 em: light olive brown nanno-foram mud

14-33 em: olive grey silty foram mud, mod. bioturb. (Zoophycos, P/anulites, tiny tubes)
33-45 em: olive silty foram-bearing mud, mod. to strong bioturb. (Zoophycos, P/anu/ites, Chondrites)
45-51 em: olive silty mud, weak bioturb., 5Y4/3
51-77 em: light olive grey to pale olive medium sand, fining upward to fine sand, laminated throughout

Turbidite
77-87/93 em: base of quartz sand turbidite with typieal eoarsening upward sequenee

OB: greyish brown to dark greyish brown silty mud to muddy silt, some small disintegrated elasts at
165 em (6 em oblique to the liner)

OB*: greyish brown to dark greyish brown debris flow matrix sheet alternating with thin more yellowish
brown disintegrated and strongly sheared silty mud

Glasts:
1) 88-98 em: greyish green silty mud, 5G5/2
2) olive grey silty mud strongly sheared and intrusion of debris flow matrix along shearbands

177-243/223 cm: greyish brown to dark greyish brown silty mud = debris flow matrix (DM) with ghost
struetures of strongly sheared and disintegrated elasts, shear banding and folds

243/223-277 em: strongly sheared and folded large sediment elasts:

3) greenish grey silty foram bearing mud
4) olive silty mud with few forams
5) pale olive silty mud ineluding shear fine quartz sand - Turbidite

209-239 em: >30 cm wide elast of pale blue-grey sediment with monosulph. alteration

- Debris flow

Dark greyish brown muddy silt to silty mud (DM) at:
308-309 em, 315/316-329/333 em, 329/338-352/360 em, 371-375 cm

Sheared and streched elasts at:
277-298 em: greyish brown silty mud with some pale greenish brown colour banding
294-314/315 cm: light brownish grey silty mud, weak bioturb.
331/338 and 340 cm: fine quartz sand
352/360-370/373 cm: dark greenish grey elay

377-381 em: dark greyish brown, weakly sandy muddy silt (DM)
381-390 em: greenish grey silty mud, weak bioturb., sec. shearing & streehing deformation of bedding
382-386 em: sheared band layers
380-401 em: greyish brown, weakly silty mud, some monosulph. along tiny faint burrow tubes

401-430 em: dark greenish grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb. (Pfanulites). seeondary
shearing and streching along bedding planes

430-442 cm: greyish brown silty mud, mod. bioturb.,sheared along bedding planes, deformation of
burrows

442-448 em: dark greenish grey and silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb.. seeondary shearing and
streehing along bedding planes

447-458 cm: greyish brown silty mud, mod. bioturb. and sheared along bedding planes, deformation
of burrows. fine shell fragments

458-466 em: greyish brown to olive brown strongly sheared silty mud, mod. bioturb. 2.5Y5/2-2.5Y4/3
466-477 em: dark greenish grey and silty foram-bearing mud, mod. bioturb., secondary shearing and

streehing along bedding planes
477-482 em dark greenish grey silty foram-bearing mud, sheared along bedding planes
482-491 cm olive grey silty mud with some forams, mod. bioturb. (Planulites) sheared along bedding
491-498 cm olive grey to olive fine foram-quartz sand, weakly laminated, 5Y5/2,5Y5i3, Turbidite
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GeoB 8522-1 Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1r15.11'N 18°22.15'W
Water depth: 3098 m Core length: 561 cm
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Uthology StrucL Colour Comments

498-510 cm: dark grey foram-bearing silty mud, some monosulph. alteration
510-527 cm: alternate colour bands of light olive grey and greenish grey silty mud, weak bioturb.,

distorted turbidite at 515-517 cm, mod. shearing along bedding planes
527-542 cm: pale olive silty foram-bearing mud with faint tiny burrow tubes (monosulph. alteration),

some shearing along bedding planes
542-557 cm: olive grey to olive silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb., shearing along bedding planes
557-561 cm: dark greenish grey silty mud, shearing along bedding planes

GeoB 8522-01
Date: 05.05.03 Position: 1r 15.11' N 18° 22.15' W

Water Depth: 3098 m Core Length: 5.61 m
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Physical properties af gravity care GeaB 8522-1. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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GeoB 8523-1 Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1r14.74'N 18°22.12'W
Water depth: 3092 m Gare length: 612 cm

Debris flow matrix: olive grey silty mud or muddy sill with foram, often flow and flame strueures of
almost eompletely streehed and thined out sediments

Glasts in debris f1ow:
1) greenish grey silty mud, 10GY5/1
2) light yellowish brown silty mud, sheared and streehed elast and flame struetures
3) greyish silty mud elast
4)-7): folded and streehed intaet sediment sequenee:
4) greenish olive silty mud, BYs/4:
5) olive silty mud, 5Y4/3
6) olive grey fine quartz sand
7) grey to dark grey elay

225-283 em: debris flow matrix see before
8) very dark grey silty mud
9) greenish grey silty foram-bearing mud, 10GY6/1
10) olive silty mud with some forams, 5Y5/4
11) olive grey fine quartz sand, 5Y5/2

283 em: base of debris flow
283-325 em: grey to olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, mod, bioturb, (Planulites, monosulph, impreg,

burrow tubes), below 315 em: less forams
325-335 em: light yellowish brown silty foram-bearing mud, weak to mod, bioturb, (Planu/ites)
335-345 em: olive grey silty foram mud, strong bioturb, (Planulites) with light yellowish brown silty

mud burrow filling
345-364 em: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud weak bioturb, (357-358 em) disemminated fine sand

layer
364-372 em: greyish brown silty foraminiferal mud, weak bioturb,
372-381 em: dark grey to olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weak bioturb., 5Y411 tQ..5Y4/2
381-393 em: Iigth olive brown silty foram-bearing mud, mod, bioturbation (Planulites)
393-399 em: greenish grey silty mud with some forams mottled with light olive brown silty foram mud

burrow fillings, 10Y511 or 2,5Y513
399-425 em: greenish grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb" rarely monosulph, alteration in

burrows
425-433 em: dark greenish grey
433-450 em, Turbidite unit, light olive grey silty mud
T2:
433-445 em: light olive grey fine quartz-foram sand
444-445 em: silty mud
Ti:
446-450 em: light olive grey fine quartz-foram sand
450-473 em: light olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturbation
473-481 em: light olive grey to yellowish brown foram silty mud, weak bioturbation
481-491 em: greenish grey silty mud with some forams, fine sand lens, slight eoring disturbanee
491-496 em: light olive grey to yelloish brown silty mud with some forams

L.5Y6/2.J 496-508 em: greenish grey with brownish tinge silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturb,
s

Lithology Struct Colour Comments

0-2 em: yellowish brown silty foram-nanno ooze, 10YR5/4
2-13 em: light yellowish brown silty foram-nanno ooze

13-25 em: light olive foram silty mud with seattered fine shell fragments and weak monosulphide
alteration along unidistinet burrows

25-28 em: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, 5Y5/2
28-30 em: light olive grey silty foram-nanno mud, §\{§i?o
30-46 em: light brownish grey silty foram mud
46-50 em: olive grey silty mud, §Y4/i')
50-114 em: Turbidite with typical Bouma sequence

olive grey to olive eross-bedded very fine quartz-foram sand
olive grey to olive laminated fine quartz-foram sand
grey to light olive grey eoarse quartz and shell fragment sand, fining upward into medium
and fine sand of similar composition

114-116 em: olive silty mud, 5Y4/3, Dentalium, (small gastropods)
116-120 em: greenish grey silty e1ay
120-122 em: pale olive silty e1ay, ineluding fine sand lens, i')Y6/3
123-125 em: dark grey silty mud, 5Y4/1
125-225 em: Debris Flow
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GeoB 8523-1 Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1J014.74'N 18°22.12'W
Water depth: 3092 m Gare length: 612 cm
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Lithoogy. Struct. Colour Comments____.__.~ . • .__._._~__~ ..........c

506-507 cm: disemminated fine sand
508-526 cm: olive grey silty mud with some foram, weak bioturbation
526-530 cm: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, monosulph. alteration and very weak bioturb.
530-539 cm: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, weak 10 mod. bioturbation, 5Y5/2 to 5Y4/2
539-554 cm: olive grey foram-bearing silty mud. few monosulph. alteration and weak bioturb.
554-560 cm: grey to olive grey foram-bearing silty mud, mod. bioturbation
560-572 cm: dark grey to grey foram-bearing silty mud, monosulph. alteration. mod. bioturb.
572-580 cm: grey to dark grey foram-bearing silty mud, monosulph. alteration, weak bioturb. and

burrows filled with coarse sand
580-590 cm: grey silt-bearing mud, monosulph. alteration, mod. bioturb.
590-604 cm: dark olive grey silty clay, monosulph. alteration, weak bioturbation, small burrows and

!Wo bigger one filled with dark greyish brown coarse sand, 2.5Y4/2

604-607 cm: grey foram-bearing mud, greyish brown foram-bearing mud, monosulph. alteration,
5Y511

604/607-612 cm: 2.5Y5f2
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GeoB 8523-01 Date: 05.05.03 Position: 1r 14.74' N 18° 22.12' W
Water Depth: 3092 m Core Length: 6.12 m
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Physical properties af gravity care GeaB 8523-1. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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GeoB 8524-1 Date: 05.05.03 Pos: 1r50.19'N 1r15.3S'W
Water depth: 2179 m Gare length: 397 cm
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Lithology StrucL Colour Comments
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................;

0-10 cm: olive brown silty foram-bearing mud
10-53 cm: olive brown (top) to dark greyish brown (base) silty foram-bearing mud, very weak

bioturbation

53-80 cm: olive grey silty foram-bearing mud, weak bioturbation
80-110 cm: grey to olive grey silty mud with rare planktic forams and very rare fine shell fragments

110-210 cm: grey to olive grey very homogenous silty mud to elay (very plastic constitution), rare fine
shell fragments and very rarely forams scattered throughout section (mud flew/debris
flew matrix)

212-267 cm: greenish grey silty mud with rare scattered forams and fine shell fragments (debris flow-
mud flow matrix), monosulph. alteration spots scatteresd throughout

267-281 cm: elast in debris flow, dark grey, weakly dark colour mottles, homogenous clay, stift
281-288 cm: olive grey very soft and watersaturated elay (matrix of debris flow)
288-292 cm: dark grey soft elay (matrix of debris f1ow)
292-310 cm: elast in debris flow, vertically inelined elast in debris flow, dark grey silty mud, mod.

bioturbation with olive sediment infilling

310-397 cm: elast-rich traction carpet of debris flow

dark gray (;),'(411) silty mud/clay to dark olive grey (QY3L2) silty mud elasts,
plastically deformed

light greenish grey (1 OY7/1) to light olive grey (5Y6f2) strongly sheared and
streched silty mud elast

olive grey (5Y3f2) silty elay

matrix: olive (5Y5f4) silty (rich) mud with scattered small intaclasts
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GeoB 8524-01 Date: 05.05.03 Position: 1r 50.19' N 1r 15.35' W
Water Depth: 2179 m Core Length: 3.96 m
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Physical properties af gravity care GeaB 8524-1. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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Legend for Core Description
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The following cores GeoB 8531-3, GeoB 8532-3, GeoB 8532-4, GeoB 8533-3 and

GeoB 8533-4 were opened onboard only a short time before the arrival in Las Palmas.

Therefore a detailed visual core description is not available and only the measurement

of the physical properties is given for these cores.

GeoB 8531-03 Date: 10.05.03 Position: 24° 23.50' N 1r 08.90' W
Water Depth: 1896 m Core Length: 5.43 m
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5
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8531-3. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the core.
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GeoB 8532-03 Date: 10.05.03 Position: 24° 25.50' N 1r 11.51' W
Water Depth: 2125 m Core Length: 5.17 m
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Physical properties of gravity core GeoB 8532-3. The dashed Iines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the core.
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GeoB 8532-04 Date: 10.05.03 Position: 24° 25.51' N 1r 11.50' W
Water Depth: 2123 m Core Length: 5.27 m
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Physical properties of gravity core 8eoB 8532-4. The dashed lines indicate the ends of
the 1 m sections of the core.
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GeoB 8533-03 Date: 10.05.03 Position: 24° 16.71' N 1r 32.00' W
Water Depth: 2184 m Core Length: 5.04 m
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Physical properties of gravity care GeaB 8533-3. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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G B 8533-04 Date: 10.05.03 Position: 24° 16.69' N 1r 32.00' W
eo Water Depth: 2182 m Core Length: 9.50 m
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Physical properties af gravity care GeaB 8533-4. The dashed lines indicate the ends af
the 1 m sectians af the care.
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4.3.1.4 X-ray Radiography

In order to have a better understanding about the mechanism of sedimentation

pracess, the x-ray radiographs analysis will be carried out to resalve the internal

sediment structure in sedimentology laboratory, University of Bremen.

On board the sampling of x-ray radiographs sampies were collected cantinuously fram

both gravity core and box core. Four sampies (25 cm) of each core section were set

aside for this purpose.

4.3.1.5 Color Scanner

On board color reflectance was measured for each core in the visible wavelength band

between 400 and 700 nm in increments of 10 nm. Before measuring each core, the

spectrophotometer was calibrated for the white color reflectance. The reflectance

values of the white calibration cap should be constant throughout the measurement

period.

This measurement was performed to all gravity care sampie at intervals of 2 cm. The

analysis and interpretation praceeds from the percentage reflectance values as a

function of wavelength (reflectance), the ratio between reflectance values of the red

(700 nm) and blue (400 nm) wavelengths (r/b ratio) and the lightness expressed in

percent of a white surface (total reflectance).

4.3.2 Sedimentology: Shipboard Results

4.3.2.1 Continental Margin Deep-Sea Environments

During Meteor M 58/1 cruise four gravity cares (GeaB 8501, 8502, 8504 and 8505) are

recovered at the transition of the lower continental margin into the deep sea along a

traverse roughly following 19° western longitude median in the sector between 18° 30'

and 20° 30' latitude. The scientific targets are to study the variability of pelagic

sedimentation pattern and to identify and to quantify the processes by which material

fram high-praductivity areas on the uppermost slope and the shelf margin is contributed

to the deep sea. The core sites are situated at water depths from 2,900 m to 3,200 m.

The cores display typical alternations of light colored (brawnish to pale greyish and pale

olive) foram-nanno ooze and foram-nanno mud with dark colored (grey to olive grey

and dark olive) foraminiferal mud and foram-bearing silty mud. Most characteristic

structural feature is the rhythmic variation in the intensity of bioturbation dominated by

the Zoophycos/Planulites/Chondrites ichnofacies group. Quartz/silt- and fine sand and

minor amounts of glauconite occur as admixtures in all of these pelagic sediments

testifying to a contribution of dust fallout and downslope resuspension and/or lateral
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supply of shelf and upper slope material. Additional indications for these advection

processes are the dark and olive color hues often correlated with monosulphide

alterations that dominate in certain sections and might be related to an increased input

of organic material and opal particles from the high-productivity sites. In these pelagic

sediments two genetically different types of turbidites may be intercalated. These are:

(1) olive c1ay units, which attain a thickness of several centimetres to a few decimetres,

and are interpreted as mud turbidites, and (2) light olive gray fine foram sand and silt

units of similar thickness displaying a typical fining- upwards trend and often lamination.

The mud turbidites may be derived from the high productivity areas, whereas the foram

sand/silt turbidites are attributed to mobilisation of sediment by small slope failures. It

will be of particular interest to analyse whether the frequency of these events may be

related to c1imate and/or sea level cycles. In addition, at some locations debris flows

occur, e.g. for example a spectacular 1,5 m thick c1ast-supported debrite with low matrix

content is intercalated in the lower section of core GeoB 8504 (Fig. 4.3.4). However, the

fact that this debrite is not found in sediment section of the nearby care GeoB 8505

points to a local event of minor extension. Accarding to the preliminary dating with

magnetic susceptibility (see section 4.5) this event can be dated back to 190 ka. In

addition, magnetic susceptibility records provide an estimation of the overall linear

sedimentation rate, i.e. 4 cm/ka for the normal sediment in core GeoB 8504. Since this

value is considerably higher than the normal range of pelagic sedimentation in further

offshore regions (e.g. 1-3 cm/ka), it also testifies to a significant contribution of

hemipelagic background deposition by persistent down-slope sediment dispersal by

bottom or suspension currents.
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GeoB8504-3
799 - 899cm
899 - 982cm

Fig. 4.3.4 Debris flaw fram care GeaB 8504-3
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4.3.2.2 Sediment Dynamics of the Cap Timiris Canyon

The Cap Timiris Canyon is one of the most existing discoveries of this cruise. With

regard to its geometry and structural variability we refer to the previous chapters. In
order to get a better understanding of present day and past sediment dynamics of this

system altogether seven gravity care sites were positioned along the downslope

pathway of the Timiris Canyon fram the shelf to the lower continental slope. The overall

strategy was to sampie sediments fram levees, deeps and terraces along several cross

sections thraugh the channel. This strategy was applied at proximal and distal locations

along the pathway of the channel system mapped by Hydrasweep and Parasound

prafiling in order to compare their sedimentary records and to display lateral and vertical

gradients. Levee sediments have been sampled at 2956m (GeoB 8502), 2411 m (GeoB

8507), 1827m (GeoB 8506) and 1254 m (GeoB 8516) water depth. Several features

and trends become obvious fram the first glance on the sedimentary records. (1) There

is a elear increase in sedimentation rate up-slope, (2) there are elear shifts in sediment

facies of the dominant lithologies that are correlated with changes in sedimentation

rate. This ineludes a spectrum between two end members, e.g. normal pelagic

carbonate oozes and muds with only minor contribution of hemipelagic material, and

hemipelagites which are dominated by shelf derived material and material exported

fram the high-praductivity site near the shelf edge. (3) The type of mass wasting

sediments intercalated in the hemipelagites changes in up-slope direction.

Core GeoB 8502 at the lower continental slope displays a hemipelagic sediment

sequence comparable in character with the basin facies types (see previous chapter).

However, the predominant sediment color shifts to more olive greyish and olive

brawnish hues displaying an overall increased supply of shelf and upper continental

slope material. This down-slope supply of partieIes is evident fram a qualitative

estimation of the sediment composition attained fram smear-slide analysis and analysis

of the coarse-grain fraction. Most indicative is the admixture of siliceous organisms

(diatoms, radiolarians, silicoflagellates, and sponge spicules), eolian and shelf derived

quartz fine sand and silt, as weil as fine shell debris of calcareous shelf benthos. This

prabably persistent down-slope re-suspension of partieIes fram the high-productivity

areas elose to the shelf break mayaiso account for the elevated sedimentation rate of 5

to 6 cm/ka. In addition, three different types of turbidites with thickness of a few

centimetres (maximum 19 cm) are observed in core GeoB 8502, e.g. greyish spill-over

turbidites (3 events), greyish olive normal turbidites (7 events) and olive mud turbidites

(2 events). Spill-over turbidites displaya elear fining-upwards sequence with a medium

to fine foram-sand at the base and top unit of olive elay that may be intensely

bioturbated in its upper part. The homogenous olive mud turbidites are also interpreted

as related to spill-over deposits derived from thick mud elouds travelling down the

canyon. The normal turbidites consist of quartz/foram finely laminated sand sometimes
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admixed with fine shell debris. Most probably they are derived from higher up on the

slope.

The levee sediments of core 8eoB 8507 from 2,411 m water depth reveal significant

changes in facies both in the hemipelagic background sedimentation and in the type of

down-slope re-suspension sedimentation. In the hemipelagic background

sedimentation the contribution of quartz silt and fine shell debris increases considerably

and generally darker and more olive sediment calors predominate possibly indicating an

overall elevated supply of organic matter. In this core no clearly identifiable turbidites

are found. However, a very pronounced rhythmic alternation of silt-rich and silt-poor

units in certain sections might be interpreted in terms of rhythmic increased delivery of

quartz silt to the levee site. It is one of the interesting targets for detailed shorebased

investigation to find out what causes these pronounced silt rhythms. Are they the result

of an increased down-slope sediment dispersal during sea-Ievel lowstand and the

phase of deglacial re-flooding of the shelves, are they caused by increased eolian dust

supply during c1imatic phases with stronger winds? Due to secondary overprinting of the

magnetic susceptibility signal by early diagenesis estimations of the sedimentation rate

are not yet available. However, it is interesting that the silt-rich units comprise

approximately one third of sediment thickness of the 10m long core.

In cores 8eoB 8506 (1827m water depth) and 8eoB 8516 (1254 m water depth)

sediment facies changes again. Now the sediments are generally dark colored with

variation in olive grey hues. This points to a considerably increased supply of organic

matter inducing sulphate reduction and accounts for the strong H2S out-gasing of the

core. In addition, increased abundance of shell fragments and also some intact bivalve

and gastropod shells indicate that frequently muddy re-suspension c10uds with a high

contribution of shelf-derived components travelled down-slope and were captured at the

levee. In core 8eoB 8516 two large fragments of branched deep-water corals were

found indicating the existence of deep water coral mounds somewhere higher up on the

slope. Again it is interesting to find shell debris and quartz sand concentrated in layers

which rhythmically appear. In addition, several a few centimetre thick quartzl

foram/shell hash turbidites are intercalated in certain sedimentary sections of the core.

Two sediment cores were recovered from the deepest parts of the Timiris Ganyon.

Gore 8eoB 8517 at 1480m water depth was penetrated into a debris flow deposit which

plugged the canyon. However, from the structural features it can not be excluded that

some of the observed structures resulted from drilling disturbance. Hence, this core has

not been taken into further consideration. Gore 8eoB 8509 was taken at 2585m water

depth from the canyon axis corresponding to the levee core site 8eoB 8507. In this 9m

lang sediment core 33 turbidites were identified comprising three genetically different

types. This includes, (1) olive grey quartzlforam-sand turbidites with weil developed
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Bouma sequence and olive mud unit at the top, (2) olive mud turbidites, and (3) several

centimetres thick pale olive grey mud turbidites with a few mm thick foram-sand layer at

the base which we have been interpreted as slope-failure turbidites. The high water

content of the upper 3m sediment suggests very rapid deposition rates, an assumption

that is confirmed by pore-water studies (see section 4.6.). Another core, GeoB 8508

was recovered from the terrace of the canyon at 2453m water depth. Surprisingly this

core is very homogenous in composition. Olive c1ay and mud with very rare dispersed

forams and shell fragments dominate throughout. We introduce two alternative

interpretations to explain this very specific sediment. In the first model it is interpreted

as rapidly settled suspension c10ud deposits that only occurred when the channel was

completely filled up. lf this assumption is valid, this part of the Canyon would have been

very active until recent times. Alternatively, the high mud accumulation rates on the

terrace could be explained by bottom current activity. The current profile of a south

bound current flowing parallel to the slope would be focussed at the levee ridge and

accelerate bottom-current speed to a level allowing erosion of fine-grained particles.

The resultant suspension load would then be released when the current profile widens

again over the terrace. Such a more or less continuous process might weil be capable

to accumulate a huge pile of fine-grained sediment on the terrace.

4.3.2.3 Sedimentary Processes of Mauritania Debris Flow Complex

The Mauritania debris flow complex with its width of more than 120 nm at the lower

continental slope belongs to the biggest debris flow/slide complexes that are known

from the NW-African continental margin. An overview of the structural features on the

surface and in the interior of this prominent mass-wasting deposit are presented by

Krastel et al . Here, we will describe and analyse the sediments recovered by gravity

coring in the uppermost unit of the debris flow complex. The strategy was to select a set

of coring locations where penetration through the whole debris flow and recovery of

underlying pelagic sequences providing age control would be possible. Following this

approach a very accurate dating of the debris flow event could be achieved. Altogether,

six cores were recovered. Three cores, GeoB 8519, 8520 and 8521, are positioned at

a location where the uppermost debris flow unit onlaps and pinches out at the foot of

the levee of the Mauritania Canyon. Core GeoB 8519 comes from 2676m water depth

on the upper levee flank. Here, a 7.1 m long typical hemipelagic sequence with

alternation of light colored (brownish grey to pale olive grey) carbonate-rich oozes and

mud, with dark colored (olive and dark olive grey) silty mud, which probably bears more

organic carbon and opal, were recovered. Rhythmic variations in bioturbation intensity

of the Planulites/Zoophycos/ Chondrites ichno-facies group are observed. No spill-over

turbidites are observed indicating that the canyon was not very active during younger
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times. A 11.27m long sediment core (GeoB 8520) was recovered at the position were

the debris flow pinches out and onlaps on the foot of the levee from 2687m water

depth. Below a 50 cm thick unit of presumably Holocene age carbonate-rich

hemipelagites, a 7.3m thick debrite unit and 3.65m thick hemipelagites underlying the

debrite unit were recovered. Hence accurate dating of the debris flow event will be

possible. Shipboard preliminary results from magnetic susceptibility measurements

corroborate a Holocene age for this event. The debrite shows all the typical elements of

mature debris flows, e.g., a plastic silty mud and/or muddy silt matrix which resulted

from intense friction shearing, stretching and multiphase progressive degradation of soft

and compacted stift sediment clasts. It bears multiple deformed, intensely folded and

stretched elasts ranging in size fram millimetres to tens of centimetres. The composition

of the elasts displays a mixture of lower and upper slope sediments. In addition, shell

fragments and quartz sand derived both fram the shelf are incorporated into the matrix.

Surprisingly, the care GeoB 8521 from the canyon floar at 2688m water depth also

recovered the debrite below 75 cm thick pelagic carbonate-rich sediments. Penetration

into this debrite was only 1.75 m. We assume that during the debris flow event the

levees were cut somewhere higher up on the slope and a tongue of the debris flow

travelled downward thraugh the canyon and finally plugged the deep canyon at the

coring site.

At a second location further down-slope on the transition into the deep basin the margin

of the large debris flow was again cored at 3098m water depth. Here, two attempts

were necessary to penetrate thraugh the whole debris flow into the underlying pelagic

sediments. Core GeoB 8522 recovered 50cm carbonate -rich pelagic deposits

underlain by a 40 cm thick quartzlshell debris turbidite showing a typical, complete

Bouma sequence and by a 2.7 m thick debrite. Below these units 1.7 m strongly

sheared and stretched pelagic deposits were recovered. The character of deformation

becomes most obvious in the strangly bioturbated sequences. Hence, we did not know,

whether we had already reached the underlying sediments, or whether the core barrel

was stuck in aseries of parallel stacked large rip up elasts.

The second attempt was positioned closer to the pinching out of the debris flow as

recorded by Parasound. Here, Core GeoB 8523 penetrated the 2m thick debrite

completely and recovered 3m of the undisturbed pelagic sequence below it. Hence this

core will pravide very accurate dating of the debris flow event as weil. The internal

structure of the debrite is very spectacular. It reveals a matrix -rich upper part that is

underlain by weil developed shear and flow fold structures. These are excellently visible

due to varying intense colors with greenish olive and blueish dark grey alternating

sediment layers. The quartzlshell debris turbidite at this site is 70 cm thick and displays

an ideally developed Bouma sequence. It developed directly on top of the debrite with

an erosional contact at its base. One might speculate how the succession of a turbidite
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that clearly was derived from the shelf and directly cut into the top of debrite could have

developed. One explanation could be that Iike in other large slide and debris flow

events, a tsunami could have been generated by the collapse of the slide material at

the continental margin and that this huge wave may have triggered turbidites Glose to

the shelf margin. However, we do not yet have asolid proof that the turbidite and the

underlying debris flow are contemporarily linked.

The scientific target addressed to the last coring site (GeoB 8524 at 2179m water

depth) in the central sector of the debris flow complex was to penetrate through an

internal shear plane separating two debris flow units seen in shallow seismics. The

barrel was stuck in the lower part of the debrite. Despite not reaching the primary

target, the 4 m long sediment core displays another typical debrite type with a weil

developed clast-rich traction carpet at the base and a stiff plastic matrix-rich top unit.

4.3.2.4 Shelf and Upper Siope Sediments

Good knowledge of shelf settings is essential for the scientific targets of mass-wasting

and sediment balances of high-productivity areas along continental margins for two

main reasons. First of all, the shelf is the main source for terrigenous material beside

dust fall-out in the investigated sector of the NW-African continental margin. Second,

the high-productivity areas are bound Glose to the shelf margin. Hence, also the export

of arganic matter is controlled by shelf settings. Despite its essential role, the data on

shelf settings is rather sparse, in particular, in the study area. From the seismic survey

of the Timiris Canyon system we know that a distributary branch cut into the shelf edge

providing a direct conduit for down-slope sediment delivery.

The strategy of the sampling program on the shelf considered the above mentioned

aspects. Locations for giant box carer stations were aligned after a hydroacustic survey

on the outer shelf parallel to the shelf edge. In addition, a survey line towards the inner

shelf was carried out. The quality of the Parasound records was excellent, often with a

penetration of 20 to 40 metres. On the inner shelf (water depth from 20m to GOm) a

sharp irregular shaped reflector appears very Glose to the surface under a thin cover of

sediments, presumably of Holocene age. Often this reflector outcrops at the surface.

Hence, we interpret this prominent reflector to represent the top of the Pleistocene

sequence, representing, most probably, the Last Glacial landscape. The boundary

between the inner and outer shelf is marked by a 15m deep Gliff-like topographical

structure, a feature that is also portrayed by the LGM reflector. At the edge of this Gliff a

prograding wedge of younger sediments (presumably of Holocene age) with more than

30m thickness is observed. Further offshore towards the shelf edge this wedge transits

into a thin veneer of young sediments covering the sharp irregular-shaped reflector. Not

far away from the Holocene sediment wedge, on the outer shelf lens-shaped
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transparent units cut into the sharp reflector. Similar erosional features also occur in the

sequence below the sharp reflector. We interpreted these features as incised channel

fills that might have been connected to the distributaries of the Cap Timiris Canyon.

Indeed two of these connections are still active today. We crossed two during our

survey. These channels cut close to the shelf edge more than 100 m deep, respectively

approximately 200m deep, into the shelf. The overall pattern suggest strong erosion on

the inner shelf, built up of a still active prograding sediment wedge at the inner to outer

shelf transition, and erosion, respectively condensed deposition, on the outermost shelf.

Six giant box corers were positioned along the surveyed area. One is located on the

inner shelf (8eoB 8510, water depth 44m), three on the outer shelf ( 8eoB 8511, water

depth 66 m; 8eoB 8512, water depth 69m; 8eoB 8513, water depth 60m) and two at

the channels cutting into the shelf (8eoB 8514, 180m water depth; 8eoB 8515, 372m

water depth). The surface sediment on the inner and outer shelf consist of fine to

coarse sands and muddy sands, often with a dense colonisation of living worms, some

of them agglutinated and feeder worms as weil as small crustaceans. An important

finding at almost all locations is a thin fluffy layer at the surface indicating a high

production of organic matter under upwelling conditions. The high food supply certainly

accounts for the dense colonisation of different genera of feeder worms and other

organisms. The overall sandy character of the sediments testifies intense winnowing of

fine particles, in particular organic matter by strong bottom currents. Another hint

pointing to strong currents is the fine shell hash admixed into the quartz sand, which

were strongly degraded by friction and multiple reworking in high-energy regimes. This

fine-grained material is re-suspended down-slope over the shelf edge, presumably,

over a broad area, as weil as captured and transported downwards through channels, a

process, wh ich is testified by the overall clayey to muddy organic-rich character of the

sediments recovered by the box corers from the canyons. Furthermore, here, the fluffy

layer is several centimetres thick and anoxic conditions and black organic-rich mud

occurs below 1-2 centimetres. In the down-core profile of the giant box corers a

significant coarsening of the sandy fades and the shells is observed. The shell material

consists of bivalves, gastropods, solitary corals, some bryozoans, serpulids and

scaphopods. This general trend of coarsening-downwards may suggest that the

sequences are very condensed and represent the entire Holocene succession with

highest energy regimes during the early Holocene when sea level was still lower. The

profiles of the box corers from the channels display a muddy or clayey organic-rich

character throughout testifying that they persistently were major conduits for the re

suspension of organic matter down-slope.

Similar patterns are found on the shelf segment heading the Mauritania Debris Flow

complex. Here, five box corers were recovered on the outer shelf ( 8eoB 8525, water

depth 124m; 8eoB 8526, water depth 124m; 8eoB 8527, water depth 144m; 8eoB
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8528, water depth 102m, GeoB 8528, water). A rich benthic life at the surface, typically

a fine sandy substrate, comprises a variety of small and large crustaceans, feeder

warm colonies and molluscs. Cores GeoB 8527 and GeoB 8528 reveal particularly thick

fluffy layers. Their position within a large-scale depression on the outermost shelf (Core

GeoB 8527), respectively, at the upper end of a channel draining the shelf at its

narrowest part before it widens again considerably towards Cap Blanc qualify them as

preferential conduits for increased down-slope re-suspension of organic-rich sediments.

The sediment profiles of all box cores show a pronounced fining-upwards trend, which

is even more pronounced than in the cores at the Timiris Canyon shelf sector. It is note

word to mention that many of these cores contain a layer enriched in solitary corals in

the lower part of the profile.

During the seismic survey a peculiar feature was crossed at 450m at the shelf slope.

Topographically it comprises a ridge system aligned parallel to the slope with several

mounds, 30m to 50m high, on the top. A furrow-shaped depression runs parallel to the

ridge. A box corer from one of these small mounds recovered a 10cm thick deep-water

coral rubble on top of muddy substrate. The corals are strongly bio-corroded, mainly

borings of sponges and polychaets. Coral rubble colonisation and benthic Iife includes

sponges, hydrozoans, bryozoans, serpulids, diverse molluscs and large crustaceans

amongst others. The coral rubble testifies the existence of a deep-water coral-reef belt

on the ridge system. Whether living reefs are existing, and how the exact geometry,

facies belts and biocoenoses of these reefs are developed, is an interesting target for

further investigations.

The results attained during this cruise have shed light on the importance of the shelf

conduit systems. However many questions are still open, like, (1) What is the mass

balance for redeposition? How much is tranferred by the major conduits in relation to

resuspension from broad areas along the shelf edge? How did the terrestrial sediment

supply to the shelf change through time? (2) How did the system operate during the

glacial low stands, when the shelves were landscape? (3) What is the balance between

mass vasting events and persistent down-slope and lateral advection of sediments?

The forthcoming shore-based studies related to this cruise will concentrate on these

important aspects, but for sure, we will have to come back in future cruises and collect

more information.
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4.4 Plankton Sampling and Culture Experiments

(Esper, 0., Knefelkamp, B., Siggelkow, D.)

4.4.1 Sampling of Dinoflagellates in the Surface Water

At 29 stations surface water sampies were taken using a 20 /-lm mesh size plankton hand

net (Table 4.4.1.). Sampies were fixed with formaldehyde (37%) and stored in dark 125

ml HDPE NALGENE flasks at +4oe. The plankton hand net sampies will be analysed

quantitatively for dinoflagellates and characterised in detail by modern taxonomie

methods by Malte Elbrächter, Deutsches Zentrum für marine Biodiversitätsforschung,

Forschungsinstitut Senckenberg.

Table 4.4.1: Plankton net sampling for dinoflagellate studies.

GeoB Date Time Location Water Water Salinity Air

No. [UTC] Latitude Longitude Depth Temp. Temp.

(m) rC) (%0) (OC)

GeoB8501-3 22.04.03 19:18 18°30.28' N 18°45.53' W 2994 21.0 36.18 19.9

GeoB8502-3 23.04.03 07:10 19°13.24' N 18°56.07' W 2956 19.6 35.81 19.1

GeoB8503-2 23.04.03 13:00 19°14.87' N 18°58.55' W 3199 19.8 35.80 19.1

GeoB8504-2 25.04.03 16:29 20°35.09' N 19°10.02' W 3247 18.8 36.00 19.6

GeoB8505-2 26.04.03 06:30 20°31.10' N 19°09.30' W 3208 19.0 36.00 18.9

GeoB8506-3 27.04.03 07:30 19°42.56' N 1r42.95' W 1827 17.9 35.90 18.3

GeoB8507-2 27.04.03 12:12 19°28.49' N 18°05.97' W 2414 20.2 35.96 20.0

GeoB8508-2 27.04.03 15:40 19°27.97' N 18°05.81' W 2452 20.6 36.00 20.2

GeoB8509-4 27.04.03 19:18 19°27.04' N 18°05.34' W 2584 20.4 36.92 20.0

GeoB8510-1 30.04.03 13:27 20°00.32' N 1r23.59' W 47 17.6 35.92 18.2

GeoB8511-1 30.04.03 15:02 20°04.60' N 1r30.92' W 66 17.2 35.90 18.4

GeoB8512-1 30.04.03 16:54 20°00.00' N 1r30.05' W 70 17.8 35.91 18.8

GeoB8513-1 30.04.03 18:39 19°53.66' N 1r19.87' W 61 17.9 35.98 18.8

GeoB8514-1 30.04.03 19:47 19°52.75' N 17"18.25' W 183 16.8 35.90 18.4

GeoB8515-1 30.04.03 22:01 19°51.09' N 1r15.75' W 369 17.5 35.87 18.4

GeoB8516-2 01.05.03 07:05 19°42.39' N 1r24.04' W 1252 17.5 35.70 16.3

GeoB8517-2 01.05.03 09:32 19°43.10' N 1r25.42' W 1479 16.9 35.69 18.2

GeoB8518-2 01.05.03 14:49 20°01.62' N 1r31.58' W 81 16.9 35.94 18.5

GeoB8519-2 04.05.03 12:57 16°57.99' N 1r49.54' W 2669 21.1 35.85 20.5

GeoB8520-2 04.05.03 16:41 16°58.56' N 1r49.57' W 2687 21.3 35.55 20.0

GeoB8521-2 04.05.03 19:29 16°57.30' N 1r49.38' W 2684 21.2 35.25 20.4

GeoB8522-2 05.05.03 09:03 1r15.09' N 18°22.09' W 3096 21.0 35.47 20.6

GeoB8523-2 05.05.03 11 :53 17"14.76' N 18°22.15' W 3092 21.0 35.07 20.4

GeoB8524-2 05.05.03 20:34 1r50.22' N 1r50.37' W 2179 19.9 35.30 21.0

GeoB8525-1 07.05.03 10:49 1r18.93' N 16°33.66' W 125 16.8 35.66 19.7

GeoB8526-1 0705.03 12:17 17"24.97' N 16°30.04' W 119 17.8 35.54 18.9

GeoB8527-1 07.05.03 15:04 1r44.06' N 16°28.25' W 145 16.4 35.61 21.2

GeoB8528-1 07.05.03 17:15 17"57.40' N 16°24.24' W 103 16.1 35.54 20.2

GeoB8529-1 07.05.03 20:28 1r39.49' N 16°40.05' W 444 17.8 35.70 20.7

GeoB8531-2 10.05.03 07:22 24°23.47' N 1r08,86' W 1898 20.4 36.64 19.2

GeoB8532-2 10.05.03 10:27 24°25.51' N 1r11.51' W 2125 20.7 36.73 19.8

GeoB8533-2 10.05.03 16:56 24°16.70' N 1r31.99' W 2181 20.9 36.71 20.0
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A first qualitative observation of the plankton net content revealed a rich dinoflagellate

association in the pelagic regions of the sampled area (stations GeoB8501-3 to

GeoB8506-3). Most prominent were species of Ceratium, Oinophysis and Protoperidinium

in high diversity. In contrast, the outer neritic areas and the shelf region (GeoB8510-1 to

GeoB8515-1 and GeoB8525-1 to GeoB8528-1) were characterised by a highly diverse

diatom flora, high numbers of silicoflagellates and less abundant dinoflagellates in low

diversity. Ouring the whole cruise only a few species of foraminifers and radiolarians were

observed.

4.4.2 Sampling and Culturing ot Dinotlagellate Cysts trom Sediments

To gain insight in the extremely complex interaction between ocean processes and

c1imate it is essential to obtain detailed reconstructions of past changes in oceanographic

environments and current systems at times of c1imate change. Oinoflagellate cysts form a

useful tool for reconstructing palaeoenvironment. Ta obtain reliable reconstructions it is

essential to have detailed information about factors and processes that affect the cyst

production and preservation. Ta understand better the environmental influence on cysts

production we research the relationship between environmental conditions (salinity,

temperature, light and nutrition) and cysts formation. These investigations are carried out

in a light and temperature gradient box at Bremen University. To accomplish these

researches we need living dinoflagellate cultures.

In our collection there are several species of calcareous dinoflagellates and only few

strains of dinoflagellates forming organic-walled cysts. For setting up new cultures during

the cruise we have isolated several organic-walled cysts. The cultures will be used in our

investigations in gradient boxes and for chemical analyses of the wall structure of the

dinoflagellate cyst and their preservation.

Ta obtain material for cysts isolation we collected surface sediment with the multicorer

and boxcorer (Table 4.4.2.). At every station the surface of one multicorer tube or one

petri dish full of box corer surface sediment was stored together with sediment surface

water and the fluffy layer in dark 250 ml HOPE NALGENE flasks at +4°C. A small amount

of this sediment was rinsed over a 125 IJm stainless steel sieve. The residue was

sonicated and sieved with filtrated sea water over a 20 IJm stainless steel sieve.

Material was stored in darkness at +4°C. Species identification was accomplished using

an inverted light microscape. Cultures are maintained in plastic plates with filtrated sea

water mixed with K medium. Cultures are incubated with a 12:12 dark:ligth photoperiod.

We examined several surface sediment sampies from different water depths. The

multicorer sampies from depth between 1000 m and 3000 m were all abandoned of
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living dinoflagellate cysts. Only box corer sampies from the continental shelf contained

a few living cysts from different species. From the material collected at station

Ge088513-2 we collected cysts of Protoperidinium oblongum, Protoperidinium

robustum and Protoceratium reticulatum, which seem to be the most prominent spedes

in the observed area. Future culturing and examination of the collected specimen will

follow in our laboratory at home.

Additionally, a full tube of multicorer sediment or an additional box corer surface sediment

sampie was taken for quantitative analysis of the modern organic-walled and calcareous

dinoflagellate cyst distribution. The multicorer tube content was cut in 1 cm segments and

stored in petri dishes.

Table 4.4.2: Sediment sampies for dinoflagellate distribution and culturing.

GeoB Gear Date Ground Location Water Core Temperature Salinity

No. Contact Latitude Longitude Depth Recovery.

( UTC) (m) (cm) CC) (%0)

GeoB8501-1 MUC 22.04.03 16:27 18°30.26' N 18°45.51' W 2995 28 21.0 36.18

GeoB8502-4 MUC 23.04.03 09:11 19°13.21' N 18°56.05' W 2952 27 19.6 35.81

GeoB8503-1 MUC 23.04.03 12:00 19°14.93' N 18°58.60' W 3194 38 19.8 35.80

GeoB8504-1 MUC 25.04.03 16:56 20°35.09' N 19°10.03' W 3246 26 18.8 36.00

GeoB8505-1 MUC 26.04.03 20°31.10' N 19°09.31' W 3207 26 19.0 36.00

GeoB8506-1 MUC 27.04.03 06:19 19°42.56' N 1r42.94' W 1828 31 17.9 35.90

GeoB8507-1 MUC 27.04.03 12:24 19°28.49' N 18°05.97' W 2414 28 19.9 36.00

GeoB8508-1 MUC 27.04.03 15:59 19°27.95' N 18°05.82' W 2453 31 20.6 36.00

GeoB8509-3 MUC 27.04.03 23:11 19°27.01' N 18°05.34' W 2584 26 20.3 36.01

GeoB8510-2 BC 30.04.03 13:35 20°00.35' N 1r23.58' W 44 1 17.6 35.92

GeoB8511-2 BC 30.04.03 15:14 20°04.60' N 1r30.92' W 66 1 17.2 35.90

GeoB8512-2 BC 30.04.03 17:04 20°00.00' N 1r30.04' W 69 1 17.8 35.91

GeoB8513-2 BC 30.04.03 18:47 19°53.67' N 1r19.83' W 60 1 17.9 35.98

GeoB8514-2 BC 30.04.03 19:57 19°52.76' N 1r18.21' W 180 1 16.8 35.90

GeoB8515-2 BC 30.04.03 22:20 19°51.14'N 1r15.81' W 372 1 17.5 35.87

GeoB8516-1 MUC 01.05.03 07:18 19°42.38' N 1r24.10' W 1253 24 17.5 35.70

GeoB8517-1 MUC 01.05.03 09:53 19°43.06' N 1r25.39' W 1474 33 16.9 35.69

GeoB8518-1 MUC 01.05.03 14:40 20°01.66' N 1r31.54' W 81 20 16.9 35.94

GeoB8519-1 MUC 04.05.03 13:39 16°58.03' N 1r49.51' W 2672 38 21.1 35.85

GeoB8520-3 MUC 04.05.03 23:55 16°58.58' N 1r49.58' W 2689 37 21.3 35.55

GeoB8521-3 MUC 04.05.03 21 :51 16°57.40' N 1r49.35' W 2684 39 21.2 35.25

GeoB8522-3 MUC 05.05.03 10:06 1r15.09' N 18°22.14' W 3097 29 21.0 35.47

GeoB8524-3 MUC 05.05.03 23:02 1r50.18' N 1r15.35' W 2178 35 19.9 35.30

GeoB8525-2 BC 07:05:03 10:59 1r18.94' N 16°33.65' W 124 1 16.8 35.66

GeoB8526-2 BC 07:05:03 12:27 1r24.98' N 16°30.02' W 119 1 17.8 35.54

GeoB8527-2 BC 07:05:03 15:14 1r44.05' N 16°28.54' W 143 1 16.4 35.61

GeoB8528-2 BC 07:05:03 17:24 1r57.47' N 16°24.27' W 102 1 16.1 35.54

GeoB8529-2 BC 07:05:03 21:08 1r39.50' N 16°40.04' W 445 1 17.8 35.70

GeoB8531-1 MUC 10.05.03 07:56 24°23.49' N 1r08.91' W 1899 13 20.4 36.64

GeoB8532-1 MUC 10.05.03 11 :06 24°25.52' N 1r11.50' W 2125 12 20.7 36.73

GeoB8533-1 MUC 10.05.03 17:34 24°16.71' N 1r32.00' W 2182 15 20.9 36.71
MUC= multicorer; BC= box corer
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4.4.3 Plankton Sampling
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The basic idea of this research is to compare different methods of measuring the

phytoplankton composition in seawater. Additional targets include an overview of

plankton diversity (quantitative and qualitative) in the studied area, a description of the

phytoplankton composition, and also how phytoplankton acts as a basis for food webs

in this area.

Aigae are characterised by their specific composition of photosynthetic pigments. With

different methods it is possible to get the pigment composition of a water sampie and to

determine the algae composition from these results.
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Fig. 4.4.1. Depth profile of deconvoluted fluorescence excitation
spectra of the Plußsee taken with the submersible instrument.
(Beutler et. al.; 2000)

1. FluoroProbe (bbe Moldaenke, Kiel): This instrument is a submersible

spectrofluorometer. It measures the emission intensity at six characteristic wavelength

ranges employing pulsed light-emitting diodes. The emission depends on the pigment

composition in the water. The results of the spectrofluorometer measurements are

compared to the known significant fluorescence excitation spectrums of pure algae-
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class cultures. Then a software program calculates the qualitative and quantitative

composition of the algae classes in the water sampie.

2. HPLC (High Pressure Liquid Chromatography): This method is used to separate the

pigments in a sampie. Water is filtrated and the plankton sampie is treated with 100 %

acetone and stored frozen before processing using the HPLC instrument. The results

are then entered into a computer program called CHEMTAX to estimate the

contributions of different algal classes in the sampie.

3. Counting: A sub-sample of 200 ml of seawater is taken from each sampie and fixated

with Formaldehyd. These sub-samples are then examined using a coulter counter and

an "Utermöhl-Chamber". The Phytoplankton will be counted and identified up to the

species composition level.

Sampies (Table 4.4.3) were collected with the ships own membrane pump and at GeoB

8529-2 (1 r 39,49' N, 16° 40,06' W) with the "Rosette". After sampling they were filtered

through a Whatman GF/C filter by a vacuum pump.

Table 4.4.3: Sampies for the phytoplankton analyses.

Date Time Location Sampling Water Salinity Radiation Filtrated

Latitude Longitude Depth Temperature Volume

(UTC) (m) CC) (%0) (W/m 2
) (I)

22.04.03 08:31 17" 32.48' N 18° 27.42' W MP 19.0 282 41

22.04.03 14:29 18°28.41'N 18° 44.96' W MP 20.3 886 2.51

23.04.03 14:26 19° 19.37' N 18° 54.70' W MP 19.4 35.85 907 51

23.04.03 20:32 20° 24.28' N 19° 07.98' W MP 18.4 35.98 -1 51

24.04.03 08:17 20° 42.09' N 18° 27.23' W MP 18.5 36.25 207 81

24.04.03 14:01 20° 29.05' N 17" 53.34' W MP 17.5 36.20 830 51

24.04.03 20:08 20° 33.42' N 17" 30.00' W MP 16.7 36.05 -1 21

24.04.03 20:37 20° 35.65' N 17" 31.28' W MP 16.8 36.03 -1 21

25.04.03 08:19 21° 08.53' N 18°37.10'W MP 19.5 36.12 238 21

25.04.03 14:36 20° 45.57' N 19° 08.94' W MP 18.9 36.20 889 31

25.04.03 20:32 20° 32.19' N 19° 10.33' W MP 18.5 36.01 -2 51

26.04.03 03:11 20° 31.80' N 19° 09.84' W MP 18.5 36.00 -1 51

26.04.03 14:31 19° 31.37' N 19° 04.32' W MP 20.1 36.11 824 71

26.04.03 20:31 19° 15.29' N 18° 46.43' W MP 19.2 35.92 -1 5.51

27.04.03 05:34 19° 43.13' N 17" 42.52' W MP 17.8 35.91 -1 41

27.04.03 18:23 19° 27.89' N 18° 05.65' W MP 19.9 36.02 156 81

28.04.03 08:21 19° 18.26' N 18°09.14'W MP 19.5 35.98 246 31

28.04.03 13:39 19° 13.68'N 18° 33.49' W MP 19.7 36.01 973 51

28.04.03 20:16 19° 13.88' N 19° 00.94' W MP 19.6 35.90 -2 51

29.04.03 08:16 19° 15.44' N 18° 51.68' W MP 19.1 35.96 222 51

29.04.03 14:57 19° 14.09'N 18° 29.30' W MP 19.9 35.97 837 4.51

29.04.03 19:47 19°24.14'N 18° 17.27' W MP 19.1 36.10 -1 51

30.04.03 08:16 19° 41.07' N 17" 31.97' W MP 17.3 35.80 203 71

30.04.03 14:07 20° 00.87' N 17" 24.45' W MP 16.9 35.92 922 31
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Date Time Location Sampling Water Salinity Radiation Filtrated

Latitude Longitude Depth Temperature Volume

(UTC) (m) (0C) (%0) (W/m2
) (I)

30.04.03 14:12 20° 01.32' N 1r 25.07' W MP 17.0 35.95 917 21

30.04.03 17:36 19° 58.52' N 1r 27.72' W MP 17.0 35.92 331 31

30.04.03 20:16 19° 52.86' N 1r 18.19' W MP 16.8 35.77 -1 31

01.05.03 12:17 19° 45.57' N 1r 25.45' W MP 16.3 35.69 974 3.51

01.05.03 14:46 20° 01.59' N 1r 31.52' W MP 16.6 35.93 923 41

02.05.03 07:44 1r 49.03' N 18° 14.40' W MP 19.5 36.11 112 41

02.05.03 16:27 1r01.72'N 1r 50.82' W MP 20.1 35.84 569 51

02.05.03 21:36 1r 12.80' N 1r 35.63' W MP 19.3 35.54 -1 41

03.05.03 08:16 18° 09.10' N 1r 05.03' W MP 18.3 35.69 254 31

03.05.03 13:52 18° 00.30' N 16° 54.95' W MP 19.1 35.73 938 41

03.05.03 20:03 1r 40.40' N 16° 27.57' W MP 16.8 35.56 -1 41

04.05.03 08:47 16° 55.14' N 1r 23.04' W MP 19.5 35.79 345 31

04.05.03 16:32 16° 58.51' N 1r 49.57' W MP 20.4 35.58 467 41

05.05.03 11:18 1r 14.89' N 18°22.12'W MP 20.3 35.36 756 61

05.05.03 15:28 1r 25.77' N 18° 00.77' W MP 20 35.21 688 71

05.05.03 19:58 1r 48.06' N 1r 19.37' W MP 19.2 35.34 -1 61

06.05.03 03:36 1r 49.69' N 1r 11.40' W MP 20 35.75 -1 41

06.05.03 08:21 1r 45.83' N 16° 41.52' W MP 19.5 35.75 242 2.51

06.05.03 15:06 1r 29.97' N 16° 55.89' W MP 18.8 35.72 760 51

06.05.03 20:01 1r 30.02' N 1r 26.50' W MP 20.4 35.79 -2 51

07.05.03 03:40 1r 15.11' N 1r 09.69' W MP 18.4 35.68 -1 4.51

07.05.03 18:01 1r 11.14' N 16° 43.62' W MP 17.2 35.43 168 31

07.05.03 14:12 1r 37.24' N 16° 27.91' W MP 17 35.54 659 41

07.05.03 20:40 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 200 m 17.8 35.68 -1 51,31,3.51

07.05.03 20:44 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 100 m 17.8 35.68 -1 71,4.51

07.05.03 20:46 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 70 m 17.8 35.68 -1 41,41,4.51

07.05.03 20:48 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 40 m 17.8 35.68 -1 31,31,31

07.05.03 20:49 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 20 m 17.8 35.68 -1 21,31,2.51

07.05.03 20:50 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 10 m 17.8 35.68 -1 2.51,2.71.

07.05.03 20:51 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 7m 17.8 35.68 -1 2.51,31,31

07.05.03 20:52 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 5m 17.8 35.68 -1 31,2.51,31

07.05.03 20:53 1r 39.49' N 16° 40.06' W 3m 17.8 35.68 -1 2.5 I, 3.5 I, 3 1

09.05.03 15:03 23° 44.51' N 1r 46.34' W MP 20.5 36.85 772 6.51

09.05.03 19:34 24° 12.22' N 1r 35.81' W MP 20.5 36.90 5 7.51

10.05.03 16:39 24° 16.79' N 1r 31.27' W MP 20.1 352 101

MP = membrane pump
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4.5 Physical Properties Studies

(K. Fabian, A. Steinbach, A. Witt)

4.5.1 Physical Background and Experimental Techniques

The sediment series recovered during METEOR Cruise M58/1 with the gravity corer

were subject to laboratory geophysical studies. Shipboard measurements on the

segmented cores were made using a GEOTEK Multi-Sensor Core Logger (MSCL) and

routinely comprised three basic physical parameters:

- electric resistivity Rs (as a measure of density and porosity),

- magnetic volume susceptibility K, and,

- light reflectance.

These properties are c10sely related to lithology and grain-size of the sediments.

Electric resistivity and magnetic volume susceptibility yield medium-resolution core logs

available prior to all other detailed investigations. The characteristic sensor response

width for these parameters is approximately 5-8 cm and has generally been sampled at

a spacing of 1 cm. In addition, oriented box sampies for subsequent shore based rock

and paleomagnetic studies were taken at typically 5 cm intervals. If rapidly deposited

mud or debris flows were recovered, sampling density was usually reduced to 10 cm.

Archive halves of all sampled cores were optically scanned to obtain high resolution

digital photographs and light reflectance profiles with aresolution of 0.01 cm.

Magnetic Volume Susceptibility

The magnetic volume susceptibility K is defined by the equations

B =/-Lo'/-Lr"H =/-Lo'(1 + K)'H =/-lO'H + /-lo·K·H =Ba + M

with the magnetic induction B, the absolute and relative permeabilities /-Lo and /-Lr, the

magnetizing field H, the magnetic volume susceptibility K and the volume magnetization

M. As can be seen from the third term, K is a dimensionless physical quantity. It

represents the amount to which a material is magnetized by an external magnetic field.

For marine sediments the magnetic susceptibility may vary from an absolute minimum

of around -15.10-6 (diamagnetic minerals such as pure carbonate or silicate) to a

maximum of some 10.000.10-6 for basaltic debris rich in (titano-) magnetite. In most

cases K is primarily determined by the concentration of ferrimagnetic minerals, while

paramagnetic matrix components such as c1ays are of minor importance. High (Iow)
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magnetie susceptibilities indicate high (Iow) concentrations of Iithogenic

compounds / high (Iow) iran (bio-)mineralization or low (high) carbonate / opal

praductivity. In addition, low magnetic susceptibilities can also result fram post

depositional alteration of magnetic minerals. This diagenetic pracess affects most of the

cores presented here. Magnetic susceptibility may serve for the mutual correlation of

sedimentary sequences which were deposited under similar global or regional

conditions.

The GEOTEK MSCL is equiped with a commercial BARTINGTON M.S.2 susceptibility

meter with a 140 mm loop sensor. Due to the sensor's size, it integrates the response

signalover a core interval of about 8 cm. Consequently, sharp susceptibility changes in

the sediment column appear smoothed in the K core log and thin layers - such as ashes

- may not be resolved apprapriately by the whole-core susceptibility measurement.

Electric Resistivity, Porosity, and Oensity

The electric sediment resistivity Rs is determined with a non-eontact sensor. A platinum

resistance thermometer (PRT) continuously measured the temperature of a referenee

seetion during electric resistivity logging. In addition, the temperature of each individual

seetion is independently measured before and after scanning to correet for systematic

deviations fram the referenee section. The electrieal resistivity sensor is calibrated to

absolute values by measuring aseries of saline solutions prior to core logging.

The porasity <I> is caleulated aecording to the empirical Archie's equation,

Rs/Rw = k'<I>-m

whieh appraximates the ratio of sediment resistivity Rs to pore water resistivity Rw by a

power function of porasity <1>. Following a recommendation by BOYCE (1968), suitable

for sea water saturated clay-rich sediments, values of k=1.30 and m=1.45 are used

here.

Light Reflectance

The digital imaging module of the GEOTEK MSCL consists of a camera containing

three 1024 pixel CCD arrays. The camera is mounted about 40 cm above the surface of

the sediment and measures the light refleeted fram two fluoreseent tubes which

illuminate the core fram a height of araund 5 cm. Archive halves of the core seetions

were prepared to have a smooth sUrface reducing shadow effects fram micra

topographie features. All cores were seanned at a resolution setting of 100,

corresponding to 10 raws of pixels for every 1 mm in eore depth. For the individual

cores the lightest part of the sediment was selected to determine an aperture which
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allowed the entire core to be measured at the same setting without saturating any of the

color channels and still giving sufficient brightness to separate small color contrasts.

Before measuring each core, a white-black calibration was performed. It involves

measuring the response of the camera to a white tile of known reflectance (white

calibration) and taking the average response of the camera whilst the lens cap was

attached (black calibration). Also test cards consisting of stripes of known color and

gray scales were measured before and after each core to calibrate the final segment

images to true color and to determine the drift in the camera system. A linear drift with

depths is afterwards compensated for using a correction factor.

Software utilising a GUI was applied to remove end-caps, cavities at the top and bottom

of the segments and other disturbances from the raw image data. With further post

processing spurious color stripes caused by a non-uniform response of the camera's

color channels were filtered by normalising the means of the individual columns of

pixels to the same value. For each row, the median value of pixels was chosen to

represent the sediment color (the median was selected in preference to the mean

because of its resistance to the influence of outlying values). For each processed core,

depth series were calculated for the red, green and blue channels, total intensity (mean

value of the three channels), and the ratio of the red to blue channels.

4.5.2 Shipboard Results

Sampling Sites and Recovery

• Main objective of Cruise M58/1 was to study sediment mass transport processes at

the NW African continental margin. Accordingly, the positions of gravity cores were

chosen to allow for interpretation and dating of structures related to mass transport

phenomena. To obtain arecord of the undisturbed local stratigraphy, several cores

were taken outside the primary investigation areas (GeoB 8501-4, GeoB 8502-2,

GeoB 8505-3, GeoB 8506-2). These records are intended to link sequences disturbed

by mass transport events to the local stratigraphic background.

• Three different regions have been investigated. (1) The newly discovered Cap

Timiris Canyon has been sampled at three different locations. First, in the lowest part of

the canyon, core GeoB 8502-2 with a length of 14.78 m has been recovered from the

levee structure. At a second location, a profile across the channel - consisting of levee

(GeoB 8507-3), terrace (GeoB 8508-3) and channel base (GeoB 8509-2) - has been

sampled. The third location lies further up the continental slope within the dendritic

drainage region of the canyon. Here, two cores have been recovered again from the

levee, and from the base of the channel (GeoB 8516-3, GeoB 8517-3). (2) The

Mauritanian debris flow has been sampled by gravity cores in several places to
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estimate number, extent, and temporal succession of the debris flow events. The core

locations were chosen close to the border of the flow in order to recover stratified

sediment from below the flow base (GeoB 8519-3 through GeoB 8524-1). (3) The head

scar of the Saharan debris flow was sampled with a similar strategy (GeoB 8531-3

through GeoB 8534-1).

• The coring locations comprise sediments from water depths between 1254

(GeoB 8516-3) and 3209 m (GeoB 8504-3). Core lengths varied between 2.54 m

(GeoB 8521-1) and 14.78 m (GeoB 8502-2) with an average of 7.61 m. A total of 18

sediment cores with a cumulative length of 143 m was investigated by physical

properties methods.

General Results

The general characteristics of the physical properties are compiled in the lower part of

Figure 4.5.1. Oots mark the mean values of porosity and magnetic susceptibility for the

individual cores, vertical error bars denote their standard deviations. Each diagram is

divided into groups of spatially adjacent cores.

Mean magnetic susceptibility is relatively low in all records. The highest values were

found in the cores from the Mauritanian debris flow. There is no apparent correlation

between mean susceptibility and mean porosity of the records. This is not surprising,

since the cores originate from extremely different sedimentation environments ranging

from continuous deep sea sedimentation over debris flow, mud flow or turbidite mass

transport deposits to fast accumulating levee slopes. In addition, the magnetic signal is

irregularly reduced by varying degrees of diagenetic overprint.

Physical property logs for each individual core are shown in section 4.3 (pages 84 

135) toghether with the visual core descriptions and the results of smear slide analyses.
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GeoB M58/1- Physical Properties I
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Figure 4.5.1 Mean porosities and mean magnetic susceptibilities of cores GeoB 8501-4
through GeoB 8533-4 compared to variations in water depth at the sampling sites and
core recovery. The vertical error bars denote standard deviations.
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Special Features

Stratified deep water sediments (GeoB 8501-4 through GeoB 8505-3)

Water depths at the first four care positions are about 3000 m. The sediment strata are

strongly to moderately disturbed. The signal of the first core, GeoB 8501-4, is

dominated by several large turbidite layers easily detected in the porosity and

reflectance records. In contrast, GeoB 8502-2 contains only few turbidites. Its marked

susceptibility cycles don't compare weil with the SUSAS record (VON DOBENECK, T.

and F. SCHMIEDER, 1999, SCHMIEDER ET AL., 2000). Yet, a preliminary age model

far GeoB 8502-2 can be constructed as its upper undisturbed part c1early matches the

Fe record of GeoB 7919-5. The Ca signal of the latter has been correlated with the Ca

record of core CD53-50 (WIEN, K., pers. comm.) for which an oxygen isotope age

model exists (MATHEWSON ET AL., 1995). By transferring this chronostratigraphy to

GeoB 8502-2 a preliminary age model is obtained which now can be transferred to

similar cores of the region. Especially, cores GeoB 8504-3 and GeoB 8505-3 can be

dated by this procedure. All three cores cover the last 220 to 280 ka. The age model

allows to assign a relatively precise date of 207 ka to a debris flow found between

8.17 m and 9.10 m in GeoB 8504-3. Susceptibilities of GeoB 8502-2 thraugh

GeoB 8505-3 decrease significantly with depth. This decrease coincides with sulfate

reduction and indicates a progressive diagenesis of the magnetic iron oxides.

Lower Cap Timiris Canyon (GeoB 8506-2 through GeoB 8509-2)

Core GeoB 8506-2 from outside the channel represents the background sedimentation

of the region. It shows slightly higher susceptibility and lower porosity than the cores

from within the canyon. Stratified sediments from the levee (GeoB 8507-3) and fram a

terrace inside the canyon (GeoB 8508-3) contrast with a core from the deepest part of

channel (GeoB 8509-2). The latter consists of a succession of turbidites, the bottom

sand layers of which are easily detected in the porosity profile. The upper part of

GeoB 8509-2 is not stratified. Its susceptibility signal is nearly constant and shows no

c1imatic variation of the sedimentary influx. Both observations indicate recent activity of

the Cap Timiris Canyon. Interestingly, the turbidites above 5 m in GeoB 8509-2 are

correlated with relative minima in the susceptibility recard, whereas turbidites below 5 m

match susceptibility peaks. This suggests that together with the magnetic mineral

signature, the turbidite source region has changed.

Susceptibility in GeoB 8506-2 through GeoB 8508-3 is strongly influenced by reductive

diagenesis which deteriorates the signal dynamics. Comparison with the Fe records

implies that iron dissolution also occurs in the upper 1-2 m, but is less pronounced at

intermediate depths.
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Upper Gap Timiris Ganyon (8eoB 8516-3 and GeoB 8517-J2

Average porosity of both cares fram the upper part of the Gap Timiris Ganyon is low

due to their praximity to the high praductive continental shelf causing an average

reduction in c1ay content. Porasity decreases within the first 2-3 m and remains

constant further downcore. This is interpreted to result fram the compaction of a sand

rich, relatively permeable material. Magnetic susceptibility barely varies below the upper

50 cm. The whole lower part of core GeoB 8517-3 consists of a rapidly deposited mud

flow.

Mauritanian debris flow (GeoB 8519-3 through GeoB 8524-1)

The first cores (GeoB 8519-3 to GeoB 8522-1) contain rapidly deposited debris.

Apparent signal variations in porasity and magnetic susceptibility reflect small scale

homogeneous sediment lumps of 5-20 cm in size which have been intactly deposited.

Gore GeoB 8523-1 reaches the base of the debris flow at a depth of 2.78 m. With

exception of two turbidites, visible in the porasity record, the susceptibility of the deeper

layers should reflect c1imatic variation. The top of the debris flow is covered by a major

sandy turbidite and about 50 cm of undisturbed sediment.

Saharan debris flow (GeoB 8531-3 thraugh GeoB 8533-4)

Magnetic susceptibility and electric resistivity of cores GeoB 8531-3, GeoB 8532-3, and

GeoB 8532-4 have been measured in 2 cm intervals. Neither of them reached the base

of the Saharan debris flow. Undulations of their susceptibility signals are due to

randomly deposited debris fragments. The average susceptibility of about 20.10-6 SI in

all five cores fram the Saharan debris flow is extremely low, indicating either the

absence of or post-depositional dissolution of the terrigenous magnetite fraction. Cores

GeoB 8533-3 and GeoB 8533-4 both contain stratified sediments below the debris flow.

The upper, appraximately 110 cm of GeoB 8533-4 are missing due to overpenetration

of the gravity corer. Yet, its stratigraphy below the debris flow appears undisturbed and

may be useful to extend the shorter series of its completely recovered parallel core

GeoB 8533-3.
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4.6 Sediment and Pore Water Geochemistry

(K. Enneking, M. Kölling, S. Pannike, L. Sehnieders, H.D. Sehulz, K. Wien)

4.6.1 Scientitic Questions

An onboard XRF method for analysing sediment solid phase sampies that had been

sueeessfuily tested on eruise M57-1 should be used to allow a rapid evaluation of the

major element eomposition one to three days after eoring using a portable XRF analyti

eal deviee. The onboard investigations mainly aimed at a stratigraphie interpretation of

the element eoneentration profiles in eombination with the evaluation of the physieal

properties log. Especially in sulphidie environments the susceptibility signal is lost due

to early diagenetie dissolution of magnetie minerals while the solid phase iron eontent

and other element eomposition profiles may still hold stratigraphie information. It was

planned to get sampies from one eore measured within approximately 24 hours.

The analysis of pore water sampies on this eruise included only a few parameters on

small (3 ml) sampies of eore material. The same eore was also used by both, the geo

logy and the geophysics groups. No separate eore was taken for pore water analyses.

Porewater was analysed with a new teehnique that had been tested on eruise M57-1.

This teehnique gives aceeptable estimates for the parameters neeessary for the infor

mation about early diagenetie proeesses in the eore material studied. The redueed

sampie size of only 3 ml of fresh sediment might be also of interest for the pore water

analysis of eore material from the new PROD deep eoring deviee.

Sinee the porewater profiles may be interpreted as result of normal deeay of organie

matter in stratified sediments a mass flow event will appear in the porewater profile as

deviations from anormal steady state situation. Steady state porewater eoneentration

profiles usually show linear gradients with either a flux from the bottom water into the

sediment (sulphate) or a flux from the sediment into the bottom water (ammonia, phos

phate, alkalinity). In non-steady state situations as indueed by a mass flow event the

porewater profile has signifieant ehanges in gradients that may be modelIed. Fitting the

model data to the measured eoneentrations allows estimating the age of very young

«500 a) events.

4.6.2 Care Material Sampled tor XRF and Pore Water Analyses

In total nine eores from the gravity eorer and eleven eores from the multieorer were

analysed with the XRF. Sampies from two more gravity cores and from two more multi

eorers were eolleeted, dried and stored for analysis in the home lab.
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Pore water was analysed fram 16 cores fram the multicorer and 14 cores fram the

gravity corer. This higher number of cores analysed in pore water was necessary be

cause it was preferred to leave the decision open on which core to have XRF analyses

before the information fram the geophysics graup about their work on the unsplit core

was available. The pore water analysis, however, should start as soon as possible.

Table 4.6.1: complete list of sampling and analyses performed by the geochemistry
graup during RV "Meteor" cruise 58-1

Station
device BW PW NH4 Alk. 504 P04 RFA remarks

8501-1 MUC x x X x x x
8501-4 SL-12 x x X x x x
8502-2 SL-18 x x X x x x
8502-4 MUC x x X x x x
8503-1 MUC x
8504-1 MUC x x X x x x
8504-3 SL-12 x x X x x x
8505-1 MUC x x X x x solid sampies
8505-3 SL-12 x x X x x
8506-1 MUC x x X x x x
8506-2 SL-12 x x X x x x
8507-1 MUC x x X x x x
8507-3 SL-12 x x X x x x
8508-1 MUC x x X x x solid sampies
8508-3 SL-12 x x X x x solid sampies
8509-2 SL-12 x x X x x x
8509-3 MUC x x X x x x
8513-2 GKG x
8516-1 MUC x x X x x x
8516-3 SL-12 x x X x x
8517-1 MUC x x X x x x
8517-3 SL-12 x x X x x
8519-3 SL-12 solid sampies
8520-1 SL-12 x x X x x x
8520-3 MUC x x X x x
8522-1 SL-12
8522-3 MUC x x X x x x
8523-1 SL-12 x x X x x x
8524-1 SL-12 x x X x x
8524-3 MUC x x X x x x
8532-1 MUC x x x X x x solid sampies
8532-3 SL-6 x x x X x x
8533-1 MUC x x x X x x solid sampies
8533-3 SL-6 x x x X x x
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Table 4.6.2: Solid phase analysis performed on RV "Meteor" Cruise M 58-1.

Core-No. device core length Sampie Storing XRF status
number

GeoB 8501-4 SL 384 cm 96 in cups measured
GeoB 8502-2 SL 1800 cm 370 in cups measured
GeoB 8504-3 SL 980 cm 245 in cups measured
GeoB 8506-2 SL 1008 cm 252 in cups measured
GeoB 8507-3 SL 1000 cm 250 in cups measured
GeoB 8508-3 SL 265 in vials NN
GeoB 8509-2 SL 908 cm 227 in cups measured
GeoB 8519-3 SL NN
GeoB 8520-1 SL 1128 cm 282 cups / vials 1-20; 186-282 measured
GeoB 8522-1 SL 516cm 38 in cups measured
GeoB 8523-1 SL 612 cm in cups measured

GeoB 8501-1 MUC 26 cm 18 in bags measured
GeoB 8502-4 MUC 24 cm 17 in cups measured
GeoB 8503-1 MUC 36 cm 23 in cups measured
GeoB 8504-1 MUC 26 cm 18 in cups measured
GeoB 8505-1 MUC 22 cm 16 in bags NN
GeoB 8506-1 MUC 30 cm 20 in cups measured
GeoB 8507-1 MUC 34 cm 22 in cups measured
GeoB 8508-1 MUC 28 cm 19 in bags NN
GeoB 8509-3 MUC 20 cm 15 in cups measured
GeoB 8516-1 MUC 20 cm 15 in cups measured
GeoB 8517-1 MUC 32 cm 21 in cups measured
GeoB 8522-3 MUC 28 cm 19 measured
GeoB 8524-3 MUC 24 cm 17 measured

GeoB 8513-2 GKG 28 cm 14 in cups measured

4.6.3 Methods of Pore Water Analysis

In order to get an overview of the intensity of early diagenetic processes in the

sediment, a sampie of 3 ml fresh sediment was used. These sampies were taken using

a 5 ml syringe directly after core recovery at the fresh cut 1 m pieces. When necessary,

one to three extra sampies per meter were collected during the normal sampling

session when the core was split open (usually one day later).

For the extraction of porewater, 3 ml of wet sediment were put together with 20 ml of

distilled water into a polyethylene flask and shaken up thoroughly. This procedure was
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followed by a vacuum filtration through a 0.2 IJm cellulose acetate membrane filter. The

unknown dilution of the pore water sampie resulting from this procedure was

reconstructed by the measurement of the electrical conductivity. At each location a

calibration between electrical conductivity and dilution factor was performed with the

bottom water from the multicorer. From the filtered and diluted (in most cases elose to

1: 10) water sampies the concentrations of alkalinity (titration with a volume of 1.5 ml),

ammonium (flow injection technique), phosphate (fotometric, autoanalyser), and

sulphate were analysed. The analyses for sulphate were done

nephelometrically/photometrically directly after a precipitation of barium sulphate with a

test technique of Merck®. From these parameters comprising the major products of the

anoxic degradation of organic matter, the degree of early diagenesis in a marine

sediment should be deductable with sufficient reliability.

4.6.4 Methods of XRF Sediment Analysis

The XRF spectrometer XEPOS® (SPECTRO A.1. GmbH. & Co. KG, Kleve) had been

succesfully tested on M57 to perform elemental analyses on dried and ground sediment

sampies. A method for powdered sampies with a measuring time of 7.5 minutes per

sampie was used, which represents a compromise between measuring time and

accuracy.

This method allows processing an 8 m core at a depth resolution of 4cm in net

measuring time of 24 h so that first results may be used immediately for planning

further sampling sites. Reference measurements were performed after each series of

sampies using the MAG-1 sediment standard as a pressed tablet.

Sampling was performed by pressing a U-channel (dimensions 995x15x1 Omm LxWxH)

into the sediment of the working half shell of the split core and separating the filled U

channel from the core using a plastic wire. The sediment in the U-channel was cut into

4 cm sampies resulting in a sampie size of approximately 5 cm 3 wet sediment. The

sampies were dried in a drying furnace at 200°C and manually ground to a uniform

grainsize.

Due to the extensive help with grinding and overnight measurements from other groups

nine of the eleven sampled cores from the gravity carer were directly measured on

board.

Overall more than 1700 sampies were analysed for 47 elements. With the rapid method

used, the results for the elements Si, AI, Ca, Mg, K, Fe, Mn, Ba, Sr, Rb, Br, Ti, Ni, Cu,

Zn, P,S and CI are weil above the background. As on the previous cruise M57, the

XEPOS® XRF did not show errors due to the unusual ambient conditions on a ship.
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4.6.5 First Results

Some examples of the pore water analysis are shown in figure 4.6.1. The four diagrams

show the pore water concentrations of alkalinity, ammonia, sulfate and phosphate for

the location GeoB 8509, which is located within the axis of the Cap-Timiris-Canyon. It is

obvious especially from the alkalinity and ammonia plots that a fairly linear gradient in

the lower part of the sediment column changes to a low-gradient situation in the upper 5

m of the sediment. Such shapes may be caused by very young mass flow events that

cut off the linear porewater profile and superimpose a layer of uniform porewater

composition. Both, the time needed to return to a steady state linear gradient and the

time represented in the non-steady state situation induced by the mass flow event may

be calculated using a worksheet model. In the case below, the event causing the flat

gradient in the upper 5 m of the sediment is estimated to have occured no longer than

50 years ago.

GeoB 8509-2
Date: 27.04.03 Position:19°27.03' N N18°05.34' W
Water Depth: 2585 m Core Length: 9.19 m
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Fig. 4.6.1 Results of pore water analyses of location GeoB 8509, using 3 ml of fresh
sediment in a simplified technique.

Because of the fast test for sulphate in pore water, the results cannot reach the

accuracy and the reliability of "normal" measurements in pore water. However, this was

not expected due to the small sampie volume of 3 ml instead of 100 - 200 ml.

Nevertheless, these data give sufficient information about the intensity and the depth of

early diagenetic processes, especially about the depth of the sulfate/methane interface

in marine sediments which in core GeoB 8506 is found at a depth of approximately 9m.
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GeoB 8506-4
Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19°42,51' N 1r42,91 , W
Water Depth: 1827 m Core Length: 10.08 m
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Fig. 4.6.2 Results of pore water analyses of location GeoS 8506

The figures next page show concentration profiles in the sediment solid phase for the

nine cores from the gravity corer which were processed and measured on board. Core

GeoS 8501 was planned as a reference core to show the undisturbed sediment

sequence, yet it appeared to hold five turbidites marked in the elemental composition

by peaks in the silicon and negative peaks in most other elements caused by the

reduction of mineral diversity to mainly quartz grains in the coarser parts of the

sediment.
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GeoB 8501-4
Date: 22.04.03 Position: 18°30,27' N 18°45,53' W

Water Depth: 2992 m Core Length: 3.84 m
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Fig 4.6.3: solid phase contents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8501.
Shaded areas mark locations described as possible turbidites in the visual core
description.

In a position on the levee of the - submarine Cap-Timiris-Canyon where it was first

crossed by RV METEOR on the way north, core GeoB 8502 revealed an almost 15m

long sequence of sediments only disturbed by some minor turbidites, especially

between 11 m and 13m.

•
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GeoB 8502·02
Date: 23.04.03 Position: 190 13.22' N 180 56.04' W
Water Depth: 2956 m Core Length: 14.88 m
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Fig 4.6.4: solid phase contents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8502.
Shaded areas mark locations described as possibte turbidites in the visual core
description.
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GeoB 8504-3
Date: 25.04.03 Position: 20°35,12' N 19°10,02' W
Water Depth: 3209 m Core Length: 9.99 m
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Fig 4.6.5: solid phase contents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8504.
Shaded areas mark locations described as debris f10w in the visual cere description.
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The first record of a debris flow on this cruise was discovered in Core GeoB 8504

which originally was planned for the investigation of mud diapirs and inexplicable

transparent structures in the parasound record. Some of the wavy structures in the

parasound record later appeared to be due to problems with the ship's heave

compensation and only in parts being true structures on the sea floer at 3200 m water

depth.

Core GeoB 8504 revealed a colorful polymikrite between 8m and 9.5m while the upper

6.5m are weil stratified and allow estimating the age of the debris flow from the

susceptibility and solid phase element concentrations logs to approximately 180ka.

The gradual change from high silicate content to high calcite content between 8m and

6.5m is not reflected in the visual core description. Plotting the elements controlled by

continental input such as Si, AI and Fe on a Calcite free basis does not show significant

variations such that this effect might be only due to increasing marine input of calcite.
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Fig 4.6.6 : Concentration of Si, AI, K and Fe in the non-calcite fraction of the sediments
from core GeoB 8504 (calculated based on the Ca content).

Core GeoB 8506 represents the sediment structures at the levee of the Cap-Timiris

Canyon further upslope at 1800m water depth.
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GeoB 8506-4
Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19°42,57' N 1]042,91' W
Water Depth: 1827 m Core Length: 10.08 m
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Fig 4.6.7: solid phase contents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8506.
Shaded areas mark locations described as possible turbidites in the visual core
description.
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GeoB 8507·3
Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19°28,50' N 18°05.97' W
Water Depth: 2411 m Core Length: 10.00 m
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Fig 4.6.8: solid phase contents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8507.
Shaded areas mark locations described as possible turbidites in the visual core
description.
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Cores 8507, 8508 and 8509 were aimed at the levee, terrace and axis of the Cap

Timiris-Canyon at a water depth of 2500 m. The sediments from the care in the levee

show two prominent turbidites between 1m and 2.5m and another small turbidite at 4m.

Between 2.5m and 4m the elemental composition is very uniform. Overall the strongest

variations in elemental compositions are found related to the turbidites. The background

sedimentation elemental composition logs do not allow a straight forward dating of the

sediments. In the lower part of the core where the susceptibility is lost due to sulfidic

alteration of the iron minerals the iron log does not reveal extensive stratigraphie

information.

The terrace core (GeoB8508) will be processed in the home lab in Bremen. The care in

the axis of the canyon (GeoB8509) shows an impressive sequence of at least 21

turbidites strongly controlling the elemental composition of the sediments. The coarser

turbidites in the lower part of the sequence (below 8m) are reflected as peaks in the

Fe/Si ratio while the peaks between 3m and 6m do not correlate with turbidites found in

the visual core description. An extensive analysis of the elemental composition in the

home lab should allow a fingerprinting of the different turbidites.
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Fig 4.6.9: Silicon to iron ratio in the solid phase of sediments from core GeoB 8509.
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GeoB 8509-2
Date: 27.04.03 Position: 19°27.03' N N18°05.34' W
Water Depth: 2585 m Core Length: 9.19 m
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Fig 4.6.10: solid phase contents of major elements in 'sediments from core GeoB 8509.
Shaded areas mark locations described as possible turbidites in the visual core
description.
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Core GeoB 8519 represents the background sedimentation next to the Mauritanian

Slide Complex. The sampies from this core were dried and stored for analysis in the

home lab.

Core GeoB 8520 was planned to penetrate a wedge of the Mauritanian debris flow and

in fact both the background sedimentation before and after the event are found in the

sediments sampled at this station. The upper 50 cm represent the young background

sedimentation while from 8m to the end of the core at 11 m more than 3m of stratified

sediment sequence is found. At this depth the susceptibility and iron logs seem to be

completely independent showing a strong alteration of the iron minerals although at

present there is no sulfidic environment found within the sampled depth. The porewater

sulfate concentration only show a slight decrease with depth indicating a low

productivity site.

GeoB 8520-1
Date: 04.05.. 03 Position: 16°58.58' N 1r49.5T W
Water Depth: 2687 m Core Length: 11.28 m
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Fig 4.6.11. pore water composition of sediments in Core GeoB 8520

Core GeoB 8522 which is also located at the border of the Mauritanian debris flow

shows the background sedimentation on the top while the debris flow base was not

reached at this location. The sampies were taken at aresolution of 2 cm in order to

possibly reveal same stratigraphie information from the elemental composition of the

upper 50 cm.
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Fig 4.6.12: solid phasecontents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8520.
Shaded area marks a location described as debris flow in the visual cere description.
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Core GeoB 8523 shows a unique, double sequence of debris flow followed by a turbidite

and subsequent background sedimentation within the total core length of 6m.

GeoB 8523·1
Date: 05.05.03 Position: 1r14.74' N 18°22.12' W
Water Depth:3092 m Core Length: 6.12m
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Fig 4.6.13: solid phase contents of major elements in sediments from core GeoB 8520.
Shaded areas mark loeations deseribed as possible turbidites or debris flows in the
visual core description. Sampies from the debris f10ws were not measured.

The younger turbidite shows the unique feature of a very high sulfur content of up to

600 mmol/kg which yields a total solid phase content of approximately 5% when

ealculated as iron monosulfide indieating that the souree of the mass flow event is

young organie rieh and sulphidie material fram the shelf.
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Fig 4.6.14: solid phase contents of CI, Sand P in sediments from core GeoB 8523.

Another unique feature was discovered in care 8502 from the levee of the Cap-Timiris

Canyon at a water depth of 2956m. In the solid phase bromium content there are two

prominent peaks that are weil above the background in figure 4.6.15 the total bromium

and the marine bromium calculated from a fixed CI/Br-ratio (288) to the measured CI

content are plotted.
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Fig 4.6.15: solid phase contents of Br and marine Br calculated from the total CI
content in Core GeoB 8502. Bars mark turbidites.
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Since the only correlation found so far in cooperation with the geomagnetics group is a

positive correlation to the non-terrestrial silicon in the non-carbonate fraction of the solid

phase, a silica shell organism accumulating bromium was postulated as a working

hypothesis. First smear slide analyses by the paleontology group did not reveal

suspicous organisms appearing in greater numbers only in the bromium peak regions.

A second set of smear slides from carbonate-free sampies was prepared and stored for

analysis in the home lab. For this purpose, sampies were dried and the carbonate

fraction was dissolved by slowly adding concentrated nitric acid. After two washing and

decanting cycles the sampies were wet sieved at 20lJm, dried and prepared as smear

slides by the paleontology group.
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4.7 Wildlife Observations April1Sth 2003 to May 12th 2003

(Wynn, R. B.)

4.7.1 List of Birds Observed

Dakar Harbour (April 15th-21st)

Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo)
Long-tailed Cormorant
Western Reef Egret (Egretta gularis)
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
Black Kite (Milvus migrans)
Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus)
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis)
Royal Tern (Sterna maxima)
Feral Pigeon (Columba livia)
Laughing Dove (Streptopelia senagelensis)
Little Swift (Apus affinis)
Pygmy Sunbird (Anthreptes platurus)
Hause Sparrow (Passer domesticus)

Offshore between Dakar and Las Palmas, Gran Canaria (April 21st-May 12th)

Cory's Shearwater (Calonectris diomedea)
Sooty Shearwater (Puffinus griseus)
European Storm-Petrel (Hydrobates pelagicus)
Madeiran Storm-Petrel (Oceanodroma castro)
Gannet (Morus bassanus)
Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus)
Turnstone (Arenaria interpres)
Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica)
Grey Phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius)
Great Skua (Stercorarius skua)
Pomarine Skua (Stercorarius pomarinus)
Arctic Skua (Stercorarius parasiticus)
Long-tailed Skua (Stercorarius longicaudus)
Yellow-Iegged Gull (Larus cachinnans michahellis)
Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus fuscus)
Sabine's Gull (Larus sabini)
Little Tern (Sterna albifrons)
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis)
Common Tern (Sterna hirundo)
Arctic Tern (Sterna paradisaea)
Roseate Tern (Sterna dougallii)
Royal Tern (Sterna maxima)
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Black Tern (Chlidonias niger)
Feral (Racing) Pigeon (Columba livia)
Collared Dove (Streptopelia decaocto)
Turtle Dove (Streptopelia turtur)
European Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus)
Swallow (Hirundo rustica)

4.7.2 Summary of Daily Observations

April 15th: Dakar Harbour, Senegal

A day spent in Dakar Harbour produced good numbers of birds but only a relatively

small variety of species. Commonest species were Cormorant, Black Kite, Sandwich

Tern and Feral Pigeon. Smaller numbers of dark morph Western Reef Egrets, Osprey,

Royal Tern, Laughing Dove, Pygmy Sunbird and Little Swift were also noted.

April 16th: Dakar Harbour, Senegal

Similar species to yesterday noted but also House Sparrow. In the morning there was

an amazing count of 260+ Black Kites in one scan of the Dakar skyline.

April 21st: Passage from Oakar Harbour to 15 km NW of Dakar

Good numbers of birds were noted along the coast and inner shelf during the passage

out of Dakar Harbour. Common/Arctic, Royal, Sandwich, Black, Little and Roseate

Terns were all seen, often being harried by Arctic Skuas. Other species noted in small

numbers included Gannet, Cory's Shearwater, Sabine's Gull and Madeiran Storm

Petrel. A group of ten Oystercatchers flew along the coast. Other sightings included a

single turtle and small numbers of flying fish.

April 22nd: Passage from 1-r34N11So27W to 1S022NI1 SO43W (3000m)

Only small numbers of birds were seen including 27 Black Terns, 18 Arctic Terns, eight

Madeiran Storm-Petrels and four Grey Phalaropes. All of the terns were adults. Two

flying fish and three squid were also seen.

April 23rd: 19°13N11So55W (3000m)

Observation time Iimited. A single Racing Pigeon landed on the deck and a flock of 12

Bar-tailed Godwits flew NE.
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April 24th: Passage from 200 38N118°18Wto 200 25NI1r43W (1500-100m)

An excellent day working on the upper slope/outer shelf produced large numbers of

birds flying through on passage. The dominant species was Sabine's Gull, with several

hundred moving north in loose flocks, many in full summer plumage. Two Royal Terns

also passed by as weil as moderate numbers of Common, Arctic and Black Terns.

Associated with this passage was one Great, one Arctic, eight Long-tailed and 20

Pomarine Skuas. All üf the skuas and terns were adults. Other birds included 30

Gannets (mostly immatures), small numbers of Madeiran and European Storm-Petrels,

and two Sooty Shearwaters. A Swallow circled the ship in the morning and a large flock

of 200+ Bar-tailed Godwits moved north. A large unidentified whale was noted in the

morning (7-8 blows at about 15 second intervals, blow quite high but a bit bushy, no

sign of dorsal ridge on blowing, color seemed grey-brown and quite pale, no tail seen at

end of sequence).

April 25th: 200 00N119°07W (3000m)

Areturn to deep water meant it was a quieter day but sightings included a group of five

Pomarine Skuas moving north, four Black and two Arctic Terns, six Madeiran Storm

Petreis (noted shearing in fast, shallow ares in moderate wind) and, most surprisingly, a

Painted Lady butterfly.

April 27th: 19°28NI18°05W (2500m)

An interesting find was two Turtle Doves that rested on the foredeck for a couple of

hours during the day. Another bonus was a Madeiran Storm-Petrel found inside a

laboratory at night, presumably dazzled by the lights. It was boxed overnight and

photographed and released the following morning. The only other sightings were of two

Arctic Terns and two Grey Phalaropes, the laUer also drawn in close by the ship's lights

at night.

April 29th: 19°21NI18°42W (3000m)

At least six Turtle Doves were present around the ship for much of the day. Other

sightings included a single Madeiran Storm-Petrel and four Common/Arctic Terns.

April 30th: 200 00NI1 r30W (70m)

Another visit to shallow water again produced good numbers of birds (mostly moving

north) including one Great, 17 Arctic, 24 Pomarine and 35 Long-tailed Skuas, and two
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Sooty and 14 Cory's Shearwaters. At least 300 Sabine's Gulls were counted as weil as

about 25 Royal Terns and good numbers of Black, Common, Arctic and Sandwich

Terns (including several immatures). Other species noted in moderate numbers

included Gannets (all immatures) and Madeiran and European Storm-Petrels. The

Madeiran Storm-Petrels were noted 'pattering' on the surface in a similar fashion to

Wilson's Storm-Petrel. Small numbers of Lesser Black-backed and Yellow-Iegged Gulls

were also seen. However, the biggest surprise of the day was a female Nightjar seen

flying around the ship before it departed northwards. The only other land bird seen was

a Collared Dove that arrived on deck in the early evening.

Good numbers of Sabine's Gulls were again present, with at least 80 counted. Black,

Common and Arctic Terns were also recorded in good numbers as weil as at least eight

Royal Terns. One Great, three Arctic, 26 Long-tailed and 43 Pomarine Skuas were

seen, with the latter including one flock of 18 birds. A single Sooty Shearwater passed

by and a loafing flock of at least 100 Cory's Shearwaters was observed sitting on the

sea. Other seabirds included at least 20 Gannets, 20 Madeiran Storm-Petrels and a

couple of European Storm-Petrels. A single Turtle Dove was the only land bird during

the day.

May 2nd: 1-r20N11So00W (3000m)

Few observations made. One Swallow was seen and three Arctic Terns.

May 3rd: 1-r50NI16°25W (100m)

A European Storm-Petrel was found behind a box in the main lab in the afternoon,

presumably having crash-Ianded the previous night. It was photographed and

successfully released. Other birds included a single Great Skua, two Gannets, three

Cory's Shearwaters and good numbers of Long-tailed, Pomarine and Arctic Skuas

(including many immatures). Large numbers of Common, Arctic and Black Terns,

Sabine's Gulls, and Madeiran and European Storm-Petrels were also seen.

May 5th: 1-r15N11So22W (3100m)

A tired immature male Kestrel arrived on deck early in the morning and remained until

lunchtime. In the evening at least five European Storm-Petrels, one or two Grey

Phalaropes, two Black and two Arctic Terns were seen in the ship's lights.
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May 6th: 1-r29NI16°45W (BOOm)

183

A Turnstone and a Turtle Dove were present on and around the ship in the early

afternoon, the latter rather bizarrely being pursued by a dark phase Arctic Skua! Also

seen were single Cory's Shearwater and Pomarine Skua, seven Gannets, 20 Sabine's

Gulls, 30 Long-tailed Skuas and small numbers of Madeiran Storm-Petrels, Black,

Common and Arctic Terns. A Portuguese Man-o-War was the first of the cruise.

May 9th: 24°02NI1-r44W (2200m)

A Swallow was seen resting just under the bridge in the evening.

May 10th: 24°14NI1-r34W (2000m)

A single green turtle was seen in the evening.
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5. Weather and Meteorological Conditions during the Cruise

( H. Sonnabend, Th. Truscheit)

Five days behind schedule RV METEOR left the harbour of Dakar/Senegal on Easter

Monday, April 21 st at noon heading northnorthwest towards the first working area.

Developed not as strong as usual the subtropical anticylone wandered from the sea

areas southwest of the Azores southeastward. Between it's ridge extending to the

coasts of Morocco and Mauritania and a flat low over Senegal and Mali RV METEOR

got into a fresh to strong northerly breeze shortly after having passed Cap Verde, the

western most tip of Africa. Until the morning of the 22nd of April the wind increased to

force 7 Beaufort from northnortheast. The corresponding sea state became rough to

very rough with wave heights up to 3,5 meters.

Beginning in the afternoon of the same day, the trade wind decreased gradually to a

fresh breeze from northeasterly directions on 23.04., but a relative high northnorth

westlery swell of about 3 to 4 meters reached the working area nearly at the same time

causing some uncomfortable rolling of the ship. After that system had passed condi

tions became stabilized soon until 24.04. All works within the next days could be carried

out without any disturbances caused by the weather.

The subtropical high extended with it's axis along 20 degrees north as a small belt of

high pressure across the central North Atlantic towards the Canary Islands and Mo

rocco. As the air pressure in the west and northwest of our working area wasn't as high

as usual, the development of a sharp gradient to the flat seasonal low over Mali and the

southern parts of Mauritania was prevented. As a result, trade winds from northerly to

northeasterly directions predominated with wind forces from 4 - 5, occasionally 6

Beaufort through 27.04. A temporarily increase was measured during the night to

28.04., when the wind rose up to 7 Beaufort from northnortheast..

Until the 29th of April the subtropical high regenerated gradually, forming a new centre

about 600 miles south of the Azores. As our working area was located between it's

ridge extending to the Northwest African coast and a flat seasonal low over Mali and

Mauritania the trade wind constellation continued. It's intensity was - beside the varia

tions of the level of the trade wind inversion - decisively dependent on the behavior of

the continental low. An expansion of about 100 or 150 miles against the quasi station

ary high pressure ridge in the northwest caused an increase of the air pressure gradient

with corresponding strong winds. On the first and second of May the trade wind

freshened strongly to wind force 6 to 7 from northerly to northnortheasterly directions,

especially at night. The sea state became rough with wave heights up to 3.5 meters at

times.
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The following two days the wind calmed down a little with wind forces of 5 Beaufort in

the daytime and about 6 Beaufort at night.

In the morning of 05.05. the centre of a new large anticylone reached the Azores with

an air pressure near 1035 hPa. At the same time the flat seasonal low over Mauritania

expanded westward till near the coastline. This development gave rise to a new in

crease of the trade wind up to force 6 - 7 Beaufort associated with raugh sea and wave

heights between 3 and 4 meters. These conditions predominated with only slight varia

tions for the next few days until conclusion of station work into the sea areas above the

Debris Flow.

Strang winds with forces between 6 and 7, gusting up to 8 Beaufort fram ahead per

sisted when RV Meteor headed northward to the "Sahara Debris Flow". The northerly

swell rase to more than 4 meters off Gap Blanc.

In the afternoon of 09.05. the subtropical high centred over the Azores weakened a

little. According to this development the raugh northeasterly trade wind decreased

gradually to force 4 to 5 Beaufort until the following day.

After RV METEOR had completed station work above the "Sahara Debris Flow" it set

course for Las Palmas. The mainly moderate to fresh breeze remained also thraugh the

11 th of May, the last full day at sea. During the following night, when being in the vicinity

of Gran Ganaria, the wind increased once more for a while.

In the morning of the 1i h of May 2003 RV METEOR arrived at Las Palmas.

Special weather events

In the course of the whole cruise the fall of dust fram the Sahara Desert was observed

frequently, especially over all sea areas south of a latitude of 20 degrees north.

Induced by strang trade winds over the western parts of the Sahara Desert ("Harmat

tan"), these clouds of dust drifted above Mauritania and Senegal towards the Gap

Verde Islands and furthermore to the westsouthwest, causing the reduce of visibility of

different intensity.

Beginning in the evening of 05.05. and lasting till noon of 08.05. the working areas of

RV METEOR were affected by a large and weil defined cloud of dust extending fram

Gap Blanc in the north towards the coasts of Gambia in the south. The visibility wors

ened continuously, and as its height on 07.05.03 only 900 meters or less than % mile

were measured fram board of RV METEOR.
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